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IT ISWlI'H GREAT PLEASURE AS MAYOR OF OSWEGO, AND ON BEHALF OF
ALL THE RESIDENTS OF OSWEGO, THAT I WELCOME YOU TO THE
NATIONAL WOMEN'S STuDIES ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE, BEING HELD
IN ONE OF THE MOST UNIQUE LOCATIONS NEW YORK STATE HAS TO
DFFER. OSWEGO WAS FIRST VIEWED BY EUROPEAN EXPLORERS IN
1654, AND SINCE THEN HAS A WONDERFUL HISTORY IN THE GROWTH OF
OUR NATION.
FIRST A 17TH AND 18TH CENTURY FRONTIER, OSWEGO PLAYED
IMPORTANT ROLES IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION AND THE WAR OF
1812. WrrH THE OPENING OF THE FAMED ERIE CANAL AND rrs
OSWEGO CANAL BRANCH, OSWEGO BECAME A GATEWAY TO THE
AMERICAN WEST. OSWEGO LATER BECAME AN IMPORTANT STOP ON
THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD DURING THE LATE 19TH CENTURY.
DURING THE 20TH CENTURY OSWEGO STOOD AS THE ONLY COMMUNrrY
IN NORTH AMERICA WHICH PROVIDED A SAFE HAVEN FOR EUROPEAN
REFUGEES FROM THE HOLOCAUST.
TODAY, OSWEGO IS A MAJOR NORTHEAST ENERGY CENTER AND AN
AQUATIC PLAYGROUND. You WILL FIND MUCH TO INTEREST YOU.
WHETHER YOU visrr OSWEGO ONE TIME OR MANY TIMES. YOUWILL FIND
A FRIENDLY AMBIANCE AND PRODUCTIVE PEOPLE.







OSWEGO Office of the President
WELCOME FROM THE OSWEGO HOSTS I
STATE UNIVERSITY Of NEW YORK
OSWEGO, NEW YORK 13126
Dear Conference Participants:
Welcome to Oswego State University. We are pleased to be the venue for the
19th Annual National Women's Studies Association Conference. As will no doubt be
the subject of some of your planned gatherings, Women's Studies Programs have
demonstrated that they continue to thrive across the nation. In fact, we at Oswego are
excited that a proposal for a new bachelors degree in Women's Studies was recently
approved by our campus governance processes. Association members should be
very proud to have played such significant roles in increasing the respect for and the
strength and integrity of Women's Studies curricula. NWSA has helped address broad
issues faced by educators, scholars, students, and community leaders who participate
productively in the academy on behalf of Women's Studies.
Our lake front site should promote collegiality and provide a brilliant backdrop
for your activities. We wish you many rewarding and enlightening experiences during




Deborah F. Stanley I
President
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I A MESSAGE FROM THE NWSA PRESIDENT
NW'"NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
April 30, 1998
Dear Conference Participants-
As I write this I am looking out at budding trees and daffodils, the heralds of
warmer weather, and Oswego's most pleasant seasons, late Spring and Summer. In
a short time you will actually be here participating in the 1998 NWSA Conference. I
wish you a wonderful experience in your several days here at Oswego State.
When I accepted the challenge to become President of NWSA for the academic
year 1997-98, the conference was scheduled to be in another part of the country. That
we ended up having it here has had both good and bad aspects to it. The bad, of
course, is that in addition to the job of being President, I have had a large, but far from
singular, role in both planning and delivering the conference. The good parts are
more numerous, and have to do with the wonderful women and men with whom I have
been privileged to work, leading up to this conference. You will find their names listed
in this Program.
This program book offers you information about the conference to be sure, but
that is not all. You can also find considerable information about National Women's
Studies Association and how it governs itself. This past year we have been looking at
the Constitution with an eye for change that makes governance run more smoothly.
Please read the Constitution contained in this volume, you will be able to see the old
and the suggested revisions simultaneously. They will be discussed at meetings
designated for that purpose and noted within the daily program listings.
I have been a member of the Oswego campus community since 1965, serving
as both faculty and administrator. It is a terrific place to work and live, and I am proud
to welcome you on behalf of the campus community as well as on behalf of NWSA
itself. It truly is my pleasure to say welcome to each of you, please enjoy yourselves as
you partake of the conference sessions, and especially enjoy the setting we are
privileged to occupy on the shores of Lake Ontario.
Barbara W. Gerber, President 1997-98
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Region" of NWSA
NW5A accomplishes its work through the efforts of member volunteers, with the able paid support of an
executive administrator and her part-time staff in the national office, and a half time Conference Coordinator
who manages the conference program data base, the website and other work associated with the conferences.
Responsibility for projects, including programming for the national conference falls to elected officers and
governing council members, committee chairs and members, and other volunteers from various constituencies
within NWSA. What this means is that NWSA is all of us, and we need people to volunteer- for committee
membership, to strengthen regional associations, to join and energize sub-groups within NWSA. In addition,
we would like for more members to run for office, to encourage their programs and departments to pay for an
institutional membership in NWSA, and to give consideration to hosting the national conference.
The Governing Council and NW5A's Mission
The officers and members of the Governing Council
welcome suggestions, financial support, constructive
criticism, and offers to help with the work of the
association. The volunteers who make NWSA possible
are committed, in the works of the Constitution ratified
in the spring of 1993, "to further the social, political, and
professional development of Women's Studies
throughout the country and the world, at every
educational level and in every educational setting." This
is a large and even global mission, and it only becomes a
reality when members volunteer for service in NWSA.
The Constitution continues, "To this end, this
organization is committed to being a forum conducive to
dialogue and collective action dedicated to feminist
education and change." NWSA members from different
identity groups and disciplinary backgrounds work in
coalition with each other in order to ensure a future for
Women's Studies both in the academy and in the
community.
RegionalWomen's 5tudie5 Associations
Regional women's studies associations exist to
strengthen networks among the approximately 600
women's studies programs, departments, women's
centers and their affiliated community organizations.
Attend the all regional meeting for briefing on potential
discussion topics on Thursday, June 11, at 4 pm after
which separate regional meetings will convene. At the
regional sessions you will elect your regional
representative who goes to the Constituency Council
and also have an opportunity to network with
neighboring region colleagues, students and activists. If
you have further questions please contact Annette Van
Dyke, University of Illinois - Springfield, Springfield, IL
62794-9243. <vandyke.annette@uis.edu>
If you do not know the region to which you belong, see
the list that follows this section. Please check the
location of meetings in the Conference Overview,




Delaware, District of Columbia
Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
Midwest
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska
New England
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,




Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, West Virginia
Northwest





Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah
South Central
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas
Southeast
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia
Upper Midwest
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota
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Caucuses and Task Forces
Caucuses have a long history in NWSA, beginning
with the founding conference in 1977; they reflect
the desire of some NWSA members to affiliate in
sub-groups which reflect our diversity of identities.
Although neither the Constitution nor the Bylaws
clarify difference between the caucuses and task
forces, the working distinction we use designates
CAUCUSES as appropriate if the group's major
goal involves representation of point(s) of view.
TASK FORCES are oriented towards an issue or
problem that can be solved through action. NWSA
has acted from the beginning on the belief that
members whose identities, voices, and points of
view may be numerical1y under-represented within
NWSA might not find an organizational base or be
able to make themselves heard without caucus
representation. Task Forces however, do not require
representation within the governance structure,
and can accomplish their projects without its
intervention. Currently active caucuses and task
forces, and any group that specifical1y asked for
time to discuss formalizing a caucus or task force,
have scheduled meetings at this conference. If your
group does not already have a time and place, and
wishes to have a meeting, contact the NWSA desk
in Hewitt Union Lobby, and we will try to
accommodate your request.
Governance Structure: Governing Council,
Constituency Council, and the Meml1ership
Asseml1ly
The Governing Council (GO is comprised of the
elected officers,S elected Members-at-Large, 5
elected Representatives by! from the Constituency
Council, Conference Committee Chair, and
remaining (but non-voting) Committee Chairs. The
GC meets twice a year (in January, before and after
the conference) to establish policy for NWSA;
between GC meetings, the Executive Committee
(comprised of the elected officers and Conference
Chair) is authorized to make decision on behalf of
the GC and NWSA.
The Constituency Council (eCl is comprised of
the elected representatives of the caucuses and
regions. It is chaired by the NWSA Liaison, Annette
Van Dyke. The CC elects five members of its body
to the GC at a meeting that takes place after all
contributing groups have met.
The Membership Assembly (MAl meets annually
at the conference to hear reports from the officers
and other members of the GC, to vote on any
constitutional amendments that have been
proposed and duly circulated, and to consider
approving recommendations and resolutions from
the membership or from regions, caucuses, or task
forces directed to the Governing Council. Members
of record 60 days prior to the meeting may
participate in, and vote at, the meeting.
Constituency Council meeting wil1 be Friday at 4:30
pm in Room 213 Hewitt Union, Membership
Assembly meeting wil1 begin immediately
fol1owing the conclusion of the cc. Meeting room
will remain the same unless participants exceed
room capacity.
How to 5ul1mit Recommendations and Resolutions at
the Meml1ership Asseml1ly
Recommendations and resolutions, if approved by
the Membership Assembly, are addressed to the
Governing Council for further endorsement or
implementation; the GC takes up recommendations
and resolutions at its meeting immediately
fol1owing the close of the conference, June 14.
-A recommendation is an expression of concern or
principle; it does not require action on the part of
NWSA, although it may recommend writing a
letter, sending a telegram, or making a similar
educational gesture, endorsing the substance of the
recommendation.
-A resolution urges the Governing Council to
develop and! or implement policies, procedures, or
plans of action; a resolution involves a commitment
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time of the officers of the organization. Sponsors of
recommendations and resolutions should consider
and include in the proposal the following
categories as appropriate: cost (and source of
funding; responsibility for implementation (and to
what extent the sponsors are willing to do the
work); timetable (and who is responsible for
meeting deadlines); and specifics (names,
addresses, e-mail, phone numbers, etc.).
RECOMMENDATION !RESOLUTION FORMS are
available at the Conference Registration Desk
throughout the conference. Completed forms must
be returned to the registration table by Friday, June
12 at 4 pm.
Membership Information
Membership in NWSA of open to anyone
interested in promoting Women's Studies
education in the community, schools, colleges and
universities. Membership dues range from $25 for
student, adjunct and activist members to $60 for
individual membership to $1000 for a life
membership.
NOTE: NWSA is a 501(c)3 organization as
classified by the IRS. This means that in order to
keep our status as a tax-exempt, non-profit
organization, we are prohibited as an
organization from engaging in political
activities. While it is far from certain that NWSA
members and the IRS would agree on the
meaning of the phrase "political activity,"
NWSA must restrict its external advocacy or
actions to those that clearly fall within the rubric
of our educational mission. Although NWSA
itself may be prohibited from engaging in
political activity, this does not restrict the speech
or action of NWSA's membership. Persons or
groups wishing to enlist the advocacy of
NWSA's membership may circulate petitions at
the conference and! or may purchase mailing
labels from the national office in order to
communicate directly with members. Persons or
groups outside of NWSA may not solicit
conference attendees for financial support.
NationalStalf Mem~ers
Loretta Younger, National Executive Administrator
Beatrice Thompson, Conference Coordinator
Bj Eaton, Editor of NWSAction
GoverningCouncil1997-98
Executive Committee
President - Barbara W. Gerber
President-elect - Bonnie Zimmerman
Secretary - Bethania Maria
Treasurer - Diana Scully
Liasion - Annette Van Dyke








Communications - Debra Beck
Conflict Resolution - Kathleen Crowley-Long,
Trisha Franzen, Patsy Schweichart, Virginia
Cyrus, Marilyn Hoder-Salmon, judith Fetterley,
Robin Powers
Continuing Education - Carol o. Perkins
Development Committee - open
Elections - Gail Cohee
Ethics & Equity - Bette Tallen
Membership - Marjorie Pryse
Personnel - Maria Gonzalez
Constituency CouncilRepresentatives to the GC
Dana Shugar, Lesbian Caucus
jacqueline Zita, Program Administrators
Christina Brinkley, Women of Color
Ginnie Gessford, Pacific SW Region
Linda Lopez McAlister, Southeast Region
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Caucus, Task Force & Regional Representatives to the CC
Student Caucus - Myrna Morales
Aging & Ageism Caucus -
Community College - Barbara Horn
Women's Centers Caucus - Kelli Zaytoun Byrne
jewish Women - Susan Koppleman &
Elizabeth Ribet
Catholic Interest - Lorine M. Getz
Teacher Education - Tania Ramalho
New England Region - Pam Menke
New York Region - jennifer Scanlon
Mid-Atlantic Region - Myrna Goldenberg
Midwest Region - Lisa Spaulding
Upper Midwest Region - Virginia Norris
Great Lakes Region - Emily Berry
South Central Region - Susan Turell
Women of Color Alternate - Bonita Hampton
Independent Scholars TF - Patricia Legermann






Diane james, Administrative Assistant
NWSA1998-99 Executive Committee
President - Bonnie Zimmerman
President Elect - Berenice Carroll
Secretary - Kathleen Merchant
Treasurer - Diana Scu1ly
Liason - Annelle VanDyke
Conference Chair - Ellen Cronan Rose









1010 Catherine, Apt. 207













Pamela Menke, English Department




Jennifer Scanlon, Women's Studies




Judith Johnson, Women's Studies & English













Susan 'Iurell, Convenor, Women's Studies
University of Houston - Clear Lake





Dep't Women's Studies, HMS 4136





South Dakota State University
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NWSA Lifetime Members


































































Albion College, Albion, Ml
Alfred Univ., Alfred, NY
Aquinas College, Grand Rapids, MI
Atlanta-Fulton Public Librarv, GA
Avila College, Kansas City, MO
Ball State Univ., Muncie, IN
Bates College, Lewiston, ME
Binghamton Univ., Binghamton, NY
Boston Public Library, Boston, MA
Brigham Young Univ., Provo, UT
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA
Calif. State Univ., Fresno, Fresno, CA
Calif. State Univ., Long Beach, CA
Capital University, Columbus, OH
Casper College, Casper, WY
Central Conn. State Univ., New Britain, CT
Central Washington Univ., Ellensburg, WA
Century College, White Bear Lake, MN
Chatham College, Pittsburgh, PA
Chatham College, Pittsburgh, PA
City Colleges of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, CA
Clark University, Worcester, MA
Colby College, Waterville, ME
College of Notre Dame, Baltimore, MD
College of S1. Catherine, S1. Paul, MN
College of St. Mary, Omaha, NE
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, MA
Colorado State Univ., Ft. Collins, CO
Connecticut College, New London, CT
Cuyahoga Comm. College, Highland Hills, OH
Denison Univ, Granville, OH
Duke Univ., Durham, NC
East Stroudsburg Univ., East Stroudsburg, PA
Eastern Conn. State Univ., Willimantic, CT
Eastern New Mexico Univ., Portales, NM
Edgewood College, Madison, WI
Elmira College, Elmira, NY
Emporia State Univ., Emporia, KS
Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, FL
Foothill College, Los Altos Hills, CA
George Washington Univ., Washington, DC
Georgetown Univ., Washington, DC
Georgia College & State Univ., Milledgeville,
GA
Georgia State Univ., Atlanta, GA
Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA
Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, PA
Goucher College, Baltimore, MD
Greenfield Community Col., Greenfield, MA
Hope College, Holland, MI
Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA
lIlinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, IL
Indiana State Univ., Terre Haute, IN
Indiana Univ., South Bend, South Bend, IN
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Indiana Univ./Purdue Unlv., Ft. Wayne, IN
Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA
Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY
Keene State College, Keene, NH
Kenyon College, Gambier, OH
Kutztown University, Kutztown, PA
Lafayette College, Easton, PA
Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, PA
Lehigh Valley Assn of Indep. Coll., Bethlehem,
PA
Lehman College, Bronx, NY
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA
Louisiana State University, Shreveport, LA
Loyola Univ. Library, New Orleans, LA
Luther College, Decorah, IA
Mankato State Univ., Mankato, MN
Mansfield University, OH
Massachusetts College of Art, Women's Center,
MA
Metropolitan State College, Denver, CO
Miami Univ., Oxford, OH
Michigan State Univ., E. Lansing, MI
Middle Tennessee State Univ., Murfreesboro,
TN
Middlebury College, Middlebury, VT
Mills College, Oakland, CA
Minneapolis Comm. & Tech. College,
Minneapolis, MN
Moravian College, Bethlehem, PA
Mount Holyoke College, S. Hadley, MA
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, NC
North Dakota State Uruv., Fargo, ND
Northern Arizona Univ., Flagstaff, AZ
Northwestern University Library, IL
Oberlin College, Oberlin, OH
Office of Children & Fam. Serv., Rensselaer, NY
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, OH
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, OH
Ohio University, Athens, OH
Ohio Wesleyan Unrv., Delaware, OH
Old Dominion University, VA
Pacific Univ., Forest Grove, OR
Penn State Univ., University Park, PA
Providence College, Providence, Rl
Purdue Univ., Calumet, Hammond, IN
Radcliffe College, Cambridge, MA
Regis College, Weston, MA
Rider University, Lawrenceville, NJ
Rollins College, Winter Park, FL
Rowan Univ.. Glassboro, N]
Rutgers Univ.-Oouglass, New Brunswick, NJ
SUNY-Albany, Albany, NY
SUNY-Brockport, Brockport, NY
SUNY· Fredonia, Fredonia, NY




SUNY Central Administration, Albany, NY
Saint Michael's College, Colchester, VT
San Diego State Univ.. San Diego, CA
Scripps College, Claremont, CA
Shippensburg Univ., Shippensburg, PA
Simmons College, Boston, MA
Sinte Gleska Univ., Mission, SO
Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs, NY
Smith College, Northampton, MA
South Dakota State Univ., Brookings, SO
Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, IL
Southern Illinois Univ., Edwardsville, IL
Southern Methodist Univ., Dallas, TX
Southern Oregon State, Ashland, OR
Southwestern Univ., Georgetown, TX
St. Lawrence Univ., Canton, NY
State Univ. College, Oneonta, NY
Stephens College, Columbia, MO
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA
Temple Univ., Philadelphia, PA
Texas A&M Univ., College Station, TX
Texas A&M Univ-Corpus Christi, Corpus
Christi, TX
Texas Tech. Univ., Lubbock, TX
Texas Woman's University, Denton, TX
The College of New Jersey, Trenton, NJ
Towson University, Towson, MD
Tufts University, Medford, MA
Tulane Univ., New Orleans, LA
Univ. of Akron, Akron, OH
Univ. of Alabama-Birmingham, Birmingham,
AL
Univ. of Alaska-Anchorage, Anchorage, AK
Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
Univ. of Calif-Davis, Davis, CA
Univ. of Cali f.-San Diego, La Jolla, CA
Univ. of Cali f.-San Francisco, San Pranciscc,
CA
Univ. of Central Florida, Orlando, FL
Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
Univ. of Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, CO
Univ. of Connecticut, Storrs, CT
Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL
Univ. of Illinois - Urbana, Champaign, Il.
Univ. of Illinois-Chicago, Chicago, IL
Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence, KS
Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
Univ. of Louisville, Louisville, KY
Univ. of Maine-Orono, Orono, ME
Univ, of Maryland-Balto. Co., Baltimore, MD
Univ of Maryland-College Park, College Park.
MD
Univ, of Mass-Amherst, Amherst, MA
Univ. of Mass-Boston. Boston, MA
Univ. of Mass.-Dartmouth, MA
Univ. of Memphis, Memphis, TN
Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml
Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml
Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Univ. of Mississippi, University, MS
Univ, of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO
Univ. of Missouri~St. Louis, S1. Louis, MO
Univ. of Montana, Missoula, MT
Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln, lincoln. NE
Univ. of Nebraska-Omaha, Omaha, NE
Univ. of Nevada-Las Vegas, Las Vegas, rv
Univ. of Nevada-Reno, Reno, NV
Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham, NH
Univ. of No. Carolina-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill
NC
Univ. of North Dakota, Grand Forks, NO
Univ. of North Texas, Denton, TIC
Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, OR
Univ. of Penn~Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA
Univ. of Puerto Rico, Cayey, Puerto Rico
Univ. of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA
Univ, of Redlands, Redlands, CA
Univ. of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rl
Univ. of Rochester, Rochester, NY
Univ. of Scranton, Scranton, PA
Univ. of Southern Colorado, Pueblo, CO
Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN
Univ. of Texas-Arlington, Arlington, 1X
Univ. of Toledo, Toledo, OH
Univ. of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK
Univ. of Vermont, Burlington, VT
Univ, of Washington, Seattle, WA
Univ, of Western Ontario, Ontario, Canada
Univ. of wisc.-Eau Claire, Eau Claire, WI
Univ, of WI5C.·LaCrosse, La Crosse, WI
Univ. of WlSc.·Madison, Madison, WI
Univ. of Wisc.·Platteville, Platteville, WI
Univ. of Wisconsin System, Madison, WI
Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY
Utah State Univ., Logan, tIT
Virginia Commonwealth University.
VA
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg. VA
Washington State Univ., Pullman. WA
Weber State University, Ogden, UT
Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA.
Wells College, Aurora, NY
Wesleyan University, Middletown. cr
West Virginia Univ., Morgantown. WV
Westfield State College, Westfield, MA
Wichita State Univ., Wichita, KS
Widener University, Chester, PA
William Paterson Univ., Wayne, NJ
William Patterson Coil., Wayne, NJ
Williams College, Williamstown. MA
Wittenberg University, Springfield, OH
Women As Allies, Boulder Creek. CA
Wright State University, Dayton. OH
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NWSA PLANNING COMMITTEES I
Some of the people to whom NWSAowes thanks for
their work inmaking this conference happen,
1998 Conference PlanningCommittee Chairs


































Conference Coordinator- Beatrice Thompson
Site Coordinator- Barbara St. Michel
Adminstrative Assistant- Diane James
Book Exhibit Chair- Kathryn Lanier






Women's Right s National Historical
Park
Vivien Rose, Historian,
Women's Rights National Historical
Park
Film Series - Denise Marshall
Plenary Committee -Barbara W, Gerber
Program Committee -Ellen Cronan Rose
Program Book Design - Barbara St. Michel
Publicity Committee - Nancy Osborne
Registration & Name Tags - Loretta Younger
Thankyou! Wecouldn't have done it without you.
Bar~ara W.Ger~er.DianeJames, and Bar~ara St. Michel T-Shirts and Art Work Design- AE Originals




And special thanks to Susie Weiss for her






THANKS TO THE UNITED UNIVER.SITY PR.OFESSIO S
FOR. THEIR. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
IN SUPPOR. T OF ACADEMIC FR.EEDOM




THE NWSA '98 CONFER.ENCE COMMITTEE
BARBARA ST MICHEL & BARBARA GER.BER..COCHAIR.S
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GENERAL CONFERENCE INFORMATION I
Conference Locations
All conference concurrent sessions will take place
in classrooms nearby the Hewitt Union.
The Opening Ceremony and Keynote will be in
Laker Hall, as will be the Plenary sessions
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Transportation
will be provided by shuttle from the rear of Hewitt
Union.
On Saturday afternoon at 3:30-3:45p.m. busses will
leave from behind Hewitt for Seneca Falls, to
return in the evening after the Plenary Session in
Seneca Falls
On Sunday the Closing Plenary will be in Lanigan
Hall, Room 101.
The Writers' Series will take place Thursday,
Friday and Saturday in Room 213 Hewitt Union.
Films for the film series will be shown in Hewitt
Union rooms 220 and 221.
Art Exhibits
The main galleries in Tyler Hall hold the annual
BFAShow, featuring the 1998 graduates from
Oswego's program. There is a small show from the
college's permanent collection in the Formal
Lounge of Hewitt Unionthat features Irene Wood a
Central New York artist.
Book Exhibit
The book exhibit which includes displays by
publishers, organizations and crafts people is in the
Ballroom of Hewitt Union. The book exhibit is open
Thursday, Friday and Saturday 9 :00 a.m.-6 :00 p.m.
The College Store
The College store is located in the basement of
Hewitt Union, where you will find personal items
as well as books, clothing and sundries. The
College Store operates the Sweet Shoppe in the
main lobby of Hewitt Union where you can find
newspapers, magazines, candy, coffee, and greeting
cards.
Computer Services
The computer laboratory in 210-211Mahar Hall
will be open for theuse of conferees during the
conference. Assistance will be available, both
Windows and Macintosh environments are
available.
Cultural Events Series
Tickets for the Cultural Events Series are available
at the Conference Registration Desk for $35with an
added fee of $10 for the fundraising concert with
Kate Clinton, to be held in Laker Hall. Shuttle
service will be available before and after that
concert, behind Hewitt Union. The Seneca Falls trip
on Saturday has a round trip fare of $30, tickets
available at Conference Registration desk until
noon on Saturday.
Disal1i1ities Access
NWSA and Oswego State are adhering to Federal
and State Guidelines with respect to access. All
buildings are equipped with electric doors,
elevators, and lavatories that can be accessed by
people using wheelchairs. If you contacted us prior
to the conference to arrange assistance, please
introduce yourself to someone at the Conference
Registration Desk, who will put you in touch with
one of the volunteers. Persons with disabilities
seeking accomodations while at the conference,
who have not previously arranged assistance,
should also identify their requirements at the
Conference Registration Desk. Wewill make every
effort to provide you reasonable accessibility
accomodations in order to assure you a positive
conference experience.
Film Series
Films will be shown in Hewitt Union rooms 220
and 221. A schedule, description of films, and a list
of film distributors are included in this book.
Fitness
Conference participants may purchase an athletic/
fitness pass at the Conference Registration Desk for
$5. The pass admits you to all locations and events
posted below.
Fitness Center in Cooper
Swimming pool in Lee Hall
Aerobics sessions
Walk/runs
A detailed schedule is available at the Conference
Registration Desk in Hewitt Union.
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Dining Services
Our main dining hall is Cooper. The dining level is
accessible by stairs and elevator. Cooper is
connected to Funnelle Hall by tunnel and can be
reached from the outside through the north and
south doors to the covered passageway. Meal times
in the Dining Hall are:
Breakfast - 7:00 - 8:30A.M.
Lunch -11:30 A.M. -1:30P.M.
Dinner - 5:00 - 6:30P.M.
For those not on the meal plan, separate meal
prices in Cooper are as follows: Breakfast - $5.00,
Lunch - $6.75, Dinner - $8.50.
Conference participants who hold meal tickets for
Saturday dinner and who are attending the
Saturday evening plenary in Seneca Falls can
request a box lunch for Saturday evening. Requests
must be made by noon on Friday.
Food is also available in the Hewitt Union Main
Level Food Court during the following hours:
Monday-Friday, 8:00A.M.-3:00 P.M.
Nearl1y Restaurants
There are several fast food restaurants within
reasonable walking distance of the campus. You
can also find table service at Rockin' Robin
Restaurant at the corner of Rt 104and Franklin
Street. With transportation, there are many
restaurants available within the City of Oswego.
See information sheets on the table in the lobby
near the Conference Registration Desk.
Name Tags
Each conference registrant will be issued a name
tag which we ask that you wear throughout the
conference to identify yourself for admission to
sessions. If you lose your name tag, go to the
Conference Registration Desk.
Photocopying
Your can photocopy at the Copy Center in Hewitt
Union Monday-Friday, 8:00A.M.-4:00 PM.
You can also use the coin operated copy machines
in Penfield Library.
Press and Media Representatives
Members of the press and media representatives
with appropriate identification should cometo the
Conference Registration Desk to receivea press
pass and information concerning how to contact
officers, conference speakers and NWSA
representatives.
Reminder to Participants and Presenters
Conference attendees are requested to refrainfrom
wearing scented products that may trigger
reactions in chemically-sensitive persons. NWSA
requests that presenters provide large print copies
of their presentation material and / or visual to
assure access to all participants.
Smoking
While smoking is permitted in individual residence
hall rooms, it is not permitted in any buildings on
the campus. Youmay smoke at outside locationson
campus.
Special Ril1110ns
Members of the Governing Council will be wearing
red ribbons attached to their nametags; conference
volunteers will be wearing green ribbons. If you
need assistance or directions, please look for
someone wearing a green or red ribbon. Plenary
speakers will be wearing white ribbons, and
NWSA life members will be wearing gold ribbons.
T.Shirts and Conference artwork
'98 Conference posters and t-shirts are available at
the NWSA table in the exhibit area. Please
remember that your purchase helps to support
NWSA ..
Writer's Series
On Thursday, Friday and Saturday readings by
well-known regional and national writers will be
held in 213Hewitt Union. These events are open to
all conference registrants at no additional charge.





Kate, a Feminist Comedian/ Author in her new
one-woman show, "Don't Get Me Started" covers
the daily news, relationships, and the ever
changing political scene ("If you ask me, Kenneth
Starr has subpoenas envy!") which are all ripe
targets for her intelligent humor. Kate originates
from Central New York,has appeared on national
television and in hundreds of clubs and theatres
skewering the sublime and the ridiculous with her
rapid fire pointed remarks. Kate has just finished
writing her first book, titled Don't Get Me Started
to be released by Ballantine June '98. Based on her
past and present monologues, it is filled with both
insightful and riotous thoughts. She also writes a
column for The Progressive and The Advocate. In
1996Kate joined "The Rosie O'Donnell Show" in
her first position as a television writer on staff. A
self described FUMERIST,that is feminist humorist,







This improvisational theatre troupe has performed
at many women-centered events, including
numerous women's studies conferences and the
United Nations Forum on Women, Beijing
Conference. They are a multilingual, multicultural
group and they weave the stories of the audience





Hewitt Union - Main Level
7:30P.M.
"Back ofthe Class"
This duo of performaers is quaranteed to prompt
some giggles from all of us. Sharon Stonekey writes
on universal themes in genreal and timely social
problems in specific. She crafts an exciting and
thought provoking performante with her
exceptional creative abilities. Joanne Still has been
writing parodies of everyone's favorite songs for
more than 40 years. In addition to stand-up
singing, Joanne's performance also includes
engaging and hiliarious multiple
personalities. Women's Percussion Ensemble
This musical group is comprised of five women
from all over New York State who perform a
variety of music ranging from jazz, Brazilian,
African, contemporary and classical music. Their
performance will celebrate women percussionists
and composers in the past and present. A slide
show featuring women perccussionists from
around the world will accompany the performance.
Additional local talent will be introduced following
the first two acts.
Saturday, June 15
Hewitt Union - MainLevel
8:00P.M.
50nita 5urrat
a local woman who performs "Opera in the Hood:
a refreshing and entertaining romp through some
of opera's best arias with a contemporary twist.
"The Nines" ...
Central New York's newest jazz ensemble,
performs the sultry and passionate music of the
"Roaring" 20's through the 30's and 40's. These six
professional women have come together with a
passion for jazz and a desire to reenergize sound
from the past. Titillating your every sense and
raising the roof on romance, "The Nines"
performance, style and grace will spark even the
darkest night!










2:00p.m. Magic Wool 9:30 a.m.
2:45p.m. Look For Me Here 10:40 a.m.
4:00 p.m. Girls Like Us 11:00a.m.
5:15 p.m. Drawing Conclusions/Running Mate 11:30a.m.
7:00 p.m. Nurses of World War I 12:10p.m.1:20 p.m.
Thursday
2:30p.m.
9:30 a.m, Asking Different Questions
3:15p.m.
10:30 a.m, Woman Being
5:00p.m.
11:00 a.m. The Andre Show
5:45p.m.
12: OOp.m. Joy Street
6:20p.m.
12:30 p.m. Body Beautiful
7:30p.m.
1: 30 p.m. I, Doll
2:40 p.m. Defending Our Lives
3:50p.m. Strong at The Broken Places
Friday
4:30 p.m. These Shoes Weren't Made ....
9:30 a.m,
5:10 p.m. Biography of Lilith
10:30 a.m.









9:30a.m. Daughters of the Troubles
4:00p.m.
10:40 a.m, The "F"Word
5:00p.m.
11:00 a.m. Beyond Beijing
5:45p.m.
12: 10 p.m. Hope of Awakening
7:30p.m.
12:45 p.m. Sisters Speak Loud and Clear














8:35 p.m. My Second Life
4:00 p.m.






10:15 a.m, Mary McLeod Bethune
11:00 a.m. Companions: Tales
12:10 p.m. Desert is No Lady
1:10 p.m. Girls Still Dream
1: 45 p.m. White Dresses
2: 30 p.m. America's Victoria
3:35 p.m. Mother of the River
4:15 p.m. Birth Stories
5:30 p.m. When Women Go Through Menopause
6:45p.m. You Can't Beat a Woman


















Hozho of Native Women
Your Words are Water




As I Remember It
It's Elementary
Funny You Don't Look Sick
Philomela Speaks











America's Victoria: TheVictoria Woodhull5tory.
A chronicle of the life of one of the most important and
unrecognized women in US political life who not only
advocated women's suffrage, but also a single sexual standard,
legalization of prostitution and reform of marriage. Victoria
Weston. 52 min. 1995.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Sat 2:30 p.m.
Anatomy of Desire
What makes persons gay? Straight? Bi? Is sexual orientation a
lifestyle choice, or does part of brain determine sexual
preference? These and other issues are examined in this
provocative documentary to illuminate growing debate on
origins of sexual preference and its impact on lesbian and gay
rights. jean-Francois Monette and Peter T. Boullata. 48 min.
1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Sat 12:10 p.m.
TheAndre 5how
Traces the life of a boy who is HIV positive, his adoptive
parents, and his choices. Beverly Peterson. 43 min.
Fanlight Productions Hewitt 220, Thurs 11:00 a.m.
Asl Remem~er It: A Portrait of Dorothy West
Intimate portrait of Dorothy West explores the forgotten role of
women in the Harlem Renaissance from 83 her years through
archival footage, photos, and interviews. Salem Mekuria. 56
min. 1991.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Fri 5:45 p.m.
Asking Different Questions: Womenand 5cience
How women fare in the world of science and also wonders if
there is such a thing as "feminist science." Gwynne Basen and
Ema Buffie Directors. 51 min.
National Film Board of Canada. Hewitt 220, Thurs 9:30 a.m.
Beyond BeUing:The International Women'sMovement
This personal account of the 1995 UN World Conference on
Women captures the exciting spirit and strength of its
participants. Salome Chasnoff. 60 min. 1996.
beyondmedia Hewitt 220, Fri 11:00 a.m.
A Biography of Lilith
Updates the creation myth by telling the story of the first
woman and for some, the first feminist and reclaims this
cabalistic parable to frame her own role. Lynne Sachs. 35 min.
1997.
Women Make Movies. Hewitt 220, Thurs 5:10 p.m.
Birth 5tories
Frank and funny interviews in which women tell their
personal stories of pregnancy and birth intercut with black and
white footage of actual births. Luanne Lippold. 30 min. 1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Sat 4:15 p.m.
The Body Beautiful
Bold exploration of a white mother who undergoes a radical
mastectomy and her Black daughter who embarks on a
modeling career reveals the profound effects of body image
and the strain of racial and sexual identity on their charged
intensely loving bond. Ngozi Onwurah. 23 min. 1991.
Women Make Movies. Hewitt 220, Thurs 12:30pm.
Breast Cancer: let's Get Personal
Documentary examines the risk factors of this widespread and
deadly disease and interviews women whose lives have been
affected by it. Louise Shekter. 24 min. 1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Fri 5:00p..m.
Charles DanaGi~50n: Portrait of an Illustrator
Explores the creator of the Gibson Girl, which first appeared m
1890, the prototype for women's fashions, hairstyles, and
attitude, an independent, self-assured spirit and beauty which
captured the American imagination. Josiah Emery. 28 min.
1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Thurs 11:30a.m.
Come feel TheWind
Short drama tells the story of Clara who must cope with her
father's untimely death and how she learns to rediscover joy
and to incorporate her father's spirit into her own life. Sharene
Azimi. 28 min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221 Thurs 5:45 p.m.
Companions: Talesfrom the Closet
Documentary about lesbian love from five elderly Swedish
women, ages 60-75, discuss their lives during a period when
homosexuality was considered a perversion. Cecilia Neant-
Falk and Nina Bergstrom. 55 min. 1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Sat 11:00 a.m,
Counterclockwise
This short drama describes the twenty year friendship of four
lively but vastly different women who gather for a three day
reunion. Kathleen McFall. 26 min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Sat 5:00 p.m.
Daughters of the Troubles: Belfast 5tories.
Offers first person accounts of the lives of two working class
Belfast women told against the violent history of the last 25-
years in Northern Ireland. Marcia Rock. Narrated by Angelica
Huston. 60 min. 1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Fri 9:30 a.m.
Defending Our lives.
Explores the magnitude and severity of Domestic violence.
Video features four women imprisoned for killing their
batterers. 42 min. 1993.





The Desert i5 No Lady.
The Southwest through nine of its leading contemporary artists
and writers, including Sandra Cisneros, as a complex
borderland, Shelley Williams in collaboration with Susan
Palmer. 45 min. 1995.
WomenMakeMovies Hewitt 220,Sat12:10p.m.
Dialogue5 with Madwomen
This informative film features seven women-including the
filmmaker- describing their experiences with various forms
of "madness", often a way of explaining women's self-
expression. Allie Light. 90 min. 1993.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Fri 4:00 p.m.
Drawing Conclusions: Editorial Cartoonists Ccnsider Hillary Rodham
Clinton
Nationally syndicated editorial cartoonists Jeff MacNelly, Mike
Peters, Paul Szep, and Ann Telnaes(one of the very few women
in the profession) comment on portrayals of Hillary Rodham
Clinton. Elaine K. Miller. 25 min. 1998.
Hewitt 220, Wed. 5:15 p.m.
The "F" Word: A Video about Feminism
A provocative look at the power of the word "feminism" in the
US. Marcia [armel and Erin Gallagher. 10 min. 1994.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Fri 10:40 a.m.
Funny,YouDon't Look Sick.
Intimate documentary self-portrait told with humor and
compassion about a young woman living with Chronic Fatigue
Immune Dysfunction Syndrome(CFLDS) and Multiple
Chemical Sensitivities(MCS) or environmental illness. Susan
Abod and Lisa Pontoppidian. 64 min. 1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Sat 10:00 a.m.
Girl5 LikeU5
An ethnically diverse group of four working class girls strut,
flirt, and testify in this portrait of teenage girls' experiences of
sexuality. Jane C. Wagner and Tina DiFeliciantonio. 57 min.
1997.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Wed. 4:00 p.m.
Girl5 Still Dream: Ahlam EIBanat
Realistically portrays the challenges facing girls in Egypt
where 0 one in four marries before age sixteen and one in five
never attends school. Ateyyat EI Abnoudy. 24 min. 1995.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Sat 1:10p.m.
GiveTheBallot to the Mother5: Songs of the Suffragist5
A documentary video which chronicles and explores the music
arising from the American Woman Suffragist Movement.
Francie Wolff. 28 min 04 sec. Duane G. Meyer Library,
Southwest Mo. State Univ. Hewitt 220, Thurs 9:00 p.m.
Hanan Ashrawi: A Womanof Her Time.
Profiles Hanan Ashrawi, former spokesperson for the Palestine
Liberation Organization during the Middle East peace talks
with Israel, now active in Jerusalem Link a feminist alliance of
Palestinian and Israeli activists. Mai Masri. 50 min.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Fri 6:30 p.m.
Healing Step5
Profiling four artists who have had to cope with adversity
while persevering in their respective performing arts careers,
documentary celebrates healing and restorative powers of
music, dance and friendship. Marc Leland. 41 min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Fri 9:30 a.m.
Hope of Awakening
Interviews with former victims of domestic violence who
discuss the various forms of violence, both physical and
emotional in abusive relationships, the psychological patterns
that keep women from leaving abusive situations, and related
issues of fear and low self-esteem. Constance Carlisle. 24 min.
1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Fri 12:10 p.m.
Hozho of Native Women.
'Five Native American Women from diverse tribal backgrounds
tell moving stories, from their lives and cultural memories that
concern wellness and the connection of Native women through
shared experience and cultural legacy. Beverly R. Singer(Tewa
Pueblo Navajo). 29 min. 1997.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221 Pri 12:10 p.m.
Ida B.Well5
This video biography chronicles the life of and career of the
black woman journalist who campaigned against the lynchings
of blacks. Rex Barnett. 27 min. 1993.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Sat 9:45 a.m.
1,Doll: The Unauthorized Biography of America5111/2" Sweetheart
Hilarious documentary on the Barbie phenomenon, and how
she became one of many national icons. Tula Asselanis. 57
min. 1996.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Thurs 1:30 p.m.
In the Bag
Working like urban archeologists, the filmmakers interview a
wide range of women, from a homeless woman in Los Angeles
to a Congresswomen in New York, who reveal the contents of
their handbags as a metaphor for their lives. Lauren
Malkasian. 55 min. 1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Sat 7:30 p.m.
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In het huis van mijn Vader, In My Father's House
At age 11 Moroccan filmmaker Fatima came to Netherlands wi
th her parents. When her father repudiated her mother and
married a 17 year old Moroccan girl, Fatima vowed she would
not be married off like her mother and grandmother. Contrasts
her break from tradition with traditional marriage customs.
Fatima [ebli Ouazzani. 1998. 70 min.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Fri 1:15 p.m.
It's Elementary: Talking About Gay Issues in School
A film that challenges the right wing attacks on the "gay
agenda" in education by showing how some educators have
found ways to teach elementary and middle school children
respect and understanding of gay people. 75 min.
New Day Films Hewitt 221, Thurs 7:30 p.m.
Jane Rule.. Writing
Novelist Rule discusses her philosophy, including what she
calls her "contract with the world" to tell the truth as she sees
it. Scenes from Rule's novels and stories read by actor Diane
D' Aquila are blended with interviews. Lynn Fernie and Aerlyn
Weissman. 30 min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Fri 10:30 a.m.
Joy Street
Portrays a woman rescued from suicidal depression by the
healing powers of nature. Animated/Jazz Passengers score.
Suzan Pitt. 24 min. 1995.
Bullfrog Films Hewitt 220, Thurs 12,00 p.m.
Listening for Something: Adrienne Rich and Dionne Brand in
Conversation
Open-ended dialogue between American Poet and
Trinidadian-Canadian poet/filmmaker explores their shared
feminist and lesbian identities but also their differences in
class, generation, race through readings and exchange. Dionne
Brand. 56 min. 1996.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Sat 4:00 p.m.
look For Me Here: 299 Days in the Life of Nora lenihan.
Focuses on the comfort provided by the caregivers, family, and
network of friends for Nora, a woman who chose to face her
breast cancer with home hospice care. 60 min. 1997.
Fanlight Productions Hewitt 220, Wed. 2:45 p.m.
love Story
An unusual love story between a model Aryan housefrau and
a worker in the Jewish underground whose arc is followed
through recollections, documents, and archival footage. A
potent meditation on the healing and transformative power of
love and compassion in the face of adversity. Catrine Clay. 60
min. 1997.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Fri 11:00 a.m.
The Magic Within
Short drama about a young girl who must face the unt:lmelv
death of her parents, the move to a new town to livewith ~
aunt, an encounter with a bully-and the discovery that the:re
is a magic within each of us. Beth Schneider. 30min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221,Thurs610p
Magic Wool
Tells the story of the Bordadores of Isla Negra, a group 01
Chilean peasant women who embroider beautiful tapestnesol.
wool on flour sacks. 28:28.
Cinema Guild/West Glen Films Hewitt 220,Wed. 2000p.m.
Mary Mcleod Bethune: TheSpirit of a Champion
Profiles educator who founded one of nation's first schools for
black girls and played a significant role in national politics,
including the founding of the National Council of Negro
Women. Rex Barnett. 30 min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Sat 10:15a.m,
TheMesoamerican Cultural Code:Sexuality in Mesoamerica.
Describes how machismo, the male Latino cultural archetype,
and Marianismo, the female Latina cultural archetype, shape
sexual behavior and identity. Alfonso Moises. 33 min. 1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Thurs 2:30 p..m.
More ThanWords
Documentary portrait of a small Native American tribe,
Alaska's Eyaks, struggling to retain what is left of its culture
focuses on Marie Smith, the last to speak the language of her
people. As Chief she presides over a traditional potlatch
ceremony, the first in 85 years. Laura Bliss Spaan. 60 min. 1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221 Fri 1:.5 p.m.
Mother of the River
A rare portrayal of slavery and mythology from a young gui'
perspective. Zeinabu Irene Davis. 28 min. 1995.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Sat 3:35 pm.
Motorcycle Diaries
Examines increasing participation of women inmotorcycle
riding, whether as a hobby or a profession, produced by two
women motorcyclists. Diane Howells. 45 min. 1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Sat 3:00 p.m.
My Feminism.
Powerful interviews with feminist leaders induding bell
hooks, Gloria Steinem, and Urvsahi Vaid intercut with
documentary sequences to engagingly explore the past and
present status of the women's movement in era of anti-feminist
backlash. Dominique Cardona and Laurie Colbert. 55 rrun,
1997.
Women Make Movies Hewill220, Fri 9:35 P
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My Second life: East German Women in a Changed World.
91% of East German women were employed before the
collapse of socialism in East Germany. Now unemployment is
rising and it is women who are pushed off the job market in
their "second lives." Bronco Video. 53 min. 1996.
Coastline Productions Hewitt 220,Fri 8:35p.m.
Never Done: TheWorking life of Alice H. Cook
A documentary portrait of the 90 year old feminist, labor
activist, and labor educator. Marilyn Rivchin, Sandra Pollack
and Diane McPherson. 59 min. 1993.
Community Animation, Inc. Hewitt 221, Sat 6:30 p.m.
NightCries: A Rural Tragedy
Examines the strains and hostilities created between women by
Australia's assimilation policy that forced Aboriginal children
to be adopted and raised by white families. Tracey Moffat. 19
min. 1990.
WomenMakeMovies Hewitt 220,Fri 5:30p.m.
Nurses.
With filmmaker, about process of making film and finding
topic for film.
Hewitt 220, Wed. 7:00 p.m.
Persistent Women Artists
Presents the lives and work of three American women artists of
diverse heritages-Lois Mailou Jones, Mine Okubo, Pablita
Velarde--whose expressive works reflect their experiences as
African-American, Asian-American, and Native-American
artists. Brian Varaday. 28 min. 1996.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221 Thurs 11:00 a.rn.
Philomela Speaks
Weaving together home movies, fairy tales, and feminist
analysis, video links one woman's story of acquaintance rape
during a year abroad to larger issue of gender codification.
Kathleen Sweeney. 19 min. 1996.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Sat 11:15 a.m.
The Powder Room
Follows women around the world as they gather together
(without men) and talk about issues that are rarely discussed
outside the ladies' room door. Anne Kennard. 49 min 35 sec.
1996.
Film Board of Canada Hewitt 221, Fri 4:00 p.m.
Rachel's Daughters: Searching for the Causes ofBreastCancer
Fascinating documentary follows a group of women-all
breast cancer activists who are on a personal mission to
unearth the causes of this cancer. Detailed and engaging
detective analysis of science and politics of this epidemic. Allie
Light and Irving Saraf. 107 min. 1997.
Women Make Movies Hewitt221, Sat 1:10 p.m.
Rape: A Crime of War
Focuses on the effects of rape on a handful of Bosnian women
and examines this long-neglected war crime that is only now
being punished by an international tribunal. Shelley Saywell.
59 min.
National Film Board of Canada Hewitt 220, Thurs 5:45 p.m.
Real Indian.
Questions nature of cultural identity, perceptions of Native
Americans and what happens when one doesn't fit neatly into
any stereotypes. Malinda Maynor. 8 min. 1996.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Fri 3:40 p.m.
Revel Hearts: TheGrimke Sisters.
A captivating documentary about abolitionists Sarah and
Angelina Grimke and the anti-slavery movement of the early
19th century compiled from interviews-r-ene with historian
Gerda Lemer-, dramatic performances, and rare archival
footage. Betsey Newman. 60 min. 1995.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Thurs 12:10 p.m.
The Return of Sarah's Daughters
A compelling personal documentary about secular women
drawn to Jewish Orthodoxy, a no-nonsense social worker and a
lesbian who challenge the filmmaker on her lack of ethnic
identity. Marcia [armel. 56 min. 199?
Patchworks Hewitt 220, Sat 8:30 p.m.
Road of No Return: The Banishment of Maria de las Mercedes Barvudo
Short drama depicts the efforts of young woman photographer
to uncover herstory of an early 19th century Puerto Rican
feminist and political activist who was deported for her beliefs.
Sonia Fritz. 15 min. 1997.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221 Sat 11:45 a.m.
Shattering TheSilences
California Newsreel Hewitt 221 Fri 7:30 p.m.
She Lives to Ride
Stereotype breaking portrait of women motorcyclists
challenges conventional Hollywood takes on "biker chicks"
with newsreel footage, interviews with five bikers, and photos
dating back 80 years. Alice Stone. 73 min. 1994.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Fri 1:30 p.m.
Still Ready: Three Women From the Moroccan Resistance.
Takes viewers inside the homes and lives of three women from
the Moroccan Resistance. These women are storytellers,
weaving a": oral history of the vital roles women played in the
resistance against French colonialism. Director: Hakim
Belabbes. Producer Alison Baker. 51 min. 1998.
Hewitt 220, Fri 7:30 p.m.
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Sisters Speak Loud and Clear: Stop Violence Against Women
In a forum, women and girls of many races, religions,
ethnicities, and classes speak out on violence in their lives and
communities with courage and a sense of sisterhood. 37 min.
1997. Featuring Pearl Cleage.
Hewitt 220, Fri 12:45 p.m.
Some Ground to Stand On
Documentary about the life of Blue Lunden, a working class
lesbian/feminist who came out in the 1950's New Orleans and
was run out of town. Joyce Warshaw. 1998. 35 min.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Thurs 1:20 p.m.
Strong At The Broken Places
Documentary about people devastated by trauma and loss find
common ground for their journeys to recovery. 38 min.
Cambridge Documentary Films Hewitt 220, Thurs 3:50 p.m.
Tender Fictions
Innovative, funny and historic film is an autobiographical
account of filmmaker's search for and meaning of gay
community from a childhood grooming as the next Shirley
Temple to her growth as activist and filmmaker. Barbara
Hammer. 58 min. 1995.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Thurs 9:30 a.m.
These Shoes Weren't Made For Walking
Director explores the lives of four generations of Chinese
women in his family, using their shoes from the Ching Dynasty
silk sandals to Italian leather pumps. Paul Lee. 27 min. 1995.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 220, Thurs 4:30 p.m.
Trokosi: Wife of the Gods
Examines West African tradition of trokosi where young
women are chosen to serve an indefinite period of servitude
for crimes committed by ancestors. Interviews and discussion
of nature of controversy. Kofi Boateng. 25 min. 1994.
Cinema Guild Hewitt 221, Thurs 5:00 p.m.
2 or;5 Things But Nothing for Sure.
Dorothy Allison(Bastard out of Carolina) is profiled in this
portrait of the artist and survivor of incest and abuse, and
combines poetic imagery with powerful readings. Tina
DiFeliciantonio and Jane c. Wagner. 12 min. 1997.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Thurs 10:40 a.m.
Voices of Change
A wide-ranging examination both of individual activism and
issues facing women worldwide this inspiring documentary
offers invaluable insights into the realities of international
feminism in five countries-Australia, Guatemala, Latvia,
Pakistan, Canada. Lyn Wright and Barbara Doran. 92 min.
1996.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 221, Thurs 3:15 p.m.
When Women GoThrough Menopause, Where DoMenGo? ThtOtll<:r
Side of the Moon.
Men "talk back" about how menopause affects them and air
their own concerns about aging, sexuality, hormone
replacement, retirement, empty nest, and why some guys find
the whole discussion so darned embarrassing. Elizabeth SIler-
56 min 05 sec. 1996.
Fanlight Productions Hewitt 220, Sat 5:30 p.m.
White Dresses
Rare film combines lyrical aesthetic with insightful political
and gender analysis, illuminating recent Nicaraguan political
history in a highly original exploration of the presidential
election of Violeta Chamorro. Ana Coyne Alonso. 33 nun.
1996
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Sat 1:45 p-II\.
Wilma r Mankiiler: Woman of Power.
A profile of the first female Chief of the Cherokee Nation
which follows her through a day in her life. Mary Scott. 29
min. 1992.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220. Fri 3:00 pm.
Woman Being.
A critical examination of changing concepts of beauty and
sexuality in modem China, the film illustrates how a flood of
Western pop culture is adversely affecting women's
expectations and self-worth. wen-He Qin. 20 min. 1997.
Women Make Movies Hewitt 220, Thurs 10-..30am.
YouCan't Beat A Woman
A feature length documentary with an international approach
that explores the issue of domestic violence and its effects on
women from various countries. Gail Singer. 94 min 23 sec.
1997.
National Film Board of Canada Hewitt 220, Sat 6:45 p.m.
Your Words Are Water to Me. 5 min. 1Am TheWomanWhoWrites. 5 •
The Conversation. 5 min.
As an artist/activist the filmmaker's commitment to spiritual
healing, social justice, and writing resonates in her work. Jan
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(Ruth Steeper Bell Auditorium)
Thursday 1:00 - 4:00 P.M.
Friday 1:00 - 4:30 P.M
Saturday 1:00 - 4:00 P.M.
We are happy to be able to feature two nationally prominent writers in our series alongwith
several "homegrown" women writers from Central New York over the course of this
conference. Look for their work on display in the exhibit area. Writers will be happy to sign
books after their readings.
Diane Ackerman, poet, essayist and naturalist
received her MA, MFA and PhD from Cornell
University. Her poetry has been published in
leading literary journals, and in the books The
Planets: A Cosmic Pastoral, Wife of Light, Lady
Faustus, Reverse Thunder: A Dramatic Poem. and
Jaguar of Sweet Laughter: New and Selected Poems.
Her works of nonfiction include. most recently, The
Rarest of the Rare, in which she explores the plight
and fascination of endangered animals; her
panoramic investigation of how and why we love,
A Natural History of Love; and several others. Her
first children's book, Monk Seal Hideaway.
appeared last year, and she is writing two other
children's books as part of a series of nature books
for children. Dr. Ackerman has received many
prizes and awards and has taught in several
universities. Her essays about nature and human
nature have appeared in several periodicals; her
work inspired a five hour PBS series, aired in 1995.
I
II
Leslea Newman has published twenty-fivebooks
including A Letter to Harvey Milk, TheFemme
Mystique. Too Far Away to Touch,My Lover is •
Woman, and Heather Has Two Mommies.Her literaIy
awards include Poetry Fellowships fromthe
National Endowment for the Arts and the
Massachusetts Artists Foundation, aswell as the
Parents' Choice Silver Award and theHighlights
Children Fiction Writing Award. Fourof her books
have been Lambda literary Award Finalists.Shl1
Life with Buddy. a novel told in50poems,explores
the passionate friendship between awoman and a
gay man who dies of AIDS. Poems fromStill lift
with Buddy earned her the 1997PoetryFellowship
mentioned above. Ms. Newman visitscollege




OPENING CEREMONY & KEYNOTE ADDRESS WEDNESDAY, 8:00 P.M.
OPENING CEREMONY & KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Laker Hall
Wednesday, June 10,1998,8:00 P.M.
Welcoming Remarks Deborah Stanley, President
Oswego State University
Barbara W. Gerber, President, 1997-98
N ational Women's Studies Association
Presentation of NWSA Awards and Scholarships Graduate Studies in Lesbian Scholarship
Jesook Song, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
"The Emergence of Sexual Identity in South
Korea ..."
Keynote Address
Thank you to Haudenosaunee (Iroquois)
Women for a Vision of Feminism
Scholarship in Jewish Women's Studies
Alexandra Cuffel, New York University - "Filthy
Words/Filthy Bodies: Gendering Disgust in 12th
and 13th century Jewish-Christian Polemic"
Felicia Herman, Brandeis University - "Gender
and the American Synagogue, 1890s to 1940s"
Sally Roesch Wagner
Author, Lecturer, Historical Perfonner
Sally Roesch Wagner is one of the first women to receive
a doctorate in this country for work in the area of
women's studies. She was a founder of one of the early
women's studies programs at CSU Sacramento. At this
time Dr. Wagner is a research affiliate of the Women's
Resources and Research Center at the University of
California, Davis. She also tours the country as a writer,
lecturer and historical performer.
A talking head in Ken Burns' production about Susan B.
Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Dr. Wagner was
also one of the scholars interviewed in the PBS special,
"One Woman, One Vote," (1995). She has done
interviews with the BBC,CBC, and National Public
Radio's" All Things Considered" and served as a
consultant to the Women's Rights National Historical
Park and the National Women's History Project.
The Jeannette K.Watson Women's Studies Distinguished
Visiting Professor in the Humanities at Syracuse
University in Spring 1997,Dr. Wagner is developing a
curriculum and traveling exhibit in 1998 for the Seneca
Falls Women's Rights Historical Park documenting how
early women's rights activists learned about women's
rights from Iroquois women. That is the topic of her
keynote to NWSA. Later this summer she will be
performing as Elizabeth Cady Stanton with a Frederick
Douglass scholar on July 18 for the 150th anniversary of
the first women's rights convention in Seneca Falls, NY.
Dr. Wagner edited the six volume Daughters of the Dakota
series. She has a new edition of Matilda Joslyn Gage's
feminist classic, Woman Church and State coming out this
summer, and an essay on Gage in the forthcoming
Encyclopedia of Women and World Religion. Recent works
include, The Untold Story of the Iroquois Influence on Early
Feminists (1996)and essays in Women Public Speakers in
the United States, 1800-1925 (1993); Indian Roots of
American Democracy (1992);Iroquois Women: an Anthology
(1990); and Handbook of American Women's History (1990).
Reception to follow inthe Forum Restaurant, Hewitt Union.
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THURSDAY 8:30 - 9:45 A.M. CONCURRENT SESSIONS
THURSDAY
8:30 - 9:45 A.M.
1. Coming Out in the Classroom: Theory, Practice.
Practice, Practice
Mahar 103
-Jennifer Abod, Brooklyn, NY
_Angela Bowen, Long Beach, CA
-Jessie Daniels, Brooklyn, NY
A discussion addressing popular theories about
'coming out' as lesbians in the classroom and
theories about how and when to come out based on
our collective practical experiences.
_Vicki 1.Eaklor, Alfred University
Out at School: Where the Personal, Political, and
Pedagogical Meet
_Annie Verbicky, University at Albany
Are You a Dyke: Interpreting Student Responses to
Lesbian Identities in Classrooms
2. 15Teaching Activism
Mahar104
-Carole M. Counihan, Millersville University
-Tracey Weis, Millersville University
_Elizabeth Richards, SUNY-Buffalo
This panel examines whether teaching is activism
by exploring Marxist ideas of revolutionary praxis,
comparing university with community teaching/
learning/ activism, and describing a guerilla theater
teaching intervention.
3. LinkingWomen's Studies and Statistics
Mahar106
-Anne M. Wiley, Greenfield Community
College
-Susan MacLeod, Greenfield Community
College .
_Peter Rosnick, Greenfield Community
College
The presenters will describe the partnership to
build 'two way streets' between Women's Studies
and Statistics. They will share resources, teaching
strategies, and generate ideas for gender sensitive
mathematics classrooms and a numerically literate
Women's Studies course.
4. The Eq,ualRights Amendment: Past Legacy,Present
5trategies
Mahar 107
_Dorothy Ferrell, President, National
Woman's Party
_Roberta Francis, Chair-ERA Summit
The Equal Rights Amendment: Unfinished
Business for the Constitution
_Allison Held, ERA Summit Legal Council
(co-authors, Sheryl Herndon, Danielle Stager)
Why the Equal Rights Amendmen t Remains
Legally viable and Properly Before the States
This session discusses the renewed equal rights
amendment ratification campaign, compares past
and present strategies and legal issues, and ana-
lyzes the "three-state strategy" to maintain the
existing 35 state ratifications.
5. NewMeml1ers Orientation 5ession
Lanigan 105
_Marjorie Pryse, University at Albany
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6. Late 19th Century American Reformers and Critics:
Breaking the Molds
Mahar 102
oTrisha Franzen, Albion College
Rehabilitating Anna: Lessons From a
Suffragist's Life
oSusan J. Hubert, Western Michigan
University
Women's Madness Narratives and Nineteenth-
Century Reform
oRachel M. LoCascio, Northwestern
University
Performing Pentecost-Woman of Acts: Jennie
Evans-Seymour's Charismatic Performances
in the Early Pentecostal Movement in the
United States
oMargaret Werry,
Maur Maori Maiden Brown: Anthropology as
Tourism in the Career of MakeretiPapakura
1892-1911
oAmy Partridge, Northwestern University
Darwin and the Woman or Practice Makes
Perfect: A Consideration of the Strategies and
Implications of 19th Century American
Women's use of Darwinian Theory
oc. Jane Gover Covell, New York, NY
We Shall Have Grand Meetings: Elizabeth
Neall Gay and Women's Political Culture in
West New Brighton, Staten Island (1846-1865)
7. Applied Pedagogy: Or "How-To"in Introduction to
Women's Studies
Mahar112
o[ace Condravy, Slippery Rock University
oMary Mcullough, West Chester University
oJulie Vandivere, Bloomsburg University
oJudith Sornberger, Mansfield University
oMaureen McHugh, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
oPat Hartman, California University of
Pennsylvania
This roundtable will present an array of effective
activities for the introductory women's studies
course with explicit hand-outs consistent with
feminist pedagogy.
8. LGBTEducators and LGBTEducation
Mahar116
oDeirdre Condit, Virginia Commonwealth
University
Why Can't We all Get Along: Trial and Error
in Teaching "Introduction to Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexuality Theories"
oMary Rasmussen, Ainslie, Australia
A Day in the Life of a Super Teacher:
Problematizing Narratives of Lesbian and Gay
Educators
oJohn Kellermeier, SUNY, Plattsburgh
Statistics in Social Context: Using Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Issues in
Teaching Statistics
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9. Wearing Two (or More) Hats: Sociologists in
Women's Studies
Mahar11?
oKathryn Felty, University of Akron
oJoan Mandie
oCynthia Deitch, George Washington
University
oKathleen Slobin, North Dakota State
University
oMary Lou Wylie, James Madison University
oPauline Bart
Each participant relates their strategies for working
in the context of joint appointments. The focus will
be on administrative responsibilities, competing
demands of teaching and research, dealing with
politically charged environments, and more.
10. Assessment of Learning 'Outcomes' in Women's
Studies 101
MaharllB
oRosaria Champagne, Syracuse University
oDiane Murphy, Syracuse University
Our panel seeks to identify some of the contradic-
tions and possibilities engendered by the assess-
ment of learning outcomes initiatives, by using our
local teaching site to think critically about some of
the institutional consequences and compromises
for feminism in the Academy.
11. Defensiveness in the Women's Studies Classroom
Mahar 119
oAlane S. Brown, Fort Lewis College
The topics studied in Women's Studies courses
often arouse students' defenses. We will explore
the forms defenses can take, proactive means to
avoid arousing defenses, and strategies to address
defensive behavior.
12. Students Into ChangeAgents: Women's5tudiesas
Inter-cultural Studies
Mahar121
oJane A. Jegerski, Elmhurst College
oAnn Frank Wake, Elmhurst College
(Brenda Forster and Richard Hazely,
co-developers not presenting)
When women's studies is viewed as ghettoizatian,
how can we construct new programs thatmeet
internal and external demands? Thispaper
describes one such attempt.
1:3. Issues in Feminist Pedagogy in Scienceand
Science Teacher Education
Mahar lOB
oElaine V. Howes, Columbia University
oLori Kurth, New York,NY
oAngela Calabrese-Barton
Women have traditionally been misunderstood,
misdiagnosed, misrepresented, and oppressed by
science. How has feminism helped us to conceive
of and continue our teaching practice in the faceof
this paradox?
14.••••• Cancelled' ••••
I Am Who IAm Because of the Peace Camp: Re-
Understanding the Effects of Social Movements
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15. Post-Identity Feminism( s]: (Re)constructing
Feminism(s), Feminist(s), and Gender(s)
Lanigan 103
oEdnie Garrison, Washington State University
Why "Third Wave"? Historical Formations of
a Feminist Object in the US
oKendal Broad, Washington State University
Trans(Gender) Feminism
oCynthia Burack, University of Florida
Psychoanalytic Postmodernism and Sexual
Politics
oAmy Hequembourg, University at Buffalo
Divisions in Feminism: Promise or Peril?
16. Managing as Feminists: How Administratorsl3uild
Community
Lanigan lOZA
oBarbara Horn, Nassau Community College
oJoann La Perla, Nassau Community College
oRafika Merini, Buffalo State College
oSusan Kravitz, Nassau Community College
oRoslyn A. Berkovitz, Buffalo State College
Administrators and program coordinators discuss
how in adapting to their campus leadership roles
and maintaining their feminist roots, they can also
work to build community. This panel examines the
difficulties faced by female administrators, chairs,
and coordinators of programs.
17. Reconciling Second and Third Wave Feminisms
Lanigan 102
oCathryn Bailey,Mankato State University
oMonica Meyer, Minneapolis, MN
oCorrinne Bedecarre, Roseville, MN
-Carol Perkins, Mankato State University
This panel explores the various constructions of
second and third wave feminisms as a means of
discouraging oversimplifications and misconcep-
tions.
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I THURSDAY 10:00 AM - 12:00 P.M. PLENARY SESSIO,
Thursday Plenary
Laker Hall
THE POLITICS OF LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &TRANSGENDERED COMMUNITIES
Maralee Mayl7erry, Chair
CHARLES I. NERO, Associate Professor,
teaches at Bates College (Lewiston, Maine) in the
Department of Theater and Rhetoric, and in the
Programs for African American and American
Cultural Studies. He has published in numerous
journals and anthologies including Brother to
Brother: New Writings by Balck Gay Men, (ed. Essex
Hemphill), The Howard Journal of Communications,
Black Women in America (ed. Kim Vaz), and Our
Voices: Essays in Culture, Ethnicity, and Communica-
tion (ed, Marsha Houston). An intellecutal activist
for African American Studies and Queer Studies, he
is finishing a book on African American gay litera-
ture, a monograph on opera, and white supremacy
in film.
ANDI O'CONOR, has been studying issues
of gender construction, gender transgression, and
the lives of gay, lesbian and bisexual youth since
1991. She completed her doctoral studies at the
University of Colorado at Boulder in May of 1998,
where she has taught in the School of Education for
six years. She is a frequent guest lecturer for high
schools and colleges throughout Colorado and has
been presenting at national conferences since 1992.
Her doctoral dissertation focused on gender con-
struction and gender transgression, and the effects
of homophobia, heterosexism and sexism on
college peer groups. She is the recipient of the
American Eduational Research Association, Gay
and Lesbian Studies Special Interest Group, Gradu-
ate Research Award. Her publications include
chapters in The Gay Teen (Routledge, 1995) and the
High School Journal (1994).
SHANE PHALEN, Associate Professor of
Political Science and Director of Women's Studies
at the University of New Mexico, wrote her disser-
tation on "Identity and Community: Lesbian
Feminism as Political Theory. Her book, Identity
Politics, was nominated for best book in Gay and
Lesbian Studies by the American Library Associa-
tion. She has held fellowships and been named
Research Scholar and Regional Scholar for her
work. A second book, Getting Specific: Postmodern
Lesbian Politics, was published by University of
Minnesota Press in 1994. More recently Dr. Phalen
has co-edited We Are Everywhere: A Sourcebook in
Lesbian & Gay Politics, with Mark Blasius; and
edited Playing With Fire: Queer Politics/Queer Theory
, both were published by Routledge in 1997. She
has had many articles published in specifically
women's studies journals as well as more tradi-
tional political science and philosophical publica-
tions. Dr. Phalen is a member of the editorial
boards of the journals, Frontiers and Women and
Politics.
Shuttle buses leave from east side of Hewitt Union.
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAY 1:00 - 2:15 P.M. I
THURSDAY
1:00 - 2:15 P.M.
18. Perspectives on Race Politics: 18th and 19th
Century American Insights
Mahar 111
-Adah Ward Randolph, Syracuse University
Stewart, Coppin, Cooper, and Davis: The Role of
Activism and Advocacy in the Lives of African
American Educators in the Nineteenth Century
_Karen M. Woods, University of Minnesota
Miscegenation and National Healing: Lydia Child
and Francis Harper Reconstruct the Nation
_Margaret Smith Crocco, Columbia University
Elizabeth Allen and Marion Wright: Educators &
Activists
19. lesl7ians Active in Founding NW5A Remember: A
Workshop I
Lanigan 102
-Tucker Farley, CUNY- Brooklyn College
-Sandra Pollack, Tompkins Cortland
Community College
At the tenth anniversary conference of NWSA at
Emory, interviews with lesbians who had worked
to establish NWSA in its early years were video-
taped. An edited version will be shown in this
workshop, followed with a second session devoted
to participatory analysis of the period and discus-
sion of the themes of working to establish the
association, and other topics appropriate to the
association at this historic moment. The second
part of this session follows at 2:30 p.m.
20. Women's 5tudies: ThePromise and the limitations
of Inclusion I
Lanigan 103
_Patricia A. Washington, San Diego State
University
-Carol Robinson, University of Missouri-St.
Louis
Race, Women's Studies and Campus Politics:
Missing the Mark in Creating Safe Space for
Students of Color
-Christina Brinkley, Bates College, Discussant
_Jennifer Esquivel-Parker, San Diego State
University
"Rac-ing" and Engendering Legal Theory: A
Feminist Critique
_Angela Bowen, University of California-Long
Beach
-Sherry Gorelick, Rutgers University
Inclusion or Exclusion of Jews in Women's Studies
_Alexis Deschamps, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst
The Last Plantation or a New Plantation?
Women's Studies and the Two-thirds World
Women: (Re)Gendering, (ReWisioning, and
(Re)Creating the Field
_Betty Harris, University of Oklahoma
Women's Studies 2000: Dialectic of Difference
Sponsored by the Women of Color Caucus, this
panel examines the complex politics of Women's
Studies as a discipline which places "women" at the
center of academic study while simultaneously
relegating the racial-ethnic specificities of women's
lives to the margins of its own scholarship, curricu-
lum, and program administration. The second part




This panel describes the NWSA Women's Center
Caucus, highlights events and activities of the past
year and allows those involved with women's
centers to share information and accomplishments
and challenges of the past year.
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22. Lives of Their Own: Women Making Meaning of Their
Experience
Mahar107
-Christine McKenna, Syracuse, NY
Beyond the Ivory Tower: Researching Low-income
Women's Lives
_Donna [ones-Ilsley, DeKalb, IL
Women Cultivating Change: Life Histories From a
Midwest Women's Center
2B. The 50dy and Sexuality: Gender Transgression and
Intersexed 50dies
Maharl04
_Mary Bloodsworth, Washington State
University
Intersections of Feminist Theory and Queer
Theory: The Role of Recent Scholarship on "The
Body"
-Denise J. Bates, University of Waikato, New
Zealand
Feminism and Gender Transgression: How" Au
thentic" is "Woman "?
_Warren Fincher, University of Texas-Austin
Medical Management of Intersexuality: The Role
of Sexuality in Diagnosis and Treatment
24. Constitution Revision
Lanigan 105
_Annette Van Dyke, University of Illinois-
Springfield
This workshop will review proposed changes to the
NWSA Constitution. Participants are invited to
share their thoughts and suggestions for further
improvement.
25. Reading Women's Lives: Customized Readingsfor
the Introduction to Women's Studies Course
Mahar 114
-Margaret Fonow, Ohio State University
-Sally L.Kitch, Ohio State University
-Nancy Campbell, Ohio State University
_Martha Wharton, Ohio State University
- Lu Bailey,Ohio State University
-Susan M. Hartmann, Ohio StateUniversity
_Elizabeth Allen, Ohio State University
Faculty from Ohio State University will discuss the
creation and use of a new electronic publishing
project-a database of over 250 interdisciplinary
feminist articles covering 20 topics.
26. Using Feminist Pedagogy to Teach Al70ut Classism.
Racism, Sexism, and Heterosexism
Mahar11B
-Deborah LaFond, SUNY-Albany
Using Interactive Learning Intensive Writing, and
Computer Technology to Teachabout Inequality
_Mary L.Ertel, Central Connecticut State
University
Using Humor to Understand and Combat
Oppression
-Glynis Carr, Bucknell University
Teaching in the Dark: New Problems in Feminist,
Anti-Racist Classrooms
_Batya Weinbaum, E. Montpelier, VT
Teaching Ethnic American Literatures Through
Oral Interpretations and Performance
The presentations will discuss case studies of
specific teaching methods, including the successes




CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAY 1:00 - 2:15P.M.
27. Service-learning: CombiningScholarship, Activism
and Community
Mahar 121
30. Feminist Scholarship of Media at Ithaca College
Mahar 117
-Susanne Dietzel, Tulane University
-Vivian H. Hay, Texas Women's University
_Ellen Berry, Bowling Green State University
-Crystal Kile, Tulane University
_[o Trigilio, California State University-Chico
_Allison B.Kimmich, Emory University
-Jill Dianne Swenson, Ithaca College
Roseanne and Grace Under Fire: What's So Funny
About Being a White Working Class Woman?
- Judith Barker, Ithaca College
White Working-Class Women and Feminism:
Themes in Feminist Country Music
-Carolyn Byerly, Ithaca College
Gender and the Political Economy of Global Media
-Carol Jennings, Ithaca College
Girl Rock Bands: A Documentary
-Sharon Mazzarella, Ithaca College
Both Sides Now: The Positive and Negative
Aspects of Popular Culture Targeted to Adolescent
Girls
_Patty Zimmerman, Discussant, Ithaca College
_Heather Sullivan-Catlin, Albany, NY
This participatory workshop will present the
concept of service-learning, examine issues related
to employing it as a pedagogy and provide strate-
gies for creating successful service-learning.
28. Generation Gaps and Theoretical Differences in
(Academic) Feminism: ARoundtable Discussion
Mahar 112
31. Gender, Politics, and Science
Mahar119
_Kathy Guidroz, George Washington
University
Breaking Into the Bedroom: Feminist Qualitative
Research of Escort Services and Telephone Sex
Operations
•Kamala Kempadoo, University of Colorado
From Sex Slaves to Sex Workers: Rethinking Third
World Prostitution
_Maria del Velasquez, Universidad Nacional,
Bogota, Columbia
Prostitution in Columbia: Changing Meanings of
Legality
_Lori A. Kurth, New York, NY
-Gail Richmond, Michigan State University
Disconnect and Reconnect: High School Students'
Perceptions of Equity and Discrimination in
Science
_Jaime Phillips, University of Nevada-
Las Vegas
_Kate Hausbeck, University of Nevada-
Las Vegas
_Anne Gatensby, York University
Strategies for Social Change in Science: Turning
Women Scientists Into Local Activists
_Lynne Osman Elkin, California State
University-Hayward.
The Case of Rosalind Franklin and DNA: The Ideal
Introduction of Women and Introduction of
Womm Across the Curriwlum
This roundtable will address the ongoing, yet
unarticulated debated roiling under the surfaces of
recent NWSA conferences about the perceived
differences between younger and older generations
of active feminists in the academy.
29. Rethinking Sexual-Economic Exchanges
Mahar 106
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:32. Women in God's Country
Mahar 103
:35. TheNuts and Bolts of Constructing aWomen's
Studies Program
Mahar 102
-Susan Kuntz, Saint Michael's College
-Carey Kaplan, Saint Michael's College
- Linda Rodd, Trinity College of Vermont
-Carol Perkins, Mankato State University
-Mary Davidson, Columbia Greene
Community College
This panel of women academics from three differ-
ent religiously affiliated institutions will address
how gender and women's studies programs thrive
within the traditionally misogynist environment of
the institutions. The presentation of life histories
will help define 'activism' for women in such
settings.
This workshop will seek to answer questionsabout
founding a Women's Studies program in an institu-
tion of higher education.
:3:3.Learning From the Land. Teaching For the Land: An
Interactive Workshop on Food. Farming. and
Feminism
Mahar116
_Deb Hoskins, University of Wisconsin
We will first explore our own relationships to land,
food, farming, nature, and our own bodies to
clarify the roots of our perspectives on food, farm-
ing, and feminism. Wewill examine methods to
develop new tools for thinking about food and for
changing how we live to integrate thought and
action.
:34. Sankofa! Looking Back to Move Forward:
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Activism and
Women of African Descent
L!nigan IOZA
_Evangeline Wheeler, Towson University
-Esther Wangari, Towson University
-Lena Ampadu, Towson University
Panelists present converging viewpoints on the
historical role that black women have played in
activist pursuits. We suggest that black women's
activism should be used as a model for foundation




CONCURRENT SESSIONS THURSDAY 2:30 - 3:45 P.M. I
THURSDAY
2:30 - 3:45 P.M.
36. Collaborative Knowledge Production
Mahar 102
-Mary K. Trigg, Bernardsville, N
Collaborative Learning: Feminist Group Process in
a Women's Studies Research Methods Class
_Elizabeth Creamer, Virginia Tech
Gender and FaClllh)Publishing Productivity
37. Howto Publish and Promote a Book
Mahar lOB
_Emily Toth, Louisiana State University
-Susan Koppelman, Tucson, AZ
Two writer-scholars describe the process of getting
a book contract, working with/without an agent,
working with editors, creating a book tour, getting
reviewed, and making sure you reach your in-
tended audience.
M.Late 19th Century and Progressive Era Reformers:
Domestic Rhetoric and Health Activism
Mahar 103
_Elaine M. Koerner, Washington, DC
Environmental Activism Using a Gender-
Legitimate Disguise: Progressive Era Women's
Clubs' Fight to Ban Toxic Matches
_Linda Rynbrandt, Grand Valley State
University
Housekeeping as Activism: Caroline Bartlett Crane
and Progressive Reform
•Jacqueline Wilkie, Luther College
Dock and Stewart's "A Short Histon) of Nursing"
and a Feminist Nursing Ethic
39. Women's 5tudies: The Promise and the limitations
of Inclusion II
Lanigan 103
Women of Color Caucus session 20 continued.
40. Before and After: TheDifference Tenure Makes
Mahar 111
- Helene Meyers, Southwestern University
Coming Out as a lew at Methodist U
-Jan Dawson, Southwestern University
And the Beat Goes On
-Kathleen [uhl, Southwestern University
Post- Tenure: A Performance of Blatan t
Subversion?
-Mimi Czarnik, Alverno College
Gaining Tenure Without Losing Your Soul
At a moment when tenure as an academic institu-
tion is being debated within the academy and
beyond, it seems important for feminist scholars to
consider the impact of tenure on their institutional
lives-the freedoms, responsibilities and limita-
tions tenure confers.
41. Lesbians and Eating Problems: TheNarrative as
Research, Activism, Resistance and Truth
Mahar 119
-Chris Taylor, Wichita, KS
-Catherine Boyle, Syracuse, NY
-Shelley A. Endsley, Wichita, KS
Lesbians are largely left out of the research litera-
ture and discussion surrounding eating disorders.
This workshop will present personal narrative as
research and activism as it relates to lesbians with
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42. lesbians Active in Founding NWSA Remember: A
Workshop II
Lani9an 102
oTucker Farley, CUNY-Brooklyn College
oSandra Pollack, Tompkins Cortland
Community College
Continued from session 19.
45. Cy~erspace: A Promising New Land for Women's
Studies Theory and Practice?
Manarl07
oRenate Klein, Deakin University, Geelong,
Victoria Australia
Cyberspace: Technoparadise or Disembodied
Politics?
oSusan Hawthorne, Victoria University,
Melbourne, Australia
Roses, Lemons and Cows: An exploration of
Lesbian Traditions, Cyberculture and Poetics
oDonna Hughes, University of Rhode Island
A World Without Borders: Opportunities for
Feminist Communication and Research
oScarlet Pollock, Nova Scotia, Canada
Women's Space: Bridging on-and off-line Worlds
o[o Sutton, Nova Scotia, Canada
Access to Communications Technology as a
Women's Rights Issue
1 I
44. Issues of Knowledge inWomen'sStudies
Manar121
oLaurie Fuller, Northeastern Illinois University
New Knowledges, Diverse Contexts: Women's
Studies in the 21st Century
oLisa H. McNeilley, Kalamazoo, MI
Writing Women's Studies
oKathleen Crowley-Long, College of Saint Rose
A Glancing Blow: The Impact of Women's Studies
45. Feminist Activism in the US CatholicChurch:
Origins, Impact. Leadership
Lani9an I02A
oRegina Bannan, Temple University
The Impact of Catholic Feminist Dissent
oSilvia Cancio, Cincinnati, OH
The Rise of Feminist Activism Within theChurch
oMarian Ronan, Temple University
The Ambiguous Feminist Activism ofAmerican
Catholic Sisters
46. Activism and Active Imagination
Mahar 112
oMargaret Blanchard, Vermont Collegeof
Norwich University
oJoyce Kavanaugh, Brooklyn, NY
oInes Martinez, Brooklyn, NY
oS.B.Sowbel, West Topsham, VT
oPatricia Monaghan, Chicago, IL
Five Activists who are writers and artistswill
explore how their activism and their imagination
shape each other-producing stories, poems, ~ .
about activism on the job and in the communItym
relation to women's issues, racism, lesbianism,
class, spirituality-and resulting in more symbolic
or imaginative organizing.
47. Revisiting Classic Feminist TheoryandUterature
Manar11B
oDiane Krantz, Weber State University
The Potlatch in Kate Chopin's "The Awakeningn
oPamela Menke, Regis College
Dark Spaces and White Faces: Toni Morrison,
Louise Erdrich, and Gloria Anzaldua
oAndrea L. Humphrey, Regis College
Woman Like Me: Audre Lorde and Adrienne
Rich Explore the Poetic Intersection of Race,
Gender and Feminist Theory
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48. Who's Other? Strategies for Activism Inand Out of
the Classroom
Mahar 106
oPatricia Fontaine, Williston, VT
This workshop explores strategies for interrupting
oppression both inside and outside the classroom.
Participants will experiment with exercises to
broaden diversity, encourage activism, and create
strategies to suit specific course work.
49. Midwifery's Roles and Definitions
Mahar 116
oCarol Ann Niemczura, Cleveland Heights, OH
Institutional Doublespeak: A Midwife's Challenge
oJennifer Skillicorn, Dennison University
A Conversation With a Doula
50. Women'sRights in an International Perspective
Mahar 117
oAnn Ferguson, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst
When Do Rights Empower Women? Universal,
Strategic and Contextual Approaches
oMecke Nagel, Mankato State University
Not Under Western Eyes?
oSarah Begus, Baltimore, MD
Bringing it Back Home: U.S. Surgical Practices as
Modern Patriarchal Networks of Power
-Tracy Edwards, University of Michigan
51. Feminist Theory: What Is It? What Could It Be?
Lanigan 105
oRuth Ginzburg, Port Hueneme, CA
oSusan Heald, University of Manitoba
oJeannie Ludlow, Bowling Green University
This roundtable will address current questions in
the shaping and understanding of feminist theory.
Is there, or can there be, any subject matter that is
constitutive, or characteristic, or "feminist theory"
across all disciplinary boundaries, interdisciplinary
approaches, nations, cultures, multicultural
aproaches, times, peoples, places, issues, perspec-
tives on feminism?
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52. Multiple and Shifting Identities: How Are They
Created?
Lani'!"n 102
•June M. Parrott, St. Paul, MN
•Sherry Gorelick, New York, NY
This panel examines the dilemma and advantages
of multiple identities.
55. Grey Areas and Academic; Venera~i1ity
Manarl03
•Janet Trapp Slagter, California State
University-Fresno
•Eugenie Gatens-Robinson, Southern Illinois
University-earbondale
'Sharon Scherwitz, University of Wisconsin-
LaCross
•Elizabeth Eames, Southern illinois University-
Carbondale
The presenters will explore, describe, and discuss
getting old in the academy, retirement, and build-
ing feminist connections.
54. life By Visi~i1ity: Addressing the Needsof Lespian,
Gay, Bisexual, and 1ransgendered YouthandTheir
Allies
Manar112
•Maralee Mayberry, University ofNevada
•Jodi Brookins-Poster, Central Michigan
University
'Glorianne Leek, Youngstown State University
•Karen Harbeck, Malden, MA
.Camille Lee, Salt Lake City, UT
This panel brings together scholars and community
activists to discuss issues related to the formation
of gay - straight student alliances and the strategies
organizers can use to make such alliances ongoing
and successful.
55. Invisi~le lives: UnGOvering"1 ruths" in Les~ianand
Bisexual Communities
Manar117
•Melanie Green, San Diego State University
Lesbians, Eating Problems and Invisibility:
Preparing for the 21st Century
•Dawn Comeau, San Diego State University
Lesbian Youth: Claiming Identity Through Zines
•Julie Johnston, San Diego State University




This panel presents stories of lesbians with eating
problems, of bisexual women building community
from an "ambiguous" identity, and an analysis of
lesbian youth's self-representation in zine maga-
zines.
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56. overcoming.technopho"ia@cws.wvu. or HowWe
Learned To Use and Lovethe We"
Mahar 106
oHelen M. Bannan, West Virginia University
oMary Beth Garvin, West Virginia University
oDonna R. Clarke, West Virginia University
Networking in Cyberspace: Building a Women's
Studies Community in a Rural State
oLillian J.Waugh, West Virginia University
oCarroll Wilkinson, West Virginia University
Cyber-Quilting: Piecing Together Our Heritage in
Virtual Archives
oJudith Stitzel, West Virginia University
Escaping the Net
oCheryl Taylor, West Virginia University
oKim Cordingly, West Virginia University
Learning by Doing: Using Technology in a Women
and Technology Course
Women's Studies at West Virginia University have
been working hard to be in control of the new
technology, rather than vice versa. We have
learned to use electronic communications to help
us achieve our goals: encouraging teaching and
research about women, and serving our state by
making this information accessible. At this session,
we will share our ideas, strategies, projects, and
results thus far.
57. Practical Applications in the Classroom
Mahar 114
oMichele L.Mock, University of Pittsburgh-
Johnstown
The Aesthetics of Answerability: Women and
Literature in the Classroom
oMichelle Toohey, Westmoreland County
Community College
Technological Conversations: Student Initiatives
oLorin Arnold, University of Pittsburgh-
Johnstown
Personal Narrative and Feminist Pedagogy
oMayssa Abou- Youssef, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
Unveiling a Culture: Lessons from Teaching Six
Saudi Women
It is the hope of this panel that by sharing our
experiences of pragmatic applications in the class-
room, our pedagogical models will not only en-
courage a discussion of educational tools but will
also incite teachers and students alike to reconsider
their strengths and abilities as women in search of
knowledge.
5/}. Sexual Violence. Sexual Self-Determination, and
Social Justice/Freedom
Mahar102
oAnn Russo, DePaul University
oKathy Miriam, University of California-Santa
Cruz
Panelists reveal the possibilities for constructing
discourses and practices which maintain a critique
of sexualized power and exploitation, a respect for
the complexities of lived sexualities, and a commit-
ment to social justice and freedom.
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59. Postmodernism, Rhetoric. and Ironies of Collective
Action
Mahar116
-Nola J. Heidlebaugh, SUNY-oswego
Feminine Style Transformations of the Public
Sphere
•Donna M. Kowal, SUNY-Brockport
Postmodernism, Rhetoric, and Ironies of Collective
Action
.Susan Ross, Hamilton College
Postmodernism and Feminism: Analyzing the
Photography of Dorothea Lange
•Kelly Murphy, University of Pittsburgh
Ontological Totality in Feminist Research
Paradigms: A Response to Reflexivity
These papers examine several ways in which
collective action has been problematized or its
ironies exposed by postmodern rhetorical criticism.
60.Women.Religion, and Activism
Maharl08
.Meta Plotnik, Nassau Community College
Margaret Fell Fox: Quaker as Feminist and
Activist
• Pramila Venkateswaran, Nassau Community
College
Goddess as Activist: Shakti Worship in India
• Julia Giordano, Nassau Community College
Elizabeth Ashbridge: Convinced Quaker and
Rebellious Wife
Activism is central to feminist notions of social
change. Christian sects, such as the Quakers, and
indigenous religions in the East, such as the Shakti
cult in India, actively challenge traditional male-
centered understanding of religion
61. Bridging Scholarship and Activism: What
Narratives TeachUs
Mahar119
• Susan Stocker, Goucher College
• Betty Franklin, Goucher College
•Kathleen Wood, Gallaudet University
-Chris Warner, Cambridge, MA
How do we use narratives? This panel examines
the role of narratives in developing our identities as
women, as lesbians, as teachers, and as
empathetically empowered human beings.
62. Politics and Political Action
Mahar118
-Colleen Galambos, Western Maryland College
.Sherri Lind Hughes, Western Maryland
College
The Influence of Community Activism on the
Development of Women
• Jessica Sewell, University of California-
Berkeley
Taking it to the Streets: The Importance of Space to
Feminist Action
Presenters in this panel discuss women's access to
public space as an essential right because it is an
important ground for political action. Women's
participation in political and community activism
influences women's abilities in the areas of leader-
ship, influence, use of power and collaboration.
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63. 50dily Harm. 50dily Protests: Contemporary
Literary Depictions of Women'sIllness and
Activism
Lanigan 102A
- Rachel Stein, Siena College
Facing Off: Reclamation of Indian Identity
Through Environmental Activism in Linda
Hogan's Solar Storms
-Stephanie Hartman, Rutgers University
The Politics of Visibility in Audre Lorde's Poetry
and Journals: Making the Body Legible in Breast
Cancer
-Katie Hogan, La Guardia Community College,
CUNY
Incest and AIDS: Sapphire's "Push"
_Kathleen Slobin, North Dakota State
University
African Women's Empowerment Through
Storytelling
Specific works break silence on taboo subjects and
represent women's bodies as sites of harm but also
as instruments of protest and narrative accounts by
African women living in rural Mali to explore how
tales of care seeking and illness recovery create a
context for personal empowerment.
64. Our 50diesIOur Professional Selves: Identity.
Signification and Performance of Others 50dies
Mahar 107
-Cindy LaCom, Slippery Rock University
Moving Beyond Prosthetic Bodies: Rereading
Disability
_Danette DiMarco, Slippery Rock University
The Body Beautiful & Classroom Coalition Politics
•Elizabeth Renfro, California State University-
Chico
That Which Cannot Be Said: The/My Bisexual
Body as Incoherent Subject
65. Monstrous Women:Self Constructs and Social
Construct of the Other
Manar 111
- Roberta Milliken, Shawnee State University
Monstrous Mythic Figures as Social Constructs of
the Feminine
- Barbara Kunkle, Shawnee State University
The Monstrous Feminine: Authorizing Figures in
Rebecca Harding Davis and Mary Noailles
Murfree
•Katherine Palguta, Shawnee State University
Speaking Through Men and Monstrous Women:
George Sand's Authorizing Strategems
_Mary Harper, Bowling Green State University
The Female Cyborg: A Hopeful Monster
This panel is built around the theme of the con-
struction of women not only as "other," but also as
monsters. This panel will explore this construct as
it is discerned in the art and literature of the an-
cients through the Renaissance and more.
66. Issues of Aging
Lanigan 103
_Margaret Cruikshank, University of Maine-
Orono
Overdrugged and Undervalued: A Feminist
Analysis of Women's Aging
- Barbara Hillyer, University of Oklahoma
Old Women's Changing Relationship to Space
-Victoria F.Meyer, Evanston, IL
The Construction of Menopause as a Deficiency
Condition: Unraveling Gender Bias
•Debbie Renard, Kalamazoo, MI
Aging Women: Individuality and Community in
"Strangers in Goad Company"
This panel examines important issues surrounding
women's issues of aging.
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67. Voices Addressing Violence
Mahar121 .
_Jean Williams, St. Lawrence University
Homeless and Battered Women: Community,
Culture, and Social Control
-Chang Shin Lee, Duksung Women's
University
Breaking the Silence: Sexual Harassment Issues in
Korea
_Kathlene McDonald, University of Maryland-
College Park
Those Lessons Were Part of the Package: Teaching
Family Violence in Jane Smiley's "A Thousand
Acres."
_Marian MacCurdy, Ithaca College






-Bonnie Zimmerman, San Diego State
I UniversityI
This workshop will review proposed changes to the
NWSA Constitution.
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I PLENARY SESSION FRIDAY 10:00 AM - 12:00 P.M. I
Friday Plenary· Laker Hall
FEMINIST SCIENCE EDUCATION
Barbara W.Gerber, Chair
Evelyn Hammonds, is a Professor of the History
of Science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and a faculty member in the Program in Science,
Technology and Society. The program brings
together humanists, social scientists, engineers, and
natural scientists, all committed to transcending the
boundaries of their disciplines in a joint search for
new insights and new ways of reaching science and
engineering students. The goal of the program is to
set up a forum to explore the relationship between
what scientists and engineers do and the con-
straints, needs and responses of society. Dr.
Hammonds also teaches in the Graduate Consor-
tium in Women's Studies located at Radcliffe Col-
lege in Boston. She was a consultant on the film The
People's Plague: Tuberculosis in America. This past
semester she collaborated with Anne Fausto-Ster-
ling in teaching a course, "Gender and Race in the
Social Studies of Science" through the Graduate
Consortium.
Sandra Harding is a Professor of Education and
Women's Studies at the University of California at
LosAngeles, where she also directs the Center for
the Study of Women. She is a philosopher, having
taught for two decades at the University of Dela-
ware before joining UCLA in 1996. Dr. Harding has
lectured at over 200 Universities and conferences in
North America, Europe, South Africa, South Korea,
Australia, New Zealand and South America. She
has been Visiting Professor at the University of
Amsterdam, the University of Costa Rica, and the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) at
Zurich. She has been a consultant to several United
Nations Organizations: the Pan American Health
Organization, UNESCO's World Science Report, the
United Nations Development Fund for Women
(UNIFEM), and the United Nations Commission on
Science and Technology for Development. She is
the author / editor of ten books and special journal
issues including, Can Theories Be Refuted? (1976);
Discovering Reality: Feminist Perspectives on Episte-
mology, Metaphysics, Methodology and Philosophy of
Science (1983);The Science Question in Feminism
(1986); Sex and Scientific Inquiry (1987);Feminism and
Methodology: Social Science Issues(1987); Whose
Science? Whose Knowledge? Thinkingfrom Women's
Lives (1991); The 'Racial' Economy of Science: Toward a
Democratic Future (1993); Is Science Multicultural?
Postcolonialisms, Feminisms and Epistemologies (1998);
and Border Crossings: Multicultural and Postcolonial
Feminist Challenges to Philosophy, a special double
issue of Hypatia co-edited with Uma Narayan
(1998).
Bonnie Spanier, received her doctorate in Micro-
biology and Molecular Genetics from Harvard
University, publishing her work in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science and Journal of
General Virology. Before moving into women's
studies, she taught biology and did research on the
molecular biology of animal viruses, winning
grants from the National Institutes of Health and
the American Lung Association. Now an Associate
Professor in the Women's Studies Department at
the University at Albany, State University of New
York, she teaches a range of interdisciplinary
courses. Her particular research focus is feminist
critiques of biology, and her book on feminist
critiques of molecular and cell biology, 1m/partial
Science: Gender Ideology in Molecular Biology, 1995) is
of interest to feminists, scientists, and health practi-
tioners, as noted in reviews. Her writings also
examine the assumptions and the evidence in the
current claim that homosexuality is determined by
biology. Dr. Spanier has been a resource consultant
for the NEH and Ford funded" American Commit-
ments" project on multicultural curriculum and the
current, National Science Foundation funded
"Women and Scientific Literacy" project of the
Association of American Colleges and Universities.
Shuttle buses leave from east side of Hewitt Union.
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69. Changing Bodies: Disa~i1ity. Chronic Illness. Aging.
Size. and Identity I
Mahar ice
'Susan Koppelman, Tucson, AZ
•Bette Tallen, Winter Park, FL
•Annette Kolodny, Tucson, AZ
•Barbara Hillyer, University of Oklahoma
•Margaret Howe, Winter Park, FL
Sponsored by the Disability Caucus. Our bodies
change in ways we are prepared for, and in other
unexpected ways. This double session will ask how
girls' or women's sense of identity remains un-
changed or undisturbed or may even be enhanced
by changes in the body that accompany acquired
disabilities, chronic illness, aging, and/ or changes
in adult body size.
70. Lessons From the Past: Fighting Sex Discrimination
in Academe Through the Law
Mahar 103
.Sharon Leder, Poughkeepsie, NY
•Linda Austern, Washington, DC
•Vicki Janik, SUNY-Farmingdale
•Randy Kaplan, Caledonia, NY
What have we learned over the last decade and a
half about the kinds of changes women can expect
by using the law to achieve equity in academe?
Panelists speculate based on personal experience
and the NWSAAcademic Discrimination Task
Force.
71. Women'sCenter Advisory Boards
Mahar104
•Molly Merryman, Kent State University
This open session sponsored by the Women's
Center Caucus will discuss the pluses and minuses
of having Women's Center Advisory Boards.
Attendees are encouraged to bring documents
regarding their Advisory structures, and to discuss
strategies for developing boards, invigorating state
boards, and most effectively utilizing boards in
times of crises.
72. Reproducing and Resisting Heterosexual
Hegemony
Mahar 111
•Arlene Holpp Scala, William Paterson
University-New Jersey
.Stephanie Koncicki, William Paterson
University-New Jersey
•Fanny Fuentes, William Paterson University-
New Jersey
•Donna Ezrol, Bergen Community College
This panel will address heterosexism and will look
at homophobia, lesbian-baiting and gay-baiting,
and transphobia as social behaviors which function
as gate-keepers maintaining the heterosexual
hegemony.
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7'3.Motherhood and Families Reconceived
Maharl18
75. Gothic Studies/Feminist Studies
Mahar116
-Andrea O'Reilly, York University
Motherhood Reconceived: Feminist Theory on
Motherhood in the Twenty-Five Years Since
Adrienne Rich's "Of Woman Born: Motherhood as
Experience and Institution"
-Renate Reimann, CUNY
A Resolution From the Outside or the Inside?:
Lesbian Mothers' and Their Social Worlds
_Dorothy C. Miller, Wichita State University
What and Where is the "Village" that Raises
Children? Maternalism and the Feminist ViI/age:
Gender, Children, and Public Policy in the U.S.
_Polly Kellogg, St. Cloud State University
Lesbian Mothers Use" Processing" to Create New
Family Forms
-Helene Meyers, Southwestern University
Feminist Gothic/Gothic Feminism
-Sue Zlosnik, Liverpool Hope University
College, UK
_Avril Homer, University of Salford, UK
Daphne Du Maurier: The Bronte Legacy and the
Gothic Imagination
-Anne Williams, University of Georgia
Academic Feminism in the Old South: A Gothic
Story
This panel will demonstrate the ways in which
Gothic traditions and feminisms continue to shape
and reflect one another in literary studies and
beyond.
-Glynis Carr, Bucknell University
_Joan Korenman, University of Maryland-
Baltimore County
76. Glollal Women'sMovementasa Site of Feminist
Struggle and Reconciliations: Theorizing Practice
and Practicing Theory
Mahar121
74. Using the Internet inWomen'sStudies Courses
Mahar 106
-Carol Wolfe Konek, Wichita State University
The powerful presence of the Internet in today's
educational environment requires us to rethink
methods of teaching students how to conduct
research. This workshop explores the general
question of women and the Internet in women's
studies, while describing specific resources and
classroom assignments that are innovative and
effective.
Participants in this workshop will have an opportu-
nity to express perceptions of global women's
movement as articulated in activist and scholarly
discourses, and the current relationship of feminist
activism to scholarship.
77. InvolvingMen in Anti-Sexist Activism
Mahar102
-Jackson Katz, Watertown, MA
This workshop will address some of the ideological
issues involved in educating men (from various
racial, class, and sexual orientation backgrounds) in
feminist ideas. Itwill also focus on practical con-
cerns, such as the differences between men teach-
ing men and women teaching men:
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78. Feminist Motherhood Roundtal7le: The Move from
Individual Suffering to Social Activism
Mahar 112
_Batya Weinbaum, E. Montpelier,VT
Mothers who are feminists often experience contra-
dictions in their work, especially in university
workplaces. Participants from diverse back-
grounds will be invited to share collective moves
towards overcoming the separation and isolation
that many face.
79. Creating a Network to Sustain Women's Rights and





Please bring select short pieces of your writing to
read in the first session. The second session, fol-
lowing this one, will be devoted to writing exer-
cises designed to explore women's right to develop
our own ways of seeing, sensing, and describing
our lives and experiences.
80. Feminist Pedagogy in the Journalism andMass
Communication Classroom
laniqan 103
-Sue A. Lafky, University of Iowa
The Role of Feminist Pedagogy in TeachingFuture
News Workers
_Radhika Parameswa, Indiana University
The Challenges of Teacher Gender, Race and the
Media
-Carolyn Byerly, Ithaca College
Teaching About the Gender and GlobalNews
Debates
- Jill Swenson, Ithaca College
A Feminist Challenge to News
This panel will discuss approaches to teaching that
will offer ideas for training future journalists to be
less sexist, less racist and more sensitive to issues of
race and class.
81. Feminist Activism and Organizational Structure
Mahar102
_Eloise A. Buker, Denison University
-Toni King, Denison University
"To and Fro"; Deepening the Soul Life of
Organizations Through Play
_Kathy Rudy, Duke University
New Conservative Women: Religions and Secular
Ideologies
-Sarah Wood, Kent University
The "Buying Out" of Feminist Presses: Examining
the Rise and Fall of Independent Feminist Presses
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B2. Leeblane in Academia: Integration Into the
Academic Community?
Mahar 114
_Esther D. Rothblum, University of Vermont
- Beth Mintz, University of Vermont
_Kathryn Felty, University of Akron
-Christy Ponticelli, University of South Florida
_Penelope Dugan, Absecon Highlands, NJ
_Maria Gonzales, University of Houston
-Sheila Jeffreys, University of Melbourne,
Australia
-Carey Kaplan, St. Michael's College
This panel will focus on what it means to be a
lesbian in academia, including degree of outness,
professional identity, teaching, and scholarship.
B5. Reassessing Feminist Movements and Ideologies
Mahar1!7
_Rivka Polatnick, San Jose State University
Rethinking "Radiacal Feminism" for the Twenty-
First Century
_Alma M. Garcia, Santa Clara University
Chicana Feminist Ideology and the Chicano
Movement: Revisiting the Discourse
_Milina [avonich, San Jose State University
Women's Liberation in Yugoslavia: Past and
Present
This panel reassesses women's liberation efforts of
the latter twentieth century, focusing on Chicana
feminism and "radical feminism" in the Ll.S.and
on socialism in Yugoslavia.
Session 175 is rescheduled from Sunday 9:00-10:15
A.M..
175. Heavenly Inspirations: A Psychological and
Feminist Study of the lives of Selected Women
Saints
Mahar119
-Oliva M. Espin, San Diego State University
Women Saints: Obedient? Submissive? Feminists
in Disguise?
_Amy Mahoney, San Diego, CA
Therese of Lisieux From a Feminist Psychological
Perspective
_Valencia Lopez, San Diego, CA
Resurgence in Popularity of Two Married Saints
_Andrea Dottolo, San Diego, CA
Edith Stein's Visions of Womanhood
-Cynthia Monreal, Chula Vista, CA
Catherine, Teresa, and Therese: Accommodation
and Resistance in the Female "Doctors of the
Church"
This panel will present and analyze the lives and
writings of selected Roman Catholic women saints
using psychological and feminist methods. We
believe that our understanding of these women's
lives provides a unique and uncommon approach
to feminist understandings of women's lives.
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~6. Retrofeminism: Resurrecting the Public·Private
Critiques
Mahar 112
'Susan Koppelman, Tucson, AZ
•Bette Tallen, Winter Park, FL
•Annette Kolodny, Tucson, AZ
•Barbara Hillyer, University of Oklahoma
•Margaret Howe, Winter Park, FL
'Sari Knopp Biklen, Syracuse University
•Linda Steet, University of Michigan-Flint
Remembering the Family as a Social Institution
'Susan Laird, University of Oklahoma




Fitting the Professional into the Personal and
Political: Women Elementary Teachersand Issues
of Diversity
~4. ChangingBodies: Disability, Chronic Illness, Aging,
5ize, and Identity II
Mahar lOB
Double Session sponsored by the Disability
Caucus.
This panel will re-engage as theorists of education a
political project that was once much more central to
feminism than it has been of late.
~5. Academic Discrimination Experience: ARoundtable
Discussion
Mahar 103
•Jnes Shaw, North Dakota State University
~7. Women's Centers/Women's 5tudies Programs:
Collaborating for Feminist Activism
Mahar114
Join members of the NWSA Task Force on
Academic Discrimination and panelists of the
session on legal approaches to fighting sex dis-
crimination in academia to discuss experiences
with academic discrimination.
•Janet Freedman, University of Massachusetts-
Dartmouth
•[uli Parker, University of Massachusetts-
Dartmouth
Women's Centers;Women's Studies Programs:
Collaborating for Feminist Activism
•June Corman, Brock University
Community Outreach
•Melissa Gilbert, Portland State University
Teaching Toward Feminist Activism: Women's
Community Partnerships
This panel will explore briefly the factors involved
in the diverging directions of women's centers and
programs. The emphasis will be on a consideration
of factors that have sustained successful coopera-
tion and can inspire new collaborations and part-
nerships for revitalized activism.
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~~. Possil1ilitieslnstead of Perceptions: Coml1ining
Scholarship and Activism to Transform Tunnel
Vision
Mahar 104
• Rachel Chalmers, Ball State University
Acting Ollt in Academia: Activism and
Scholarship
•Kim Jones-Owen, Ball State University
The Light Isn't at the End of a Tunnel: Women's
Studies as Academic Discipline
• Laura Helms, Ball State University
Academic Backlash Against Women's Studies in
"MiddletolVn"
• Deborah Moore, University of Maryland
Connecting the Campus Through Women's
Studies and lnterdisciplinarv Education
Panel presentation on the academic dismissal of
Women's Studies as a discipline, in part because it
is not a traditional, narrowly focused field of study.
~9.lntroducing Faculty to Feminist Pedagogy: What
Worked, What Didn't
Mahar 111
• Virginia Norris, South Dakota State University
• Larry Rogers, South Dakota State University
• April Brooks, South Dakota State University
• Rita Majerle, South Dakota State University
This panel will present a report of a ten-week
faculty seminar that attempted to integrate the
principles of feminist pedagogy into manageable
practices for large classrooms, science classrooms,
and the training of student teachers. The successes
and failures that were experienced will be explored.
90. Curriculum Transformation on Women: Information,
Advice. Analysis, Discussion
Mahar 121
.Sara Coulter, Towson University
• Representatives of the National Committee of
Curriculum Consultants from institutions
across the US.
The National Center for Curriculum Transforma-
tion resources on Women tries to help faculty and
teachers revise their courses to incorporate the
scholarship on women by providing publications
and a web page. This session will describe these
resources and discuss your experiences and needs
in pursuing this work.
91. Institutional Conversion: Women's Studies
Programs at Church-Related Institutions
Mahar 118
•Elizabeth Milliken, Seton Hall University
•Judith Stark, Seton Hall University
•Marian Glenn, Seton Hall University
This panel discussion will revolve around the
effectiveness of women's studies faculty and
students in bringing the inclusive ideals of feminist
perspectives to bear on the development of campus
climate and the institutional integration of a
women's studies program at church-related col-
leges and universities.
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92. Gender Bias inthe FamilyCourts
Mahar119
94. (Re)Writing and Per/FormingFeminist Positions in
Phallic 5paces
Mahar 106
•Amy Neustein, Brooklyn, NY
•Karen Winner, New York, NY
•Joan Zorra, New York, NY
•Amber Love, Southwestern University
Good Violence, Bad Violence and Little Violence:
The Invisible Cost of Encoding "Violence Against
Women" in International Politics
-Erruly Hardt, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst
Literature on Maquiladora Workers: Feminist
Critiques, Feminist Revisions, and Feminist
Possibilities
•Emily Davis, Southwestern University
Consuming Passions Beyond the Pornography/
Erotica Dichotomy
•Analiese Richard, Southwestern University
(Un!Performing Ourselves: Re-forming Body/
Language
Women Across the country are losing their children
to batterers and child abusers in epidemic propor-
tions as a result of biased family courts often
depriving women of their due process rights. The
goal of this workshop is to combine academic
research findings with a strategy for political
activism in the form of policy changes, legislative
reforms and media outreach.
93. Creating a Network to 5ustain Women's Rights and
Women's Writing: A 5afe-5pace Workshop for
Creative Writing II
Lanigan 102
Decolonizing feminist positions across disciplines,
an exploration of possible disruptions and new
formulations in feminist praxis and theory .
•Nancy Osborne, SUNY,Oswego
.Joan Loveridge-Sanbonmatsu, SUNY,Oswego
-Carol Wolfe Konek, Wichita State University 95. Culturallmages/5exuallmages
Maharl07
This second session focuses on writing exercises.
Continued from session 79. •Kate Hausbeck, University of Nevada-
Las Vegas
•Barbara Brents, University of Nevada-
Las Vegas
•Michele Berger, University of Michigan
•Luanne Frank, University of Texas-Arlington
"Exhibitionism" in Contemporary Mexico: The
Case of the Double-Tailed Mermaid
Cultural! sexual images of women-analyses of the
tensions between sexual ideology and the struggle
for women's rights.
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96. Women's Leadership. Women's Power
Lanigan 102A
- Penny Rosenwasser, Oakland, CA
Viewing and Discussion of the video "Visionary
Voices"
-Christine Imbra, Bemidji, MN
Leadership and the Other "L" Word: Lesbians in
the Academy
Women's stories-dialogues and emerging themes
in women's struggles toward leadership roles.
97. Women on the Move:Womenand Activism Around
the World
Lanigan 103
_Margaret Wehrer, Syracuse University
Is It Possible to Unite Collaborative Research and
Sympathetic Critique?: The Case of Racial
Diversity and Women's Organizations
-Susan Adair, Syracuse University
On the Borderlands of Nature: How Knotoledge is
Accessed and Disseminated btJ Women Farmers in
the Sustainable Agricultural Movement
_Anna Snyder, Syracuse University
Global Agenda Setting: Conflict and Consensus at
the 4th UN World Conference on Women
_Katalin Fabian, Syracuse University
Public Nuisances: Women's Groups and Their
Interest Artieulation in Post-Communist Hungary
This panel explores grass roots women's activism
in various racial, ethnic and geographic contexts,
raising questions about shared understandings of
womanhood.
9/}. Graduate Program Development inWomen's
5tudies
Manarl02
- Julia Balen, University of Arizona
_Bonnie Zimmerman, San Diego State
University
-Sally Kitch, Ohio State University
_Elizabeth Kennedy, University of Arizona
Panel members will briefly present on specific
issues including the national picture for PhD. and
MA programs, finding the balance between activ-
ism and theory, and the ethics of recruitment and
job placement-after which discussion will be open.
We hope to develop a clearer picture of what might
be the best directions for WS graduate programs to
take.
99. NW5Aand Benefits of Mem~ership
Mahar116
_Marjorie Pryse, University at Albany
This session is a must for new members. Learn
about the National Women's Studies Association
and membership benefits.
100.Teaching 50cial Justice: Feminist Multi-cultural
Educators Colla~orate to 5trengthen Their
Practices
Manar117
-Berenice Fisher, New York, NY
oBecca Chase, Brooklyn, NY
-Christine Kelly, New York, NY
- Paula Ressler, Brooklyn, NY
- Nicole Wallack, Brooklyn, NY
-Diana Matsoukas. Hackensack, NY
Drawing on panelists' experiences teaching
women's studies, multi-culturakourses, and
related subjects, the panel will demonstrate a
feminist, liberatory method of discourse for
exploring practical and theoretical teaching
problems.
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4:00 - 5:15 P.M.
101. The Lifeand Craft of the Independent Feminist
Scholar
Mahar 103
• Jill Niebrugge-Brantley, Wells College
• Patricia Lengerman, Ithaca, NY
•Lauren Walling, Pompton Plains, NJ
• Elizabeth Kirchen, Ann Arbor, MI
• Elaine M. Koerner, Washington, DC
•Kathryn Brewer, St. Paul, MN
• Ruth Ginzberg, Beloit, WI
Members of the Independent Scholars Task Force
talk about how they pursue feminist scholarship
without formal institutional affiliation, incentives,
or support; about how and why they became
independent scholars, and about the research they
are currently doing.
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102. Cutting a Swath inthe Sacred Grove
Mahar 104
• Cheryl Reed, Pennsylvania State University
Steady as She Goes: The Tenure Track Balancing
Act
• Judith O'Donnell, Pennsylvania State
University
Non Tenure-Track Faculty: The Academic Working
Class
• Michele [ais, Pennsylvania State University
Slow as She Goes: The Slow as She Goes:The
Clerical Route to Administrating the Academy
•Maureen Gaffney, Pennsylvania State
University
Minefields on the Frontier: Nursing (at) the
Academy
This panel presents views from different positions
within the academy: the tenure-track assistant
professor, the non-tenure track instructor, the .
academic staff member, and the health care admin-
istrator in order to explore how women can con-
struct niches of power and service within the
academy as we move into the 21st century.
10:3.Black and White Womenas Friends: Building
Cross-race Friendships
Lanigan 102
•Mary McCullough, West Chester University
How do women from different races create long
term, close friendships in this culture? What issues
arise in doing this important personal and political
work? What strategies enrich cross-race friend-
ships? This is an interactive workshop.
I CONCURRENT SESSIONS FRIDAY, 4:00 - 5:15 P.M.
104. Lesbian Feminism and Queer Theory: Theoretical
Explorations
Mahar 102
•Linda Garber, California State University-
Fresno
The Social Construction, Appropriation, and
Misrepresentation of Lesbian Feminism
-Connie Griffin, Boston College
The "Essential' Lesbian Feminist
- Julie Kenik, West Chester, PA
Essentialism versus Social Constructionism: The
Politics of Essentialism in the LGB Community
105. Feminist Theory and the Role of Writing in
Women's Studies
Maharl07
_Marjorie Pryse, University at Albany
Writing Out of the Gap: Feminist Standpoint
Theory and Women's Stories
• Peggy Woods, University at Albany
The Poetics of Generosity: Theory That Empowers
Writers
•Amy Lee, University at Albany
Composing Power in Feminist Pedagogies
From different perspectives-standpoint epistemol-
ogy, composition theory, and poetics-presenters
will explore the uses of feminist theory to "ground"
the role of writing in the Women's Studies class-
room.




-Cathy Bogart, Avila College
•Nancy Cervetti, Avila College
-Charlene Gould, Avila College
We will present our experiences as faculty in
developing and team-teaching interdisciplinary
courses which meet both general studies core and
Women's Studies minor requirements.
-Seena Granowsky, Elon College
- Jean Schwind, Elon College
Current trends in general studies reform may
provide the natural pathway for the full inclusion
of feminist pedagogy and scholarship into the
undergraduate core curriculum. One college's
experience with this process is presented.
107.Power Consciousness: Understanding and
Transforming Educator Power and Authority in the
Feminist Classroom
Mahar114
_Heather W. Hackman, Amherst, MA
This interactive workshop asks participants to look
at the use of educator power and authority as it
pertains to classroom practices.
ss
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108. An American Revolution: Women Take Their Place
Mahar 111
-Carolyn S. Hopley, Greenwich, CT
oAmy Butkus Mooney, Greenwich, CT
oColine [enkins-Sahlin. Greenwich, CT
This workshop demonstrates how ideas important
to women and women's history can be put forward
into the public area through television using cable
access and public television in combination with
the strategies of activists. Examples from com-
pleted productions will be shown including" An
American Revolution: Women Take Their Place", a
documentary tracing women's rights from the 1848
Seneca Falls First Woman Rights Convention to the
present.
109. Feminist Communities in the Most Unlikely Places:




oRosalie Muschal-Reinhardt, Webster, NY
oJeanne Grinnan, Rochester, NY
oMary Rose McCarthy, Rochester, NY
This panel explores the issue of whether or not
Catholic Secondary schools for women can provide
a feminist, liberating education. By exploring the
historical context, presenting the results of a survey
of contemporary schools, using narrative, and
engaging participants in an interactive celebration,
the panel provides an opportunity to explore how
experiences can be liberating even when the intent
may not be.
110.Jewish Women Claim Access to the Treeof
Knowledge
Mahar119
oRachel [osefowitz Siegel, Ithaca,NY
An interactive workshop on Jewish women's
changing relationship to Jewish knowledge; explor-
ing interactions between feminist theory,Jewish
scholarship, practice and values.
111.Waves of Musical Activism: Riot Grrrt andWomyn's
Music as Social Movements
Mahar 108
oChelsea Starr, University of Califomia-Irvine
oEdnie Garrison, Washington StateUniversity
oBonnie Morris
oTina LaPorta
oDiane Rodgers, University ofMissouri-
Columbia
oKathleen Fitzgerald, University ofMissouri-
Columbia
oRita Alfonso, University of Tennessee-
Memphis
A panel on two genres of musical activism is a
good place to spark dialog between 2nd and 3rd
wave feminists. The expressions, misunderstand-
ings, and joys of that result from the contact be-
tween the two activist musics mark a site where
our commonalities and differences as feminists and
activists can be explored.
S6
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112.Connection Through Collaboratlon. The Maine
Feminist Oral History Project
Lanigan 102A
oMazie Hough, University of Maine-Orono
oAllison Hepler, University of Maine-
Farmington
oLaura Finkel, University of Maine-Orono
oJillian Jordan, University College-Bangor
The Maine Feminist Oral History Project, a feminist
collective of faculty, staff, and students involved in
collecting and preserving the history of feminist
activism, will explore what collaborative writing
and work has meant to them as they work to write
a history of one of the oldest battered women's
projects in the country.
113. Exploring Activism and Change
Mahar 106
oJoyce Meier, University of Iowa
Academic or Activist? Or How to Mix Both-An
Exploration ofMy Dual Life
oMichelle Golden, Emory University
How far Have We Come? Race and Gender in a
Feminist Organization
oDionne Smith, Syracuse University
oLynn Eckert, Syracuse University
Mandy Carter: The Tradition of Black Feminist
Activism in the Third Wave
oHope Vilsick-Greenwell, Tucson, AZ
American Indian Women and Activism: Focus on
the Environment
114. Stories of Engagement: Lessons From a Women's
Leadership Conference
Lanigan 103
oTrisha Franzen, Albion College
oBilly Wickre, Albion College
oJamie Hart, Ann Arbor, Ml
This session is a roundtable report on the results of
the Great Lakes College Association (GLCA) spring
conference.
115. Bringing the Sporting Woman into the Curriculum
Mahar 117
oTeri Ann Bengiveno, Dublin, CA
oDedra A. Serafin, North Huntington, PA
oCarolyn A. Thompson, Indiana, PA
Sport as an institution effects all of us. The goal of
this panel is to present and discuss ways in which
to integrate women and athletics into general
studies curriculum from kindergarten through
higher education.
116. Beginning, Ending. and Defending Reproduction
Maharl21
oKimala Price, University of Michigan
The Late-Term Abortion Controversy: A Case in
the Continuing Backlash Against the Reproductive
Rights Movement
oDiane Divoky, Sacramento, CA
The Beginnings of Gynecology: Swordmen at Play
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD
Women's Rights National Historical Park
in cooperation with
National Women's Studies Association Eml1edded Conference
Women'5 Right5 Around the World
Women's Rights national Historical Park is delighted to cosponsor the embedded conference, "Women's
Rights Around the World," as part of our year-long observance of the 150th anniversary of the 1848Seneca
Falls Convention. Convention participants declared a common vision and articulated a set of goals and
strategies which sustained them through decades of activism. As the vision from Seneca Falls faded, decen-
nial anniversaries became occasions to assess the past and renew attention on future goals. This sesquicen-
tennial offers the same opportunity to scholars, activists and community workers.
To facilitate and encourage the participation of local teachers, activists and community members, the embed-
ded conference has a slightly different format this year in that it is all in one day. Separate registration for the
embedded conference for the day is available, and continuing education credit can be earned. Embedded
conference sessions will run concurrently with some other sessions as distinguished from being spread out
among all the days of the conference.
Following the Activism Plenary, a trip to Seneca Falls in the afternoon features park exhibits, tours of the
Elizabeth Cady Stanton Home and the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, where the 1848Women's rights Conven-
tion was held, and an evening panel on international ties and strategies of the nineteenth century women's
rights movement. Park fees are waived for conference participants, and a discount is offered in the park
visitor center bookstore. Dinner is on your own in one of the many lovely small restaurants in downtown
Seneca Falls, within walking distance of the park visitor center. The evening in Seneca Falls ends around 10
pm when the buses will transport you back to Oswego.
There is an additional fee to travel by bus to Seneca Falls and back.
SATURDAY EVENING SESSION AT SENECA FALLS
Stanton. Strategy. and Sympathy: Women's Rights in the U.s. and Internationally




_Maggie McFadden, Appalachian State University
The Golden Cable of Sympathy: Elizabeth Cady Stanton's Internationality and the Finland Connection
The presenter describes Elizabeth Cady Stanton's Women's Right transatlantic influence on the next
generation in Finland, especially on Aleksandra Grepenberg, delegate to the 1888 International
Congress on Women.
-Suzanne Marilley, Capital University
Perennial Feminist Issues: The Legacies of the 1848 Declaration of Sentiments
The presenter identifies the key feminist legacy from the 1848 Seneca Falls Convention-the revolt
against all forms of patriarchy in the U.S.-and explores the strengths and weaknesses of subsequent
feminist strategies for overcoming conceptions of female 'differences' as marks of inferiority.
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Women's Rights National Historical
Park, established in 1980, is part of the Na-
tional Park Service System. It commemorates
the struggle of women for their human rights
in general, and the first women's rights con-
vention and its participants in particular. The
park preserves the Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Home, the remnant of the Wesleyan Methodist
Chapel, and the Mary Ann and Thomas
M'Clintock Home, in nearby Waterloo, where
the Declaration of Sentiments was drafted for
consideration at the July 19-20, 1848 conven-
tion. Stanton's home demonstrates her experi-
mental approach to childrearing, food prepara-
tion, and clothing, giving background to her
development as a women's rights activist and
theorist.
WOMEN'S RIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD I
The "Great Light House," theWesleyanMethodist
Chapel, Women's Rights National Historical Park,
SenecaFalls, NY.
Two special exhibits are on view at the Women's Rights National Historical
Park visitor center during this sesquicentennial. "A Movement in Marble:
Adelaide Johnson's Tribute to Women's Rights," traces the career of the
Sculptor, who created the Portrait Monument, recently returned from the
basement of the Capitol Building to the Rotunda. The Declaration of Senti-
ments Table, a small parlor table on which was drafted the manifesto of the
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SATURDAY
8:30 - 9:45 AM
119. Reflexivity inResearch
Mahar 106
117.NewDirections: The Black Womanist Voice in
Ethnographic Research
Mahar 103
oDonna M. Hughes, University of Rhode Island
Science, Epistemology and Difference
oChristine Warner, Cambridge, MA
oDanielle Egan, [arnacia Plains, MA
Living the Hyphens: When the Researcher Becomes
the Researched
oLinda Williams, Bates College
Carry That Cross Sister; Show Them What We
Can Do!
oLorna A. McDaniel, Wilmington, DE
Gifts of Power-The Black Woman Artist as
Ethnographer
oNanette Da [ong, University of Michigan
120. Political Constructions of Pregnancy
Mahar114
oAnjel Vahratian, University of Michigan
Health System
oValerie Press, University of Michigan Health
System
Women's Health Centers: Comprehensive and
Compassionate Care for Women. A University of
Michigan Model.
oKristen V. Luschen, Syracuse, NY
When More Than Our Academic Voices are
Needed: the Struggle Between Feminist Theoretical
Contributions and Moral Rhetoric in Sex/uality
Education
oLaurel Guymer, Deakin University
Norplant: Deeper Than Skin
oDeirdre M. Condit, Virginia Commonwealth
University
oSheila Smith, Virginia Commonwealth
University
Pregnant Embodiment: The Politics of Feeling
Pregnant
oKim Grover-Haskin, Texas Women's
University
oGlenda Lehrmann, Texas Women's University
Glorious Woman or Poor Thing? Public
Perception of the Birth Experience
The Insider's Voice inCaribbean Music Research
Each paper focuses on the contributions of women
in the African Diaspora in areas of African perfor-
mance-guided research. Women of Color Caucus.
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121.Teaching Art as if the World Mattered:
Interdisciplinary Practice and Collavoration in the
University Visual Art Curriculum
Mahar107
_Estella Lauter, University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh
Feminist Art Ethics
_Barbara Mitchell, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
_Marjorie Mambo, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
-Susan Palmisano, Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
Working together to facilitate the transition from
"Eurocentric, patriarchal thinking" to create some
"new forms emphasizing our interconnectedness"
through art curriculum. The panel will discuss
their efforts and goals and their collaborative
approach to incorporating and synthesizing knowl-
edge and insights gained through certain events
and courses.
122. AnEnlightenment for Women?
Mahar11B
_Pat Schweickart, Respondent, University of
New Hampshire
_Barbara Pope, University of Oregon
-Tracey Rizzo, University of North Carolina-
Ashville
Panelists Pope and Rizzo, historians of France-
epicenter of the Enlightenment, will offer two
different answers to this question based upon their
understanding and readings of the French Enlight-
enment.
125. The Continuing Struggle for Recognition of
Indigenous WomenRights: ACase Study from the
Southeast of Australia
Mahar119
-Diane Bell, Leicester, MA
-Susan Hawthorne, South Melbourne, Victoria
Australia
_Doreen Kartinyeri, South Australia, Australia
_Deane Fergie, University of Adelaide,
Australia
A Ngarrindjeri woman, anthropologist, author and
publisher document their involvement in the
politico-legal struggle to protect a woman's sacred
site and the accusations of fabrications of religious
beliefs.
124. Crosscurrents inReaching for Rights inSouth
Asia and the U.S.
Mahar 111
_Beatrice Kachuck, CUNY-Graduate Center
and Brooklyn College
The State and Women's Rights
-Srimati Basu, Depauw University
The Limitations of Legal Rights: Indian Women
and Property
-Tahera Aftab, Gettysburg College
The Grass is Really Like Me: Documenting
Women's Everyday Life Threats in Pakistan
-Sangeeta Kamat, Brooklyn College
Reading Theories and Practices
Panel members examine women's rights in India,
Pakistan, and the U'S. in the light of their relation-
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125. Teaching Women's Studies in High School
Manar108
- Karen Thoens, Red Bank, NJ
- Ellen Weller, Belle Mead, NJ
If you could produce a high school level Women's
Studies textbook, what would you include? This
panel will present outlines of Women's Studies
courses taught in New Jersey high schools and
discuss the process of creating them.
126. WhoOwns the Language of Struggle: Have
Lesl1ians and Gays Appropriated the Language of
Civil Rights I
lanigan102
- Patricia A. Washington, San Diego State
University
-Melanie Green, San Diego State University
-Susan Cayleff, San Diego State University
- Dawn Commeau, San Diego State University
-Bette Tallen, Wmter Park, FL
- Dana Shugar, University of Rhode Island
Sponsored by the Lesbian Caucus, this roundtable
addresses the charge that lesbian and gay activists
have co-opted the language of the Civil Rights
movement. Double session continued at 1O:00a.m.
127.Workshop on Teaching Allout Women's Rights in the
Middle and High School Classroom-A Glol1al
Approach
Mahar 112
- Lyn Reese, Berkeley, CA
This workshop will provide educators with ex-
amples of academically sound ways to examine
women's rights both in the past and today. Receive
primary source readings from World history, and
learn approaches to raise student consciousness
about women's rights and ways to link women's
global concerns to local issues.
128. Workshop on Spousal Rape: A Mere 'Exerciseuf.
Right'? International Issues in CampaignsAgainst
Marital Rape and the Mexican SupremeCourt
Example
Manarl21
- Laura X, Berkeley, CA
This workshop addresses the political, legal,reli-
gious and social impact of marital rape, focusing on
the campaign against the recent Supreme Court
ruling in Mexico making rape in marriage amere
'undue exercise of a right'.
129. Victims, Rights and Rhetoric: The Possibilitiesfor
Inclusion. Exclusion. and Transformation
Manarll?
-Nola Heidlebaugh, SUNY,Oswego
-Donna M. Kowal, SUNY-Brockport
Victims of Morality and Dupes of Politics: Eml1Ul
Goldman on the Transformation from Victim to
Revolutionary
•Lester C. Olson, University of Pittsburgh
A Rhetoric of Sexualized Aggression: Key Terms
for a Coalition
•Jennifer K.Wood, University of Pittsburgh
Who's Included? Clarification of Crime Victims'
Legal Rights
These papers focus on the role of language in
representing various forms of victimization, espe-
cially as these representations connect with appeals
for rights on behalf of victims.
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130.Women's Resistance to Fundamentalism in Iran
Lanigan IOZA
- Ramesh Sepehrrad, National Committee of
Women for a Democratic Iran
History of Women's Movement in Iran Before/
After/During the 1979 Revolution
-Nasrin Saifi, President of Association of
Iranian Women-West Coast
Constitutional Violence Against Women in Iran
-Fazeleh Fasouli, US Coordinator of Women
Human Rights International
Women's Solidarity Against Fundamentalism
-Sofey Saidi, Member NCR!
A New Beginning of Women's Role in Leadership
Four Iranian women discuss the theory of Islamic
Fundamentalism in Iran and the resistance of
Iranian women.
131.Underground Feminist Pedagogy: Facilitating
Educational Change in Science
Lanigan 103
_Sybillyn Jennings, Russell Sage College
- Jack K. Harris, Russell Sage College
Two students and teachers at a small women's
college specializing in traditional women's occupa-
tions discuss and critique an interdisciplinary first-
year seminar in which they participated. The
topically organized seminar seeks to put several
aspects of feminist pedagogy into practice.
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132. Foundation for a Compassionate Society I
Lanigan 105
-Genevieve Vaughan, Foundation for a
Compassionate Society
- Fasia Jansen, Germany
_Ellen Diederich, Women's Peace Archives
•Helga Garza, Casa de Colores
.Frieda Werden, Women's International
Newsgathering Service,
.Charito Basa, Italy
Panelists will discuss their work, implementing
projects which seek to explore and demonstrate the
viability of practicing a woman-based 'gift
economy' while pointing out the devastating
effects of patriarchal economics and culture. This
is a double session continuing at 11:30a.m.
133. Preserving Our legacies, Modeling Change: The
Womenand Organizing Documentation Project
Lanigan 103
•Rhoda Linton, Moderator, The Union
Institute Graduate School
The Women and Organizing Documentation
Project
• Rinku Sen, Center for Third World
Organizing
Academic/ Activist Partnerships
•Victoria Bomberry, Stanford, CA
Women Creating Knowledge/Creating Change
_Ama R. Saran, Atlanta, GA
Report from the Feel;Field
.Marian Urquilla, Shaw/Columbia Heights
Family Support Collaborative
Leadership Development Processes for Activists
This panel relates the efforts of the Women and
Organizing Documentation Project initiative
involving women activists from across the U.S.
134. Sexual Violence Prevention WorkWith Men:Power,
Resistance and Social Change
Mahar112
_Deborah Mahlstedt, West Chester University
This workshop uses video-taped segments of
sexual violence programming with men and in-
depth interviews with male peer educators to
explore ways to effectively have men understand
power issues in sexual violence.
135. Feminist Pedagogy: Do WeMean the Same Thing?
Mahar104
•Berenice Fisher, New YorkUniversity
•Ann Diller, University of New Hampshire
•Maria Gonzalez, University of Houston
What differences underlie the term 'feminist peda-
gogy'?' Panelists will discuss the ethics of care,
intersectionality, and consciousness-raising as
values in feminist teaching and invite others to
describe different visions.
136. Class and the Caged Voice
Mahar 118
•Mary Ann Reitmeir, Bemidji State University
Poor and Working Class Women: The
Emergence of Sociopolitical Actors
.Susan A. Lightman. Michigan City, IN
Teaching Behind the Walls or What's a Nice
Feminist Like You Doing in a Men's Prison
Like This?
-Carolyn Wright, Syracuse, NY
Unmuffled Voices: Poor White Women's
Experiences of Therapy
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137.Elizal1eth Cady Stanton and Her Friends: The Social
and Cultural Origins of the Seneca Falls Women's
Rights Convention, 1848
Mahar 102
•Vivien Rose, Chair and Commentator
.Judith Wellman, SUNY, Oswego
The First Women's Rights Convention: Why
Seneca Falls? Why 18487
•Elisabeth Dunbar, SUNY, Oswego
Unihj of Purpose ... Freedom for the Individual:
Elizabeth M'Clintock and Her Family: Stanton's
Co-Agitators
<Christopher Densmore, SUNY,Buffalo
The Quaker Tradition: Sustaining Women's Rights
Thispanel will explore the people and the place
associated with the first women's rights convention
held in Seneca Falls, NY in 1848.
138.Nationalism, Democracy, and Rights: Austria,
Armenia. Chile, and the U.S.
Mahar 103
•Diana G. Zoelle, Bloomsburg University
International Rights in the U.S.: The
Schizophrenic State
•Karin M. Schmidlechner, University of Graz,
Austria
Women's Rights in Austria
•Barbara J. Merguerian, Wellesley, MA
Armenian Women Between East and West: The
Effects of Nationalism and Democracy in a Newly
Independent Republic
•Liliana Trevizan, SUNY-Potsdam
Chilean Women Writing Democracy
139. Sexual Rights, Maternal Rights and Lal10rRights
as Contemporary Women's Rights Issues
Manar114
oMary Margaret Fonow, Ohio State University
Free Trade Agreements, Organized Labor and
Women's Economic Rights
oNancy D. Campbell, Ohio State University
Irreconcilable Differences?: The 'Divorce'
Between Women's Rights and Maternal Duties
oAra Wilson, Ohio State University
Sexual Rights and Global Contexts
Panelists will examine discursive, legal and organi-
zational dimensions of contemporary women's
rights issues at horne and abroad. Issues include
sexual rights (Le., international gay and lesbian
rights, reproductive rights) as human rights, free
trade agreements and labor rights, and illicit drug
policy and maternal rights.
140. Theories and Practices of Sexual Exploitation I
Lamgan IOZA
oDonna M. Hughes, University of Rhode Island
Promotion of Sexual Exploitation on the Internet
oMinerva Kalanendii. Tillamook, OR
Theory vs. Reality: Feminism and the Sex Industry
oBang-Soon Yoon, Central Washington
University
Militarism and Bureaucratization of Sex: Imperial
Japan's Sexllal Slavery
-Sarvi Chitsaz. U'S, Representative of the
National Sexual Exploitation and Council of
Resistance of Iran
Violence Against Women and Girls in Iran
oSheila Jeffreys, University of Melbourne,
Australia
Homosexuautv and Prostitution
oKazuko Watanabe, Kyoto Sangyo University,
Japan
Trafficking in Women and Commodification of Sex
in Japan
Double session continuing at 11:30a.m.
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141. Who Owns the Language of Struggle: Have lesblans
and Gays Appropriated the Language of CivilRights
II
Second half of a panel (sessopn 126) sponsored by
·the Lesbian Caucus, this roundtable addresses the
charge that lesbian and gay activists have co-opted
the language of the Civil Rights movement.
142. Feminist Models of International Solidarity: The
Case of Cul1a
Mahar111
•Janis L. Strout, Cranbury, NJ
• Deborah James, San Francisco, CA
•Andrea Saenz, Philadelphia, PA
Supporting and learning from the gains of women
in the Cuban Revolution while changing U.S,
policy are among the primary ways women prac-
tice solidarity with Cuba. Experiences from
women from Herrnanas, Queers for Cuba, Pastors
for Peace and Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom will assess feminist implica-
tions and strategic opportunities for transforming
international relations and women's social change
organizations.
143. Creating a Place for Women: AWomen's Studies
Community Connection
Mahar lOB
•Dorothy C. Miller, Wichita State University
•Marti Farha Ammar, Wichita, KS
•Valda Lewis, Wichita, KS
This panel will discuss how Women's Studies
faculty and community volunteers have managed
to raise more than $350,000 and increase our com-
munity visibility through our Community Council






-Constance Ostrowski, Schenectady County
Community College
•Mary Ann Etu, New York State Education
Departrnen t
.LaVerna M. Fadale, Orange County
Community College
The panel session will address a New York state
six-year initiative that uses a structure of support
for community jtechnical colleges to achieve and
institutionalize gender equity within the very fabric
of the colleges.
145. Open Meeting of the Task Force on Faculty Roles
and Rewards inWomen's Studies
Maharl07
•Marjorie Pryse, University at Albany
Members of the Task Force, chaired by Marjorie
Pryse, will meet with interested faculty and Pro-
gram Administrators to discuss the particular
problems of tenure and promotion for Women's
Studies faculty.
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146. Shaking Clear-The Bodyas a Site For Learning
Mahar 106
-Cill Wright Miller, Denison University
Active Learning: Participating in the Building of
Knowledge
- Lisa Paladin and Emily Morgan, Dancers,
Denison University
The Body as a Site for Learning
-Lauren Bracey, Denison University
Performance in Draft: Meaning in the Movement
- Jennifer Skillicorn, Denison University
Women's Studies and Dance "The Stage as Site":
Intersection of Dance and Feminism
-Dancers: Christine Belecki,Jenny Carter,
Claire Duplantier, Heather Evans, Shannon
Lengerich, Nancy Lynn, Christy Mehrer,
Jessica Ray, Leigh Rick,Megan Serpe, Kristen
Smith, Kris Wade
This dance performance was created in order to
explore the text "Women's Ways of Knowing."
Each of the five sections of the work feature the
path women may travel in the acquisition of infor-
mation, what the text's authors call "self, voice, and
mind."
147.Another Step Forward:Negotiating Differenceand
Student Resistance
Mahar121
•Carolyn Lea, Bowling Green State University
-Fakhri Haghani, Atlanta, GA
_Wendell Stone, Baton Rouge, LA
How do we encourage students to move beyond
resistance to a recognition of difference without
exoticizing or reifying "otherness?" How do our
own identities (as a third-world woman, a white
lesbian, and a gay,white male) affect the explora-
tion of difference in our classrooms?
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150. Evolution and Understanding of Adult Women's
Lives
Mahar 103
•Genevieve Vaughn, Foundation for a
Compassionate Society
•Helga Garza, Casa de Colores
• Frieda Werden, Women's International
Newsga thering Service
• Ellen Diederich, Women's Peace Archives
.Judy Levinson, New Haven, CT
The Season's of a Woman's Life
•Johanna Barca Mastrototaro, West
Hempstead, NY
Our Elder Sisters: The Forgotten Community
•Basabi Roy Ralnaparkhi, Amherst, OH
Aging and Feminism: A Lifespan Approach
Towards the Development of a Feminist Model of
Aging
148. TheFoundation for a Compassionate Society II
Lanigan 105
Continued from session 132. 151.Teaching Interdisciplinary and Transdiciplinary
Curricula
Mahar1!!
149. Ethics and the National Women'sStudies
Association
Maharl!6
•Bette S. Tallen, Winter Park, FL
•Mary Davidson, Columbia Green Community
College
• Bethania Maria, Sacramento, CA
•Maralee Mayberry, University of Nevada
Toward Developing a Feminist Science
Curriculum: Locating Feminist Studies Within the
Sciences and the Sciences Within Feminist Studies
oHelen G. Grundman, Bryn Mawr College
Questions of Sex/Questions of Gender
oLisa H. Weasel, University of California-
Irvine
Feminist Theory and Quantum Physics: Some
Surprising Parallels
oLori Allen, Aurora, CO
-Mary Kirk, Redmond, WA
A Story in Infinite Parts by Two Technically-
Minded Gentlewomen
A roundtable discussion of proposed ethical guide-
lines for the NWSA. Among discussion topics are
whom should we allow to co-sponsor conferences
and other activities, whom should we accept
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152..Safe Risks & Risking Safety: WomenTeachers
Growing Together Through a Professional
Development Initiative
Manar112
- Pat Russo, SUNY-Oswego
Teachers' Professional Development Program and
the Legacy of the College at Oswego
- Barbara Beyerbach, SUNY-Oswego
-Sue Weber, SUNY-Oswego
Supporting Teachers' Growth in a Professional
Development Project
- Ann Keen, SUNY-Oswego
Teachers Reflecting on Action Research
-Nancy Labbe, Cayuga Street School
From Teacher to Teacher Research: Assessing the
Impact of a Parent Involvement Initiative
In this session, women teachers and teacher educa-
tors share the story of their professional and per-
sonal growth on a ten year professional develop-
ment project, and share implications for other
initiatives.
155. Nineteenth Century Rhetorical Role Models: A
Recognition and Celebration
ManarlO4
-Sareh W.Wheeler, Rutland, VT
The Conciliatory Rhetorical Appeal of Frances E.
Willard
•Elizabethada Wright, Troy, NY
The Open-Ended Rhetorical Platform of Fanny
Fern
•Marjorie G. Jones, Bronxville, NY
The Legal Rhetorical Approach of Susan B.
Anthony
This panel explores the rhetorical modes and
singular approaches of three women's rights
advocates, Susan B.Anthony, Frances E. Willard,
and Fanny Fern, who wrote and spoke during the
nineteenth century.
154. Women,VisualArt, and the Right ofVoice: Past.
Present. and Future
Manar114
- Frances Thurber, University of Nebraska-
Omaha
-Bonnie O'connell, University of Nebraska-
Omaha
•Martin Rosenberg, University of Nebraska-
Omaha
The right for women to make art; to be recognized
for their achievements-both in the history of
cultures and in the economic arena of galleries; and
to receive a comparable art education to their male
peers, has been denied to them throughout much of
history. This panel explores these issues and their
implications both historically and in our current
cultural context.
155. Expanding Strategies: Research, Electronic
Communication, and the Right of International
Petition
Manar119
-Laura Reanda, New York, NY
Women and the Right of International Petition
-Elizabeth Reck, Tulane University
Writing, Speaking and Organizing Networks:
Women's Rights Strategies with a Tradition and
Future
-Shu-Ju Cheng, University of Texas-Austin
Research Process as the Personal and Political:
Human Rights Work and the Construction of the
Activist Scholarship
156. Theories and Practices of Sexual Exploitation II
Lanigan IOZA
-Donna M. Hughes, University of Rhode Island
This session continued from session 140.
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157. Gender Rights are Human Rights
Mahar1!/}
- Terri Hawthorne, St. Paul, MN
This workshop will explore international women's
issues while focusing on the United Nations
Women's Platform for Action and its implementa-
tion. This is the document signed at the 4th World
Conference on Women in Beijing, China in 1995.
The Platform for Action can be used as a tool to
discuss the issues and strategies for change pro-
posed by women during the last 25 years of the
women's movement.
158. Foundations for the 21st Century: Charlotte
Perkins Gilman's 'Womenand Economics' 1898-
1998 and Beyond?
Mahar 107
- Patricia Lengerman, The George Washington
University
- Jill Niebrugge-Brantley, Wells College
Be Careful What You Wish For "Women and Work
From Charlotte Perkins Gilman's Women and
Economics to Arlie Hochschild's Time Bind: When
Work Becomes Home and Home Becomes Work
-Cindy Deitch, The George Washington
University
Shortsighted and Visionary: Gender, Class, and
Labor in Charlotte Perkins Gilman's Women and
Economics
- Jane A. Rinehart, Gonzaga College
Losing Our Kitchens: Gilman's Vision, Friedan's
Worry, and McDonald's Success
- [yl Josephson, Texas Tech University
The Economics of Families: Gilman's Women and
Economics and the Economics of Family
This session explores whether 'Women and Eco-
nomics' is relevant for 'Women's Studies scholars
today.
159. Raising Women'sClass Consciousness for the
Class Wars Nowand Ahead
Mahar 108
-Claire Cummings, West Roxbury, MA
-Gabriel Atchison, Clark University
- Linda Carney, Survival News
-Diane Dujon, Survival News
-Michelle Morrison, Clark University
- Dottie Stevens, Survival News
After 30 years of women's studies, we have exam-
ined our feminism(s) from the points of view and
situated locations of gender construction, race,
sexual preference, ethnicity and north/ south
hemisphere biases. Join us for a new / old fash-
ioned women's Class Consciousness Raising (CCR)
workshop.
160. Teachingand Activism, Teachingas Activism:
Feminist Pedagogyand the Women'sStudies
Classroom
Mahar 102
- Allison Kimmich, Emory University
I Had to Think for Myself or Reflections on
Theory-Practice Pedagogy
- Becky Ropers-Huiiman, Louisiana State
University
Activism and Advocacy: Feminist Teaching for
Higher Education Leaders
-Vivian May, Texas Women's University
Feminist Theory, Practice, and Pedagogy: Theory
as Praxis in the Women's Studies Classroom
-Shelley Eriksen, Southern Oregon University
Undoing Dominance, Effecting Change: Strategies
for Radicalizing Whiteness and Male Privilege in
Women's Studies Classrooms
This panel will examine the role that activism plays
in feminist pedagogy. Panel participants will also
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161. Moving NWSA into the 21st Century
Mahar 106
• Diana Scully, Virginia Commonwealth
University
This informal workshop will explore NWSA's
current financial condition and explore ways of
insuring future financial security for the Associa-
tion.
SATURDAY EVENING SESSION AT SENECA FALLS
162 Stanton. Strategy. and Sympathy: Women'sRights in the U.S.and Internationally




•Maggie McFadden, Appalachian State University
The Golden Cable of Sympathy: Elizabeth Cady Stanton's Internationality and the Finland Connection
The presenter describes Elizabeth Cady Stanton's Women's Right transatlantic influence on the next
generation in Finland, especially on Aleksandra Grepenberg, delegate to the 1888 International
Congress on Women .
• Suzanne Marilley, Capital University
Perennial Feminist Issues: The Legacies of the 1848 Declaration of Sentiments
The presenter identifies the key feminist legacy from the 1848 Seneca Falls Convention-the revolt
against all forms of patriarchy in the U.S.·and explores the strengths and weaknesses of subsequent
feminist strategies for overcoming conceptions of female 'differences' as marks of inferiority.
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ACTIVISM
Vivien Rose, Chair
Marcia Anna Gomez, is the founder of Alma
de Mujer Center for Social Change in Austin, Texas,
and a recent winner of the Bannerman Fellowship
for grassroots activism. She is also a community
organizer, indigenous and environmental rights
advocate, cultural arts educator and professional
artist for over 20 years. She is now Executive
Director of Alma de Mujer Center for Social
Change and Board Member of the Indigenous
Women's Network. Exhibition and receiving
awards for her artwork since 1978, she is also
sculptor of the infamous "Madre del Mundo." The
first sculpture was installed on Western Shoshone
Land, across from the Nevada Missile Test Site as a
protest of the desecration of our Sacred Mother
Earth. When she was awarded the Bannerman, the
tribute suggested that, "She stands out among
activists because she combines a strong commit-
ment to grass roots organizing with a global vision.
She has been a tireless and creative voice for social
justice."
woman appointed to the Southern District bench,
and the first black woman appointed to the federal
judiciary. She was Chief Judge for four years before
she became Senior Judge. Her list of major publica-
tions, which spans her career numbers 26 articles
and books. In addition, Judge Motley has been
awarded 29 honorary degrees and awards, among
which, since 1990, she has been inducted into the
National Women's Hall of Fame, and received
other awards from associations such as the Johnson
Memorial Foundation, NAACP Legal Defense &
Educational Fund, Association of Black Women
Attorneys and Albany Law School.
Elizabeth Toledo, is a national leader in
feminist politics and has a strong record of public
speaking, media appearances and grassroots
organizing. She was elected Vice President - Action
of the National Organization for Women in July
1997, and is the first Latina to hold this position.
Toledo previously served as President of the Cali-
fornia chapter of NOW, where she organized its
most diverse board of directors. A strong history of
grassroots organizing has brought her to the na-
tionallevel. She has organized marches and rallies
with reported attendance ranging from 100,000 to
zap actions with a few dozen protesters. She orga-
nized clinic defense at women's health centers,
clothesline projects to highlight issues of violence
against women, and protests at political party
conventions. Toledo also headed grassroots efforts
in California in opposition to the anti-affirmative
action ballot initiative, and was a national spokes-
person on this subject. She initiated the Redefining
Liberation Project, a national effort to combat
dangerous advertising messages by the tobacco,
fashion, and alcohol industries. She was co-plaintiff
and leader in the successful effort to force
California's public universities to provide for
equitable athletic opportunities to women. In
addition she has co-produced two feminist docu-
mentaries.
Buses leave from the east side of Hewitt Union.
Constance Baker Motley, Senior United
States District Judge, Southern District of New
York, joined the legal staff of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, Inc. when she was
a senior at Columbia University School of Law and
subsequently, as associate counsel, became its
principal trial attorney. She was one of the lawyers
who helped write the briefs filed in the United
States Supreme Court in the leading school deseg-
regation cases entitled: Brown vs. Board of Education
in 1954. In her twenty years with NAACP she
argued ten cases before the Supreme Court, win-
ning nine, which were of key importance in secur-
ing equal rights for black Americans and bringing
about the legal death of discrimination. Judge
Motley also served as a State Senator, and Manhat-
tan Borough President before she was nominated
by President Johnson to become a Judge of the
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163. Academic Politics Becoming Personal: Disruptive
Relationships with Students, Faculty, and
Administrators
Mahar 102
-Becky Ropers-Huilman, Louisiana State
University
Again at my Father's Table: Construction and
Effects of Paternalism for 'Junior" Professors in the
Academy
oPaula Jacobi, Louisiana State University
Starting a Revolution: Complexities of Activism on
Campus and in Self
oWendy Kohli, Louisiana State University
"How Come My Advisor Never Told Me These
Things?" or "Talking Turkey" About Sexism in the
Academy: Doctoral Advising That Was Impossible
When I was a Ph.D. Student
This panel will explore the various ways that
women in academe have chosen to disrupt their
experiences of academic sexism. Each of the papers
will focus on the strategies that we have observed
and/ or developed to counteract gender-related





oHeather W. Hackman, University of
Massachusetts-Amherst
This interactive workshop will introduce the use of
multicultural collaborative learning groups and the
practical methodologies for their implementation in
thewomen's studies classroom. Participants will
receivetools and resources necessary for their own
classrooms.
165. Vision 2000: Women'sStudies and Curriculum
Transformation at the NewEngland land Grant
Universities
Mahar10B
oAnn Schonberg, University of Maine
oAnne Righton Malone, University of New
Hampshire
oMary Hallet, University of New Hampshire
oAnn Sheperdson-Price, University of Vermont
oNancy Patteson, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst
Members of the New England Council of Land-
Grant University Women concerned with curricu-
lum transformation and Women's Studies will
discuss the ways they are using their Vision 2000
document to effect change in their institutions.
166. Pul1lishingYour Conference Presentation
Lanigan lOZA
oCarol O. Perkins, Mankato State University
oGaii Cohee, Emporia State University
oMecke Nagel, Mankato State University
How does an academic presenter transform her
conference presentation into an article suitable for
publication? The Continuing Education Committee
of NWSA offers this hands-on workshop to address
the nuts and bolts of getting published. Participants
are encouraged to bring something they are work-
ing on for peer review.
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167. Activist Pedagogies/Classroom 5tories
Mahar118
•Jennifer Scanlon, Plattsburgh State University
.Sandra Ortsman, Plattsburgh State University
•Andrea Spreter, Plattsburgh State University
.!Gra Morton, Plattsburgh State University
•Lenore Palumbo, Plattsburgh State University
•Andrea Meyers, Plattsburgh State University
•Willow Nolland, Plattsburgh State University
•Janson Ormsby, Plattsburgh State University
.Caroline Casey, Plattsburgh State University
.Stacy Brooks, Plattsburgh State University
Faculty and student presenters explore the develop-
ment and evolution of a senior-level women's
studies seminar on feminism and activism. This
session will provide an excellent way for interested
faculty to discuss the pedagogies of activism, for
students to hear other student voices in women's
studies, and for faculty and students to hear mul-
tiple perspectives on an important women's studies
issue.
168. Women's 5tudies in the Real World:Empowering
Women's 5tudies 5tudents to MakeCareer and Life
Choices
l..ilniganl02
•Karen Lederer, University of Massachusetts-
Amherst
We can empower students to make career and life
choices that reflect their values, politics and lives. A
women's studies alumni, advisor and fieldwork
coordinator, and Instructor of "Career and Life
Choices for Women" will discuss career planning
issues in Women's Studies ranging from events and
advising to classes, literature and more.
169. ThePolitics of Language
Mahar112
• Ines Shaw, Fargo, ND
What At-Large Impact Has the Scholarship on
Language and Gender Had?
•Karen Ogulnick, New York, NY
Like a Woman: The Diary of a Language Learner
in Japah
•Nanora Sweet, University of Missouri,
St. Louis
The "Language" of Women's Studies: Power and
Taboo
•Louise Goueffic, Toronto, Canada
Where is the 'Fem' Morpheme
170.TeachingCritical5cientific Perspectives on 5ex
and Gender
Mahar118
•June Larkin, University of Toronto
•Kathryn Morgan, University of Toronto
•Fatima Correia, University of Toronto
•Njoki Wane, University of Toronto
In this panel we discuss our experiences teaching a
course on critical perspectives on sex and gender.
We share the theoretical frameworks, research
methodologies and pedagogical techniques used in
the course.
171.Goddess is Alive!:Inthe Classroom and Community
Mahar116
• Patricia Montley, Lutherville, MD
Using research from several disciplines, we will
examine the history of the Great Goddess and the
stories, symbols, rites, and festivals that celebrate
her in widely varying cultures, then explore the
ways in which-building on this academic re-
search-we can invite the spirit of the Goddess to
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172.Planting in Hallowed Ground: Women's Studies at
Religiously Affiliated Colleges
Mahar 121
.Sally N. Wall, College of Notre Dame of
Maryland
Women's Studies as a Catalyst for Diversity at a
Catholic Women's College
•Jane Rinehart, Gonzaga College
Doing Women's Studies in a Religiously-Affiliated
Institution: Reaping the Rewards and Managing
the Risks
•Jeanne Wiley-St. Rose
The Quiet Revolution: Women's Studies Comes to
St. Rose
-Joanne Meyers, Marist College
Challenging the Order: Women's Studies on the
Conservative/Catholic Campus
-Jacqueline DeVries, Augsburg College
Historical, Sociological, and Theological Reasons
for Differential Support of WS in Colleges with
Lutheran and Calvinist Traditions
.Stephanie Bressler, King's College
Better to Ask Forgiveness than Permission:
Women's Studies on Conservative/Catholic
Campus in a Conservative/Catholic Region
Session 175-is rescheduled for Friday, 1:00-2:15 P.M.
Room is changed to Mahar 119.
173. Heavenly Inspirations: A Psychological and
Feminist Study of the Livesof Selected Women
Saints
Mahar107
-Oliva M. Espin, San Diego State University
Women Saints: Obedient? Submissive? Feminists
in Disguise?
-Amy Mahoney, San Diego, CA
Therese of Lisieux From a Feminist Psychological
Perspective
-Valencia Lopez, San Diego, CA
Resurgence in Popularity of Two Married Saints
-Andrea Dottolo, San Diego, CA
Edith Stein's Visions of Womanhood
-Cynthia Monreal, Chula Vista, CA
Catherine, Teresa, and Therese: Accommodation
and Resistance in the Female "Doctors of the
Church"
This panel will present and analyze the lives and
writings of selected Roman Catholic women saints
using psychological and feminist methods. We
believe that our understanding of these women's
lives provides a unique and uncommon approach
to feminist understandings of women's lives.
174. Media Literacy and Activism: International
Feminist Perspectives
Mahar 106
•Jennifer Manlowe, Friends World Program
-Jan Strout, Cranbury, NJ
Our Media Activism Project uses popular, indepen-
dent and commercial cinema images from a variety
of countries around the world to re-read the subtle
and overt messages about girls' and women's
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175. International Activism
Mahar 111
•Beverly Haddad, University of Natal, South
Africa
Ordinary Religious South African Women
'Speaking Into Action': Re-shaping the Feminist
Intellectual
• Fakhri Haghani, Atlanta, GA
Reflections on the Question of Public or Private: A
Historical Overview of the 20th Century Iranian
Women Activists' Strategies
•Batya Weinbaum, East Montpelier, VT
An International Peace of Women Set in Jerusalem
176. Women's Power 5tories
Mahar103
•Roberta Beck, New York, NY
"Women's Power Stories" deliberately explores
women's experiences of power (not
disempowerment) in order to learn about, support
and foster women's definitions, contexts and
development of power.
1T1.Class Work: The Cultural Valueof Working-Class
Lives
Mahar 119
• Janet Zandy, Rochester Institute of Technology
Liberating Memory: Our Work and Our Working-
Class
• Florence Howe, Feminist Press
Am I Her Daughter? Am I at Home?
• Penny Christopher, California State
University-Stanislaus
•Lisa Orr, California State University-Stanislaus
This session focuses on the relationship between
working-class identity and cultural work. Work-
ing-class culture, in all its unromanticized variety,
contains values, language, labor, and relationships
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BEYOND THE SEX WARS:
FEMINISM, SEXUALITY & POWER IN A COMMODITY CULTURE
Bonnie Zimmerman. Chair
Wendy Chapkis, has been an activist and
writer in the area of gender and sexual politics for
more than 20 years. During the late 1970s and
early 1980s, she worked at the international
research center, The Transnational Institute of the
Institute for Policy Studies, in Amsterdam as
Director of Research on Women. During that
time, she edited two anthologies: Loaded Ques-
tions:Women in the Military, and Of Common
Cloth:Women in the Global Textile Industry, (co-
edited with Cynthia Enloe) and authored the
book, Beauty Secrets: Women &the Politics of
Appearance (South End Press, 1986). In the late
1980s,she began researching the subject of com-
mercial sex, interviewing sex workers, law en-
forcement officers and activists in both the de-
criminalized setting of the Netherlands and in the
criminalized context of the United States. That
project resulted in the book Live Sex Acts:
Women Performing Erotic Labor (Routledge,
1997)which received a book award for outstand-
ing scholarly work in the English language in the
field of sexology. Since 1995, she has been an
Assistant Professor of Sociology and Women's
Studies at the University of Southern Maine.
Kelly Holsopple, earned her B.A. in Sociol-
ogy from the University of Minnesota. She is the
Outreach Program Manager at Breaking Free, Inc.
in St. Paul, and Rochester, MN; Co-founder of the
Metropolitan Coalition Against Prostitution; and
Co-founder of the Center for Prostitution Re-
search and Action. Ms. Holsopple's work orga-
nizing against prostitution and the sex industry is
incited by multiple layers of experience, knowl-
edge and service. These layers consist of her
experiences during 13 years of stripping, prostitu-
tion, pornography and peep shows; the experi-
ences of women with whom she was associated
during those years; her original research on
sexual violence in strip clubs; and her advocacy
work with women and girls involved in the sex
industry
Ninotchka Rosca,writer, novelist, human
and women's rights activist is the author of five
books, one of which, Twice Blessed, won the
American Book Award. She has twice been
awarded the NY Foundation for the Arts Fellow-
ship. Born and educated in the Philippines, she
has been thought of as one of the fieriest and best
writers of her country. She is also a frequent
contributor to MSMagazine, The Nation, Village
Voice and other periodicals. Ms. Rosca is on the
executive board of advisors of PEN International
Women's Committee. She was an active partici-
pant in the Vienna Conference for Human Rights.
An outspoken feminist, she is particularly con-
cerned with the question of women's human
rights focusing on the question of sex tourism,
trafficking in, and violence against women. She is
afounder and national chairperson of
GABRIELA Network, a Philippine/US women's
solidarity organization working with GABRIELA,
the largest women's coalition in the Philippines.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
Founding Preambl...<1977 11982])
The National Women's Studies Association was formed in 1977 to further the social, political,
and professional development of Women's Studies throughout the country and the world, at
every educational level and in every educational setting. To this end, this organization is
committed to being a forum conducive to dialogue and collective action among women dedicated
to feminist education and change.
Women's Studies owes its existence to the movement for the liberation of women; the feminist
movement exists because women are oppressed. Women's Studies, diverse as its components are,
has at its best shared a vision of a world free from sexism and racism. Freedom from sexism by
necessity must include a commitment to freedom from national chauvinism, class and ethnic bias,
anti-Semitism, as directed against both Arabs and Jews; ageism; heterosexual bias - from all the
ideologies and institutions that have consciously or unconsciously oppressed and exploited some
for the advantage of others. The development of Women's Studies in the past decade, the
remarkable proliferation of programs that necessitated this Association, is a history of creative
struggle to evolve knowledge, theory, pedagogy, and organizational models appropriate to that
vision.
Women's Studies is the educational strategy of a breakthrough in consciousness and knowledge.
The uniqueness of Women's Studies has been and remains its refusal to accept sterile divisions
between academy and community, between the growth of the mind and the health of the body,
between intellect and passion, between the individual and society.
Women's Studies, then, is equipping women not only to enter society as whole, as productive
human beings, but to transform the world to one that will be free of all oppression. This
Constitution reaffirms that commitment. Ratified 1982.
11,e 1977 founding Preamble. with some changes in 1982,has
introduced every NWSA Constitution. Although the
constitution and the \vay it articulates NW5A's Mission have
undergone revision, most recently in 1988. the historical
Preamble marks the point of origin
CONSTITUTION OF THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION
Proposed in 199a:t'}ll;l to replace major sections of the Constitution ratified in 19931')82.
,'\:fllCftdea .If\(4 ilppfo,:ef' it f sLll'mi:l~'iO'A iA tAl' Ru?ml'el':lhir llt' t"I'1CP'J'/VE.'\ '92 Cor;JcffAE€ Delegate
A3Sf..fl~~'ly,Jl:Jne 19 2Ct,"19')2.
Article I Name
The Name of the organization is National Women's Studies Association, Inc.
Article ITMissionPltlf'6se
NWSA has a vision of a world in which all persons can develop to their fullest potential and be
free from all the ideologies and structures that consciously and unconsciously oppress and exploit
some for the advantage of others.
To this end, this organization is committed to support and promote feminist teaching, research,
and professional and community service at the pre-K through post-secondary levels. Integral to
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this commitment is understanding the political ramifications in our teaching, research and
service.
N\NSA i;. cornmHted ttl l"he development l,f scholarship (lnd research that incorporates
diSCiplinary, intf~rdiscirlilMr}', 1l"ll'IIl"idiscipIiIMT>',lnulticul1ural. andiflT glpbal method.; and
perspective;. to <ldvance the .;tudy (lnd kno\,,'led~epf all vyomenand to cre~,te ('rille,ll dialo~lIe on
the production l,f kn()wled~e abollt <lOct relat't·')dtn all Wl)men and m the appliLal1rm of such
kno\.vle...ige to '·weird (lnct politic.l1 practices and processes. To that end we recoWlize the integrtll
connection among schol{lrsh ipc (l(tivis,lIl. and te<lChing.
N\NSA is committed to the creatll1n nod ~ro"vth of wnnwn's .::.tudie.; in.::titutionaJ units dedicsHed
to teachin~, rf.'~e(lr(h, sl,;:h(1lar~hip, and community activism. and esp&~iall:: committed to the
efforts (If rl'o~r('lm,=, and departnwnl':; to I'erllize the res~c1Tch and Rholarship missions of N\VSA.
In order to "leel these ~oals, N\.y<;A i, al..:;,ocommitted to Clvision llf academi( work th~t im:lndes
the pal'ticiratipn of fih,;:ult}',~tudent~, and c(lmmunity ~ch{)_lt'lTs;the e;-.:clMnJ;e of reJ;iolMl
s(h()lar~' (lnd the presence of [(Hnmunity ()q,~'al1izati()ns! both locally and ~Ioballvf enJ,;tlS;-e<-1in
critical reflection and dialogue {)I) the soda! lTleanin~ tlnd use of resei.Hch scholtlTShip, and
teachln~ in \-\'OTlle,n/g studie~ mOl'ebroadly conceived.
Article III Program
The program of the National Women's Studies Association (NWSA) aims to make manifest and
put into action the organization's general purpose. No program of NWSA shall be developed
solely for the purpose of legislative lobbying or for intervening in any political campaign
supporting or opposing a candidate who seeks public office.
Article IV Membership
Voting membership will be available to individuals and groups involved in feminist teaching,
learning, research and service.
Individual membership is available to persons as described above. Life, regular and
supporting~tI~18il ,it Ig memberships are available. The National office will keep a record of all
such membership for necessary and appropriate release.
Group membership is available to academic and community-based programs, institutions,
projects, or groups supportive of this organization's purposes and programs. Such groups are
I expected to have a working policy-making body or advisory board- and tQdesignate a contactperson ,-yho will represent the group, lndiyidua] members of such groups should also becomeindividual members pf NWSA.
ft'. ,"lint'; ",cA,eec~ip, [wI ".~, :!tlpptlll ~,e ~lML· dad r'"'po:!cs of ~Ie ,)fndai,a!ioll, 10 eceon",
"Hili,,!. Ale",eciS.
Article V Dues
Every person and group accepting the principles of NWSA and desiring membership in NWSA
shall pay annual or life membership dues. Dues shall be established by the Governing
CQuncil"(ttll diAh to income I. 'fl: I'm iAdi ,·iBlIaL and are payable ~t'ft January 1 of each year.
Article VI Slrll£l" I't. ,'Ad Governance
National Conference and NWSA Assembly
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b-A national conference/convention will be convened in varying geographical locations with two
purposes: first, to serve as an educational and inspirational force in or of itself; and second, to
determine the general lines of policy for NWSA and its programs by meeting in assembly.
a. Participation in the national convention shall be open to all, subject to their registration and
.appropriate credentialing.
b. Programmatic participation in the national convention and in the NWSA Assembly shall be
limited to members of record of the year of the convention.
~ The NWSA Assembly wiII meet at the time and place of the national convention to consider
and act upon proposals directed towards fostering and improving the organization; receive and
act upon reports of the Governing Council and officers, and give guidance to them upon general
lines of direction for NWSA.
a. VotingP"rtiei"ftti"" in the NWSA Assembly wiII be open to anyone who is a NWSA
individual member of record sixty days prior to the convention.
b. Governing rules of the NWSA Assembly shall be suggested by the Elections Committee (see
501.)and presented for their approval to the Assembly.
Governing Council
&.-The affairs of NWSA between sessions of the NWSA Assembly shall be managed by the
Governing Council, except that Bylaws may provide for an Executive Committee to exercise
certain powers of the Governing Council in an interim between its meetings.
a. It wiII serve as the Corporate Board of Directors of NWSA.
b. It shall consist of -the-fmlI.Officers who shall be elected by the general membership,:>=
Standing Committee chairs elected by the general membership. five members elected by the
Constituency Council from among its members, and-ti¥e ~at large members elected by the
General Membership ll~ "r""6,1i"",,1 re"reseAtftli"". In addition, the Executive Director, the
Editor of the NWSA Journal, ""til tAl' :'ttkiE"'..- BOdJt1 Ch,li.,s. and the Past President are ex-
officio, non-voting members
c. It will receive and forward, as well as initiate, proposals to be submitted to the Assembly for
ratification.
d. Itwill be responsible for hiring -tflei!n Executive Director, deciding on the location of the
national office, setting the agenda for the NWSA Assembly, allocating resources, and other
actions necessary to the conduct of the organization.
l\rt:ia.e VB Officers
The officers of NWSA shall be the President, President-elect, Secretary, l!!ll1.Treasurer,-ttAti-
U";s",,; all of whom are to be elected by the general membership by mail ballot. There will be
criteria of continuous active individual membership as well as appropriate skills to qyalify ooe
to stand for election for officer. The President and President-elect shall serve e-one-year ter~.
The Secretary;-..ill!dTreasurer, ""til U";soaWilll-wtH serve two-year terms. Qffjcer~ may
serve successive teroostlf' tt, th:ree tefHlS it. :tiEeessi8ft.
al-. The President shall be the NWSA spokesperson, convene the conference(s), convene and
chair the Governing Council, act as liaison to other national higher education associations,
women's and ethnic studies associations.
~. The President-elect assumes the Presidency after serving a year, serves in the absence of the
President, shares in some of the responsibilities of the presidency, has major responsibility for
working with ·and representing the Governing Council committee chairs in the Executive
Committee. The President-elect shall be responsjble for facilitating the work of the varioys
interest groups within the association. shall convene and Chair the Constituency Council
meeting, and shall be ,'esponsible for the interpreta!inn of the ConstitutipnC"",tit.tl,,, and Bv-
~
~, The Secretary shall be responsible for seeing that notice is given of all meetings of the
NWSA Assembly, Governing Council and Executive Committee, and that minutes of such
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meetings are kept. The Secretary shall Chair the Communications Committee, and may
delegate specific duties to the NWSA Action editor and a public relations officer. The secretary
shall perform such other duties as are usual to this office.
d...The Treasurer shall be responsible for all transactions pertaining to the organization's
finances. The Treasurer shall Chair the Finance Committee, perform such duties as are usual to
this office, and may delegate specific duties to a Controller or Assistant Treasurer.
5. The LiaisOA shall Be responsiBle fef MeilititHfl!; tP.t' .. erk of the . ariot:ls iflb:rest grBt:IfIs
., ithifl tl=':e fl3:0eiatioR, seA fS ft:9the eO.ltee! f'ersoR fer peerle a:t.s ~Ot:t:t'3 yoht1 '1,ish 18 get ORtfle
ageAaa ., itl\ i1et ••s HE6ttttiftess. lfle Liaisofl is itlsB resf'tJf\sible Forgi ..it.g feeabaek 16 item
or igiffilhlrs seatti troe ciisposititlf\ 6£ 96H'\eU Itt 19; if that di8flositi8R took f'li\€t! it i 8 • t'fLtte ., here
the origiflfttoF .. 89 Rot f1 rest!flt.
A vacancy among the officers of the association will be filled by the Governing Council for the
remainder of the unexpired term.
Constituency Council
4-c-'-TheConstituency Council shall represent the interests of the full membership. It shall be
comprised of:
a. the elected dlaireBoraiflftto. of each region.
b. the elected dlaireollrdillater of each duly constituted caucus.
Election of re~ion and caucus chairs shall be conducted t>y man ballot. Regions and caucuses
Sh:!lE: r::,pm:~~f: nominatin~candidaleS tn be included on Uw election ballot. Only
m ~~rs»f a. ell' ay;(;te fnr itS chair: members rna}' vote in only one regional eJection. The
El;ns 2O;;;;;;;;;;;;;tl;1l be charged with devel0l'in~Tprocedures for wnducting r~Tj<IDand
caucuS elections.
The Constituency Council shall meet annually at the national conference 1(, reee;, e af>tire, ;e"
~e tU'tflt:lal report of t:I:,eGo ,effliflg CeMEll, to advise the Governing Council on general priorities
for implementing policy as established by the NWSA Assembly; to propose to the Elections
Committee nominees from its ranks for qlai!:;; of Standing Committees. Members-at.Lar~, and
Officers; and to elect to the Governing Council five at IM~Cmembers from its ranks. incll1din~
the (]l;ir-- of the worneo of Color Cc)LICUS find Lesbl(m Caucus. two represent(ltive~ rotated
tl1non~ ill1 other c<')u(us.es,and one repre--entative pf the re~ion$ .. In electing the I'otatin~ijt Irll'ge
members, the Constituency Council shall assure that the Governing Council be representative
and inclusive of the diversity within NWSA.
Standing Committees
\
e..--The Standing Committees may vary in size according to their workload. Membership on
standing committees will be open to volunteers from the membership of NWSA. The Chairs of
the Standin5,:Committee, shall be members oJ'TAl! ,hall .. f'''' t ill I"l';tllill iAteuals I" the
Governing Council.
The Chairs of the Standing Committees shall be elected by the general membership, and will
serve terms of three years. There will be criteria of continuous active individual membership
and committee experience, as well as appropriate skills to qualify one to stand for election to
chair any of the standing committees. These criteria will be published and distributed to the
total membership from whom nominations will be solicited by the Election Committee for each
election cycle. The names and duties of the committees are:
a. Communications-responsible for the development of overall communications strategy, liaison
with staff and other committees in this area, including..print aM non-print media. The NWSA
Action. public relations functioQ$. and web fite shall be under the purview of-this.Comrnittee.
The chair of the Communications Committee if the-Secretary of NWSA.
b. Conference Pl'lJgrall1-ha~ primary responsibilib' for soliciting conference session proposals from
internal constituency and interest groups af well as from the general membership. and for
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assembling the program of conference sessions. The chair will alsp collaborate with others
charged with conference responsibilities.ad, iges Caftfel ef\€e Dweetar Oft tlIt:lltialeaMelet.ee
pregt6tf\1f\H.g tlf.e eOftfereflee sith 'g, estaBlish fee !'!eheattles tH lS ol:l.er arlal .genle ••ts.
c. EQucational Outreach and Programs-explores and develops programs that extend /expand
.educational offerings of NWSA as well as developing sessions at the national conference 00
issues of interest to the membership such as leadership training, skills development.
professional deyelOJ>ment. and anti-oppression consciousness-raising, C(}f\til .tling Belueatioft
pra ,"lee!'! thratlglat .tsrlti~ n itfl tF.eCOflfer€flee DileetOl fl.ini fOitferertft:s ar sessiOl'~·at tAe
ftat:ieflitl eaflfereftee aft issues s£ sf'eeial interest or tugel'€) ts the H.tffil'rerslt:ip, sHel, as leatlefship
trai:J:.iJ.t;, 91tH): aeie10J'ffl:t:'J\t, Of'\:goittg 8l"Itl raeisft. nmk for all ft.eft.6eIS OJ 8l"Iti laeisffl: fer a
speeial glatt" (e,g ... eliteR of eolsr), lfleFItoring;'h€hiOrldftg. CHili iat€s alta ffiaifllftHK
relationships Ta"itA '.VOft.eR'ti Sttldies Pregre:ll.s.
d. Elections-suggests rules for conducting business, conducts nominations and elections
incorporating representation of the diversity of NWSA.
e. Ethics and Equity-responsible for monitoring NWSA aMfirmative aAction policy throughout
all its activities and for developing guidelines for staff, publications, governing units, and the
membership as a whole for achieving and maintaining the diversity and inclusiveness central to
NWSA's purpose. Monitors output for quality and congruence with anti-bias values. The chair
conveneS the Conflict Resolution Committee.
f. Finance-develops, in conjunction with @tfte Executive Director, or designee, the annual and
long-range budgets. Receives budget requests from standing committees and other structures of
organization. Presents the annual budget report to the membership and oversees annual budget.
A Development slIb-commiltee shall be responsible for oversight of all fund raising projects,
annual and capital fund drives. as }vell a~ any special projects designed to create long-term
financial security. The chair of the Finance Committee is the Treasurer of NWSA.
it. De. el6f'ffieflt tesraft:ible fer 0 ..er..;ight of an ttlna raising tH'ojeEts, dRfltla:l alta espital fHAd
tiri ..es, 8S 'dell 89 8ft) :;l'eeialflf(~edS tiesig. tea to E.eate II~Agterm fiAa:IiEi81;,eetlrity.
g. Membership Development-responsible for advising staff on maintaining and developing
membership, including setting priorities for new membership categories and providing
assistance with annual membership recruitment.
h. Personnel-responsible for establishing and monitoring procedures of search, hiring and
discharge of national office staff, annual review of compensation and benefits, and coordination
of and assistance with search committees as necessary to fill vacancies.
i. Program Administration (111(1Development--responsible for liaison with institutional women's
studies programs for developing research. d(xuments, r!:."'...:ourres.and pmjecls supporting the
establishment and maintenance of such programs. ,lJ1d for deveh)~)in~ ((\l1ference programming,
Committee meml'ershlr should reflect the diversity pf departments, programs and centel'~ as
}vell. as the difterinlJ lypes of institutions and educatjnnalleyels in whkh they (He located.
Ret"aII rro«~!.lli'
All elected nWJ1bei's (If the Cnverning Council (lTe oQrllli!lly expected to attend meptin~h per ;.-:ear:
two at the N,ltlon{ll conference (one pre- and onep' '}t ; a.)d ont:>mid-}'ft1f meeting in lanuar;.-'.
Any men:iber of the Goyerning Council may be subjectt" recall fm cause or if 01er fail 10attend
three meeting:,~ in a row,
Article VII AncillrlTY Strl1ctures:\d,·i:nr{ Boord:
6, ()t:Aet In addition "tf) thR CL,vemin\=1' PxJ~1iet>Llf NVVSA. the wL'rk of the ()-:sociat;Qn Olav be
implemented thrllugh the follO\:\,!in~ structures of ~JISS.\ \vhirh shall be comprised of at least
the following groups, committees, and advisory boards,
AdviS(lT)' Board;.,
Advi.sc'r)' Boar(1f {In' ol'j,!aniz()lions whose conduct of business is independent, but in accord with
the policies of NWSA. They will devise their own rules of order, but the Governing Council may
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make suggestions to them, and they may make suggestions to the Governing Councilor the
Assembly.
a. NWSA Journal Editorial Advisory Board.
b. Academic Discrimination Advisory Board provides leadership and counsel for those who
have or may be suffering discrimination in the academy.
e. Re~"'ei\fellr Sf} iolalsllir efta GraBI:J:8:te 6tttaies Ati; iril:if) Boat cl ••hieh ,. ill flrofflote 8 3d (olarly
agenda far tfle mgftnizati8fl
\;4. Other Advisory Boards as may be constituted in the future.
Interet-.t Area Cn\\l'r~
Interest Area Croups functipll to {111m·\-"memb~rs \vith particul.u res€.ll'..::h. schohHlv. clnd
peda~01oric(11 intere~ts to pal'ticip(lte in the (ol1st'ruCUlln of the Call for Pi1rel'S ilnd Annual
Meet"in~ bj' clnnOl1l1Cing their own t'opi(.';;' f(IT ~)(lrers pr pant\ls or \vorkshllpS for the Annl1ll1
r'v1eetin2". by Cllndu(1in~ (:ll leflst one se;.:-.ion per Int'ere~tAre<~Croup. and. bv having one bUhines,;;
meetin~ sl{)t (when spaceallows),
T(l~k ForLRs
T,\sk P(\TCe1:tfunction to i.~llo\v meml1t"l's tll promote specific. ...hol't~term ~l)Hls relevant tn the
pplicies and princi12le~ pf NVVSA <1I'll1women's Shldips tll'(){KlIX Cl}IKPived.
NWSA Conflict Resolution Committee
;;...There shall be a Conflict Resolution Committee which will be a free-standing elected
committee, of at least seven (7) members, who function when called upon to resolve disputes
brought to it from any part of NWSA, including employees of the National Headquarters.
Members' terms of two years are staggered to provide continuity. The committee will devise
their own rules of order in accord with the policies of NWSA. The Assembly and the Governing
Council may make suggestions to the committee. The \;hair of the Ethics and Equity Committee
shall be responsible for convening the Conflict Resolutipn Q)mmittee and reporting its actions to
the Governing Council.
Executive Director
'ffte-hn..Executive Director will be appointed by the Governing Council to hold office at its
pleasure and shall be the year-round executive officer of the Association. The Director will be
responsible for the daily operation and business of the Association and will have the power to
execute the policies of NWSA, including the appointment and supervision of the National office
staff within established organizational, state and federal regulations. 111e appointment of an
Executive Dirgctor shall be contin~ent upon the financial state of the A:-;sociatiQn.
Article V 111\4+ Bylaws
The NWSA Assembly or the Governing Council shall have power to adopt bylaws that are not
inconsistent with this Constitution or other applicable laws.
Article IX Amendments
This Constitution may be amended by the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds of those
present and voting at the NWSA Assembly. A proposed amendment to the Constitution may be
submitted, in writing, by any member through the Governing Council. Written notice of the
proposed amendment, with pro and con statements, must be given to the membership at least
sixty (60) days prior to the vote.





A draft of this Cmstitution shall be submitted to the Membership Assembly at the 1998
tRifr~~n and published in the first issue of the NWSA Action following'. A mail
I( . aL ;;be conducted no later than six months following. If ratified. the Constitution
shall be adopted for the 1999 National Convention.=~=~:all be subject. to a 5}'-stematiceyaluation with respect to.all procedures and
. e 5th year of uDpleinenlatJOn (2004). at wluch tIme It will be subJect to re-
ratificatioo.
Tile eEfeen. e f1ete Bf this f8RStihtti8fl shall he tieterRtHieci B} tile Ce8rciiAtlhftg C8tif.eil, tHieer
the "Ie. iatls CeflstittttiBft, 1:l tit flOmtff tI ran eRE} ear {fORi tfle a8te of aBoflHeH sf the Delegate
AsSefltl'll" i.e. }tHie 23, 1993.
Draft compiled by Christinae, BarBM8:'N.Gereer Heft. tite ft'\Hltltes of the ••ark of tAe ~A'\l5A
Ge. er'ft1:ftee He Orget'li2atiO:f\ CoftlntiH:ee. ~4:efftbersl,ip. ~{8flelre LOfI~eneel(ef,
¥elftf 18B:}w(e5es, FlSreli€e Pa,leoH,soft, EleEtl.8r Sfftith, l;atltf\ 'ffirtes SOtlt:ief, 8ftd Barl:1itf8:Vi.
Geffler, GaM 1/11/92.ChriiitiA6 Brinklev. Barbara Cl~rber .Annette Van Dyke. lac(fueline Zita,
an:l B 1111i Zinl'm rman ~h('l' \'1 h in . from Bet v H"rr.i .. PatT'id<l L .nl' .rm :tnn . nd i J 1
N iebl'u,rge-Bl'antle}'. '1/9 i9R.
~ea eap, fopstiBffti:SSiOflta mefl'lkJefSftl}:1talls'iing 6ffleAaRifAts at 1992~~~~~e~~I:~~
Assefttbl) ,.M eflft\pHetl B} BitlBRr8 VI. Gerl:lef'1Jttly 199:2fraR' 8f'igilial nt:if\~f1h~ fftt!ti~\
AtistHtl TX.
PaGP06£B AME~ID~,fE~JTSTO COl'Js:rITUTIO~IA~ID BYLAVJS
CeRst:i:h:ttiaftft:l Amtef\Bfl iel tt 1
Hi teeagftitil1ft af tke ElibE61 iRif'6rtEL...t:e af the ra:itiefl ts EMr)Hig «~tttof the A!:ls~~~~~
J'fil.eiplfs ftftB: fefl\ft\imief\ts, the Ckdit of t:F.fCt.sffletfJiEe COffiffiittee sltaH b~ ~~~~~~ ~~
1~seei8ti8t\. l"t5 5ttel II she sRftH Be 8 nteff\'l:ler of rtf IB i'al if a • ott: 8ft M Ie Ce .·efhing£o:tEil. she
.. HI fShttf'itte tf} be eleetea by mail llallot of tlte gE:!f\ef'alffl€Ri~er!:ilt:ir AUBto sene 8 tltree year-
Jonaeeara 'j itlt tl=:e{Host8RteRtbuent to tile C8fl:HtutieAI the Chair ef the Cefldeteliee Ceutl'tlittee
shall, as ft:fI: efAfer of the l\ssefi[ltiBft, he 0 •sHug hieHreer of baM.. tlte Go, ellttt ig GottlieB il'trB: the
E,<eettti. e COHd'f\ittee. Site Tn ill be eleeteEl b} it maill:litllot sf the j:;efteIrUm€w.bersflir [b is st'1"\e
8 tl'.ree ) eat teffft.
As eha:i:t (,f tne Ceutelettee GenitJ'titlee, site ••HI I:le respelt~'ible f6r it .sttlL Ig tl iat the AuJtttaI
eeftfereRees (ana all e8ftfef€ftfe relates hlnehttrEs, f1) et s, ptlbliei~, H'[litHiog, ele.) Ate fie I elepea
i:h aeeeNlftJ tef .. i~ tke ASS6Eiittieft's ~elleral rl it .eir'les fh la Eon tll'tttmeltt:. Si,t' itf'f'8H its rl:l il:ie:::' elllF, lF,e Ell,,!"r",,"" "bfl'lfttitt"" ""B its , ..e EOlldflitte., i" Ellft!.'."." I'Hlr;,aft"ltit.g;




If\ reEO~ titlu ef H=le~ . . • • t:f\()ffftOlf~ b 6:emft'ltt tI . .HI ell Etlff€fltl . aChail ~Ie::~ ;~ nfflEe~hall ee tii, i"ea inlo ;;,;' e:~'i~~m~)the Chair of IkeO ....ereAee
C"Afere"ee O':i::~'tlnAk "f Co,Jereltee O .. i. sl~allbe :=J:"A~e.e"ee Ckair ""a Co"feren
""e) ea. lerm Bd eel han be eleelea e) 'HAil ballel of II ee Itl a "Ae)ea. leln., Tlte
,hi>ll Ita .t' a ,'Ole~;e:ee~":I"~ Ckai., The Cloaireleel sha;~:~,~ri>lffR,emBerskipa,," se, ,e "ierAI"~ C"" •.eil. '" I 0 leer nl Ike A,soeiatin
•ld'Ilettdmeflt 11 t8 tl B 1if ) rh.::;
l:r. dEford .. il':A: tite seem aC8flifttiUee 31~n as 'ffftffiEAameflt of the ColtstittttiOl Ule'd9 .
CeulleH a"d ~: P:;e::I~,qe~f of lI:e A'jtleiatit''', ee a 'Ol;~g'fl;;:~lPel~~ e~the COAfere".
fAefAbwl,ip a"a se.. e ~',~"e;:::~~".."; .... iIl ee eleeled e) a A;:U\;a~I:~of~I::~:":;'effliR
The Ch.."l:ireleet shall 311flfH)('t tre ~ . .==~~~".::~.~::::~e~h:I~~i1i~ /~f i::~:i::~ ~;~~:S::,;'::el~:~'~~,~Ir'"al'i;llal .nAfere"ee ""a
,alf e eel a,""R'"" Ihe f'ositiOi of C,.' e.fIIee aA" :ee"ri,,~ f"lllf• tltl ereflee Cl . f
Te fe~iIilale lloeIr", t:'ili"" 10II e .. ,'~If a4e. ,er. i,,~a )
that nElual eleet a C l Itt:l:atlOfl ett:atea l1) CUI -at' ....,kallee aeeR .:,mfefetoee Ckai., B) Iitail~allol or 110;''" "heAal ,:.It~llal1,e"ll1, the
i" 1997 8 11~ G~' !la,e beeAeleelea Confetenee CI air ~1,;ef7,e:~~lllp.ll Ike 'rriA~ nf 199
. , ,elltl"~ C"" 'I 'I 11 .' If 67 aa" 'I 11 ~:::':':i '" ..." ....... ;~ ::i,';:,..:':":: :,;:;';-" a.,~,,;,:;;;t;;;:::::
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Not All Violins The Barb Wire Collecnve ~iThe Healing Oasis Sharon Moon
SpiritlUlI R~sollrces by \Vome1l with Disabilities \Z) Guided iWeditationsfor j\iIil1d, Body, and Spirit
and Cl,rolllc IIl1lesses !2) A pool of spiritual resources for the nurture
Charting new territory, exploring new visions, '-8\ and care of the soul. ..for individuals engaged
and creating new spiritual resources. "Living \g< in personal healing, recovery, and spiritual
with disability takes a lot of ability." lEi growth.
1-55134-077-1 paperback, S18.95 !ZIl-55134-084-4 paperback, S18.95
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open itself to the teachings of a people it 18\ leadership. New paradigms for leadership to
once thought it had nothing to learn from? (9.\ further the advancement of women in
How can Aboriginal Christians help heal a l'gi ministry.
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A Lesbia1l Model of Pastoral Care 1m Brings to life the theology, struggles, and
Exploration of lesbian issues within the ever- &j celebrations of women doing ministry and
expanding field of pastoral care. Challenges ~ gives voice to the work of lay, diaconal, and
us to move beyond our own "isms" and 12' ordained women. Women are "ministering
move towards wholeness, self-respect, and (~ through" the obstacles to participation in the
celebration. ,-fJ institutional church.
1-55134-047-X paperback, S16.95 I~1-55134-040-2 paperback, S16.95
Co-published with urtcmls enterprises \bl Co-published with cnemis enterprises
Hope is the Struggle
A Comlllllllitl' ill Acuou
Melissa Chamberlain, Elizabeth Garbish,
Donna Leduc, Myrna Rose, Faye Wakeling
Stories of struggle in Point St. Charles, one of the most
impoverished areas of downtown Montreal, Quebec. A unique
collective biography of women working to have control, "not over
people, but over what is happening" in their own lives.
1-55134-059-3 paperback. S9.95
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THE EDWIN MELLEN PRESS
invites you to propose your work for publication with us.
Supply the information below,
or call (716) 754-2266 for more information,
Mail to: The Edwin Mellen Press/Acquisitions Director
PO Box 450/415 Ridge St
Lewiston, NY 14092-0450
1. General topic of work proposed for publication
2. Specific contribution of this work to the field of scholarship
3. Describe contents of work by noting major parts or chapters
4. Please give your scholarly/professional background. Attach your
academic resume if possible.
5. Present state of manuscript and projected date of completion
6. Your name, address, and phone number (day and evening).
Recent Titles from Mellen
THE MUSTERING OF SUPPORT FOR WORLD WAR I BY THE LADIES' HOME
JOURNAL by Joanne L Karmky
"... a fascinating and scholarly account. ... an important discussion of how middle-class
women were viewed during the war years and how their domesticity was sought as a weapon
of war. Karetzky not only explains effects of the artistic and other editorial decisions cf Bok
but also, with clarity and wit, she makes unexpected and illuminating connections between
diverse aspects of women's lives .... Karetzky interprets the materials from The Ladies' Home
Journal with intelligence, skill, and often, a wry humor, that makes this significant book
informative but also a pleasure to read." - Sherida Yoder 0-7734-2250-1 $69.95 16Opp.
1997
WOMEN COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS - CONTROLLED PROGRESS IN A MALE
OCCUPATION by Rosemary Wrighr
"Rosemary Wright has written one of the best case studies of women's entry into a male-
dominated occupation. Her research draws on data on several thousand computer professionals
who were followed for most of a decade .... Her book should he of interest to students of
work, occupations, gender inequality, career mobility, organizational theory and public
policy." - Jerry A. Jacobs 0-7734-2244-7 $89.95 264pp. 1997
A VICTORIAN FAMILY AS SEEN THROUGH THE LETTERS OF LOUISE
CREIGHTON TO HER MOTHER -1872-1880
Edited and with an Introduction by James T. Covert
This collection of 161 letters provides a unique window into the intimate inner workings of a
particular upper-middle-class Victorian household. The first letter was written on January 10,
1872 during Louise's honeymoon in Paris, and the last on November 30, 1880 just a few weeks
before her mother's death. louise Creighton was not only the wife and biographer of her
famous husband, Bishop Mandell Creighton, but she has emerged as a moderate Christian
feminist in an era when women's causes seemed to be generally articulated by more militant
voices. The letters also reveal much about the academic and social life in Oxford and later in a
quaint village in Northumberland where louise records her duties as a vicar's wife.With
illustrations. 0-7734-8500-7 $99.95 352pp. 1998
Mellen has been serving the
international scholarly
community for 25 years.













"This book should lead to an opening
of the American mind. It is possibly
the best book on higher education in
the last decade."
-Emily Toth, author of Ms. Mentor's Impeccable
Advice for Women in Academia
"Failing the Future should be read by
all those who care about the future
of higher education."
-Barry Munitz, President and Chief Executive
Officer of the J. Paul Getty TNst
"A welcome and outstanding work.
This book suggests useful and possible
solutions to the complex situation of
higher education in our country today."
-Carolyn HeilbNn. Avalon Professor in tha




Between lesuS and the Market
The Emotions that Matter;n Right·Wing America
Linda Kintz
320 pages, paper $15.95
A Classic, Back in Print
The Mother Knot
Jane LazarTB
176 pages, paper $14.95
NoW in Paperback
Beyond the Whiteness of Whiteness
Memoir of a White Mother of Black Sons
Jane Lezarre
166 pages, paper $12.95
Black, Jewish, and Interracial
It's Not the Color of Your Skin, but the Race of YourKin,
and Other Myths of Identity
Katya Gibel Azoulay
232 pages, paper $15.95
Displacing Whiteness
Essays in Social and Cultural Criticism
Ruth Frankenberg, editor
366 pages, paper $17.95
High contrastRace and Gender in Contemporary Hollywood Films
Sharon Willis
260 pages, paper $16.95
Women's Camera Work
Self/Body/Other in American VISual Culture
Judith Fryer Davidov464 pages, 220 b&Wphotographs, paper $24.95
Murder
A 1ale of Modern American Life
Sara L KnOX
296 pages. paper $16.95
Exile and Creativity
Signposts. Travelers, Outsiders, Backward Glances
Susan Rubin Suleiman. editor







The First Woman in the Republic
A Cultural Biography of Lydia Maria Child
Carolyn L. Karcher




Queer Readings in Fiction
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, editor
528 pages, paper $21,95
Series 0
unsettled SubjectsRestoring Feminist Politics to poststructuralist Critique
Susan Lurie
208 pages, paper $16,95
.,~ DangerouS Intimacies
Toward a Sapphic History 01 the British No,el
UsaL Moore
200 pages, paper $16,95
Home FrontsDomesticity and Its Critics in the Antebellum United States
Lora Romero
160 pages, paper $15,95
New Americanists
Gendered Agents
Women and institutional Knowledge
Silvestra Mariniello and Paul A. Bove, editors
456 pages, paper $21,95
Ladies ErrantWayward Women and social Order in Early Modem Italy
Deanna Shemek
256 pages, paper $17,95
Dissing Elizabeth
Negative Representations of Gloriana
Julia M. Walker, editor
312 pages, paper $17,95
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Please joi n us for a celebration of
Annette Kolodny's ne bw ook, Failing the
Future' AD L. ean oaks at H' h. 19 er Education
In the Twenty-first Century St b, op ythe
party on Thursday from 4 to 6 'P.M. In the
lounge ad'jacent to the exhibit hall,
The Feminization of Famine
Expressions of the Inexpressible?
Margaret Kelleher
250 pages, paper $18,95
The Gendered worlds of Latin American Women Workers
From Household and Factory to the Union Hall and Ballot BoX
John o. french and oaniel James, editors
336 pages, 28 illustrations, paper $17,95
Comparati,e and International Working-Class History
Liberty, Equality, and lustice
Ci,il Rights, Women's Rights, and the Regulation 01 BusineSS,
1865-1932
RosS Evans Paulson
376 pages, paper $18,95
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS
contested communities
Class, Gender, and Politics in Chile's EI Teniente
Coppe, Mine, 1g04-1 951
Thomas Miller Klubock
352 pages, 14 b&W photographs, paper $19,95
Comparative and International Working-ClaSS History
INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS









Women, Science, and Knowledge
Jean Barr and Lynda Birke




TOWARD A GLOBAL SCIENCE
Mining Civilizational Knowledge
Susantha Coonatilake

















THE POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE





IN THE STRUGGLE FOR THE VOTE,
1B50-1920
Rosalyn Terborg-Penn




Plays on Lynching by American Women





TheAutobiography of an African Woman
Mpho 'M'atsepo Nthunya
Edited by K. Limakatso Kendall.
Foreword by Ellen Kuzwayo
pa~r$12.95
cloth $35.00
TROUBLE SHOWED THE WAY
Women, Men, iJnd Trade










PALESTINIAN WOMEN OF GAlA
AND THE WEST BANK




Historicizing Gender and Race
Edited by Ruth Roach Pierson,
Nupur Chaudhuri,





Work, Community, and Leadership
at lhe Crossroads




IN THE CANON'S MOUTH




MY LAST FORTY DAYS
A Visionary Journey

















of Femininity and Masculinity
Marianne van den Wijngaard




THE COMPLETE WORKS OF HARRIET
TAYLOR MILL .
Edited by 10 Ellen Jacobs
Available August 1998
doth $59.95
KATE CHOPIN'S PRIVATE PAPERS
Edited by Emily Toth and Per Seyersted
Associate Editor Cheyenne Bonnell
Available August 1996
cloth 549.95
THE WRATH OF DIONYSUS
A Novel
Evdokia Nagrodskaia




THE BABA AND THE COMRADE




Caribbean Women in the Twentieth Century
Edited by Consuelo Lopez Springfield
paper $17.95
cloth $35.00
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MARY ANN SHADD CARY
The Black Press and Protest






Agents of Social and Political Change
Wanda A. Hendricks




Jewish, Christian, and Muslim
Readings on Genesis and Gender
Edited by Kristen E. Kvam,







Theater, Texts, anel Theories






Readings in Culture, Gender,
and Technology
Edited by Patrick D. Hopkins






Edited by Kathleen Woodward






Ballet's Staging of Story and Desire
Susan Leigh Foster
* 1997 Special Citation,
Dance Perspectives Foundation,
de la Torre Bueno Prize
* A Choice Outstanding Academic Book
of'997
Paperback available September 1998
paper $24.95
cloth $59.95
WOMEN IN FILM NOIR
Expanded Edition
Edited by E.Ann Kaplan
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NWSA JOURNAL
Edited by Margaret McFadden




A journal of Feminist Cultural Studies
Edited by Naomi Schor and
Elizabeth Weed




A journal of Feminist Philosophy
Edited by Nancy Tuana and
Laurie J. Shrage
Published four times a year.
Individuals $35.00
tnstltutioes 568.00
JOURNAL OF WOMEN'S HISTORY
Edited by Leila J. Rupp




Feminism, Culture, and Media Studies



















Strangers to the Law
Gay People on Trial
cloth $34.50 July
Janet Palmer Mullaney, Editor
Truthtellers of the Times
Interviews with Contemporary
WomenPoels
cloth $39.501paper $14.95 October
Josephine Jacobsen





Susan Welch and John Gruhl
Affirmative Action and
Minority Enrollments in
Medical and Law Schools
cloth $42.50










Edited by Gardner McFall
cloth $34.50
Jeannette Marie Mageo
Theorizing Self in Samoa
Emotions, Genders,
and Sexualities
cloth $57.501paper $22.95 July
Anne Stevenson
Between the
Iceberg and the Ship
Selected Essays
cloth $39.50/paper $13.95
J. Clay Smith, Jr., EdiJor
Rebels in Law















Charlotte Cushman and Her
Circle of Female Spectators
cloth $35.00 December
AUla Hunado
The Color of Privilege
Three Blasphemies
on Race and Feminism
cloth $34.501paper $13.95
Karen L Kilcup




Triumph of the Fatherland
















Complete in All Its Parts









Credit card buyers may fax orders to (800) 876-1922.
MICHIGANThe University ofMichigan Press· Dept RN• Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1104
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Landmark Frontiers Back Issues






5:2 (1980); 11:1 (1990);
14:2 (1994)
2:2 (1977); 7:1 (1983)
6:3 (1981)
4:3 (1979)
All formerly out-of-print issues of Frontiers: A Jour-
nal ofWomen Studies are now available in Docu Text
format. Only articles for which the journal owns the
copyrighr will be reproduced in these reissues. Reis-
sues are $15 each, postage included, payable by
check, Visa, or MasterCard to Frontiers: A Journal of
WOmen Studies, Washington State University Press,
Pullman, Washington 99164-5910.
(Because copyright of original art and literature reverts [0 its
owner within 90 days of publication, these special reissues will
not include art, photography, poetry, or short stories that origi-
nally appeared in the issue-sorry.)
Visit our display table at the
NWSA '98 Conference!
Conversations with shamans, activists,
teachers, artists and healers,
Interviews bll Pennll Rosenwasser
- a groundbreaking multicultural exploration
of women redefining and reclaiming power.
Valuable for everyone convinced that personal
transformation as well as political activism is
necessary, difficult and profoundly rewarding.
Includes interviews with Winona LaDuke,
Papusa Molina, Barbara Smith, Vicki Noble,
Rachel Bagby and more!
Used as curriculum in Women's
StudieslEthnic StudieslPeace & Conflict
Studies
"strong detailed analysis of sexism, racism and
speciesism ...hopeful without being artificial" -
Joanna Kadi, author of J'llQd Em:Qw:
Grandmothers: Writings ~ Arab-American &;
Arab-Canadian Feminists of the United States"
Available at My Sister's Words booth at
NWSA '98 - also see accompanying video at
MWomen's Leadership, Women's Power"
presentation Friday, 2:30pm











J{ow did participation in liberal religious
movements empower these and many other
trail-blazing women?
You are invited to join in our exploration.
Unitarian Universalist
Women's Heritage Society
147 High Street. Medford, MA02155
(781) 396-7494. uuwhs@aol.com
off our backs
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Includes a cluster of atticles, written by various organizers of the Committee of 100,
examining the need to bring together feminist schoJanhip and political activism in the li¢lt
against the repeal of welfare. Other articles include an interpretation of 2Oth-oentury U.S.
social policy from the perspective of 19th-c:entury racial politics; the impact of economic
restructuring on the gender dynamics of families; the complex relationship among women,
the nation, and international bodies such as the World Health Organization; as well as
commentaries on the impact of the European Union on women. and women in democntic
South Africa; a review essay examining feminist attacks on feminists; and creative work. by
Bell Chevigny and Becky Gould Gibson.
NUMBER z ; A special issue on the Ph.D in Women's Studies
With articles examining the pros and cons of an interdisciplinary Ph.D; questioning the
potential contribution of a women's studies Ph.D to undergraduate and graduate education
and to feminist politics beyond academia; challenging us to prioritize the issues of difference
in doctoral programs; and assessing the various institutional models of already existing
doctoral programs. Other articles interrogate the representation of "French feminism" in the
U.S. academy and the representation of feminism in introductory women's studies texts; as
well as a reading of Charlotte Perkins Gilman outside the sexlgender distinction; plus fiction
by Virginia Moran and poetry by Chitta Divakarvni.
NUMBER 3
Includes a cluster of .... ys and reviews that examine the construction of various masculinities.
including hunting as heterosexual erotic predation. black men's and hegemonic masculinities,
and female masculinity in 1920's fashion. '!Wo articles examine issues of privacy-its history
and the paradox of changing legal doctrine. Other articles include feminist disruptions of
presuppositions in western epistemology; the life namtive of a Papuan migrant woman; and
an autobiographical and theoretical work exploring a mother's death; as well as commentaries
looking at the faculty strike at York Univenity and the domestic workers' strike at the
University of North Carolina; an att essay on Jana Sterbak; and liction and poetry.
We carry the BEST selection
of books on women and
development.
We are the EXCLUSIVE
distributor of titles from the
UN Development Fund for
Women (UNIFEM).
GENERALWOMEN'S STUDIES· GENDER ANALYSIS
WOMEN'S HUMAN RIGHTS
REFERENCEMATERIALS· AND MOREl
We are Women, Ink.
•
Send for our free catalogue to:
Women, Ink., 777 United Nations Plaza (Box 35)
Naw Yorl<,NY 10017






















See our table for booksignings,
and get your palms and/or
cards read to support chapbook
publishing.
We are the ONLY source of
many hard-to-find materials
from the Global South.
All?you interested in educational
practicesthat aN!pedagogically sound,
palitiCi1/1y progressive. and grounded in
feministtheory and practice? Then
suoscribe to Feminist Teacher.
Subscription Prices:
Vol. 11 1997 (2 issues):
SI8 individual; $37.50 institutional.
\lli. 12 1998 (3 issues):















Edited hy Mary E. Odem,
Emory University, and Jady
Clay. Warner, Emory University
'Finally, a truly superb volume
on the topic of sexual assault.










SPELLBOUND: WOMEN AND WITCHCRAFT IN AMERICA
Edited by Elizabeth Rei., University 01 Oregon
Spellbound: Women and Witchcraft in America is a collection of twelve
articles that explore crucial events in the history of witchcraft and
spiritual feminism in this country. Beginning with the "witches' of
colonial America, Spellbound extends its focus through the nineteenth
century to explore women's involvement with alternative spiritualities,
and culminates with examinations of the contemporary feminist
neopagan and Goddess movements.
AVAILABLE JUNE 199B • 312 pp. (est) ·6" x 9"




This book examines sexual
violence from various social
science perspectives, with
contributors from a wide range of disciplines, including
sociology, psychology, criminology, low, anthropology, public





287 pp. with suggested readings and films. 6" x 9"
Clalh ISBN 0-8420-2598-7 $45.00. Paper ISBN 0-B420-2599-5 $16.95
WOMEN THROUGH WOMEN'S EYES:
LATINAMERICAN WOMEN IN
NINETEENTH-CENTURY TRAVELACCOUNTS
Edifed by June E. Hahner. SUNY-Albany
ALSO IN THE WORLDS OF WOMEN SERIES:
CONTROLLING REPRODUCTION:
AN AMERICAN HISTORY
Ediled by Andrea Tone, Georgia Inslilule 01 Technology
"A commendable contribution for onyone interested in
studying the history of reproducfive control and its
impact ... -Esther Katz, Editor, The Margaret Sanger
Papers, New York University
243 pp. with suggested readings and films ·6".9"
,2 in the WORLDS Of WOMEN Series
Clath ISBN 0-B420·2574-X $45.00 • Paper ISBN 0·B420-2575-8 $16_95
AMERICAN WOMEN IN A WORLD AT WAR:
CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNTS FROM
WORLD WAR II
Ediled by Judy Barretl LitoH, Bryanl College, and
David C. Smith, University 01Maine
"'Well-crafted ... American Women in a World ot War
clearly demonstrates that American women were odively
engaged in the war effort. "-Midwesl Boolt Review
237 pp. with photos and suggested readings· 6· xcr
'1 in the WORLDS OF WOMEN Series
Clath ISBN 0-B420-2570-7 $45.00· Paper ISBN 0-8420-2571-5 $16_95
This volume draws from ten insightful accounts by female visitors to latin America in the nineteenth
century. Organized chronologically, the accounts range in time from the independence period to the
end of the century. Women fhrough Womens Eyes is a perceptive look at latin American women
from various walks of life during this period.
AVAlLA8LE JUNE 1998
lB4 pp. (est.) with illustrations & a bibliagrophic essay· 6" x 9"
in the LATINAMERICAN SILHOUETIES Series
Cloth ISBN 0-8420-2633-9 $55.00· Paper ISBN 0-8420·2634-7 $17.95
SR BOOKS
(an imprint of Scholarly Resources)
104 Greenhill Avenue' Wilmington, DE 19805-1897






"Nancy Lublin, one of the rising gen-
eration of young feminist theorists,
brings to the table something much
needed: cutting edge analysis of new
technologies of reproduction as well
as keen insight as to how these might
play out in real women's lives."
-Naomi Wolf, author of Promiscuities
January 1998, $14.95 paper/ $57.00
cloth
Cynthia Griggs Fleming
SOON WE WILL NOT CRY
The Liberation of Ruby Doris
SmUll Robinson
'Cynthia Fleming's warm and
sophisticated study of a truly
dynamicyoung Black woman
aclivist and leader opens a new
and important window onto the
freedomstruggle of the 1960s."
-Darlene Clark Hine, Michigan
StateUniversity
August1998, $24.95 cloth
Charles Lemert and Esme Bahn,
Editors
THE VOICE OF ANNA JULIA
COOPER
Including A Voice from the South
and Other Important Essays,
Papers, and Letters
"A much needed addition to the
dearth of primary sources which will
illuminate one of history's most
important feminist figures." -Paula
Giddings, author of When I Enter:
The Impact of Black Women on Race
and Sex in America
January 1998, $15.95 paper/ $55.00 cloth
Renee T. White and T. Denean
Sharpley-Whiting, Editors
SPOILS OF WAR
Women of Color, Cultures, and
Revolutions
"A diverse collection of interdisci-
plinary voices that eloquently testi-
fies to the ongoing historical and
transnational resistance waged by
women of color around the world
against the many and varied forces
that oppress them." -Angela Y.
Davis, University of California,
Santa Cruz
1997, 22.95 paper/ $57.50 cloth
Abby L Ferber
WHITE MAN FALLING
Race, Gender, and White
Supremacy
"This book makes significant contri-
butions to the literature on race. In
particular, it is one of the few socio-
logical studies that apply a postmod-
ern perspective. Ferber challenges
sociologists to rethink their approach
to race and gender." -Steven
Seidman, SUNY-Albany





Gender and the Politics of
Technology
" ...is a wonderfully readable book,
Willy, astute, insightful, and erudite."
-Judith Butler, University of
California, Berkeley
1997,22.95 paper/ $57.50 cloth
NEW AND FORTHCOMING TITLES
Berenice Majka Fisher
NO ANGEL IN THE CLASSROOM: Feminist
Pedagogy as Political Practice
May 1999
Margaret Smith Crocco and C.L. Davis Jr.




FUTURE FEMALES, THE NEXT GENERATION




CONVERSATIONS WITH FEMINISM: Political
Theory and Practice
March 1998, $1895 paper/ $58.00 cloth
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc. ·4720 Boston Way Lanham, MD 20706
For Orders 1-800-462-6420 1
-----------
Basic Books PLEASE VISIT OUR DISPLAY!
A stembor of the Perseus Nooks (,'roujJ
THE BIRTH OF A MOTHER
CHARTING THE INNER LANDSCAPE
OF THE MOTHERHOOD ExPERIENCE
Daniel M. Stem, M.D. and
Madia Bruschweller·Stem, M.D.
with Alison Freelande
224 peges • $23.00 cloth
A TRADmoN THAT HAS NO NAME
NURTURINGTHE DEVELOPMENT OF
PEOPLE, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITIES
Mary Field Belenky, Lynne A. Bond,
and Jacqueline S. Weinstock
384 ~ges -$28,00 doth
DYKE LIFE
FROM GROWING UP TO GROWING
OLD, A CELEBRATIONOF THE
LESBIAN ExPERIENCE
edited by Karla Jay
400 peges • $16.50 paper
SUBVERSNE DIALOGUES
THEORIES IN FEMINIST THERAPY
Laura S. Brown
288 poIges • $42.00 cloth
TRAUMA AND RECOVERY
THE AfTERMATH OF VIOLENCE-FROM
DOMESTIC ABUSE TO POLITICAL TERROR
Revised Edition
Judith Lewis Hennan
288 pdges - $14.00 paper
GAY NEW YORK
GENDER, URBAN CULTURE, AND THE
MAKING OF THEGI'iI MALE WORlD
(1890-1940)
George Chauncey





272 peges • $16.50 paper
JUmCE, GENDER, AND THE FAMILY
Susan Moller Okin
224 P<'ges • $15.00 paper
A NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF MEN
edited by Ronald F.Levant
and William S. Pollack
352 P<tge5 • $42.00 cloth
KNOWLEDGE DIFFERENa AND POWER
edited by Maney Rule Goldberger,
Mary Field Belenky,
Blythe McVicker Clinchy,
and Jill Matluck Tarule
496 pagr:s. $17.00paprr
_ 5500 Central Avenue· Boulder, CO B030 1-2B77 • Phone: (303) 444-3541 • Fax: (303) 449-3356 _
To order, call 1-800-3B6-5656, Web: www.hcacademlc.com • Order via e-mail: westview.orders@harpercollins.com
WE HAVE TO TALK
HEALING DIALOGUES
BETWEENWOMEN AND MEN
Samuel Shem and Janel Surrey




TJ,~Ilf'~''''~lh (>[ .. i"/tff"-
fTO,," JO"'''Jlic ~bll'. rn (",Utica/I."aTWOMEN'S WAYS OF KNOWING
THE DEVELPOPMENTOF





and Jill Mattuck Tarule
272 peaes • $16.50 peoer
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256 pagei • $23.00 doth· $14.00 paper
Women's
::-.:':::-=~:::.~'\ x Tays_> ....,,"_~'--", V V I
of Knowing
PIGEONHOLING WOMEN'S MISERY
A HISTORICAL AND CRITICALANAlYSIS
OF THE PSYCHODIAGNOSIS OF WOMEN
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Hannah terman











~~ SIMON & SCHUSTER CUSTOM PUBLISHING
Easily Customized to Match Your Curriculum
Supports a Diversity of Viewpoints
Offers Classics and Cutting Edge Articles
Designed and Developed by
Women's Studies Experts
Designed to Expand with the Issues
and Technology
for a list of articles currently available:
www.sscp.com
$1 10:" & SCHUSTERCUSTOMPUBLISHING 160Gould Street Needham, MA 02194 FAX: (781) 455-17°7
E~"IL: women'Utudies@prenhall.com Toll free: (888) 847-1744 MA AND CANADA: (781) 455-7000
WestviewPress PLEASE VISIT OUR DISPLAY!
A ,llember oj tbe Perseus Bootes Group
2nd Edition
FEMINIST THOUGHT
A MORE COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION
Rosemarie Putnam Tong
368 p.lg~ • $69.00 cloth. $22.00 p<lp~
THE FEMINIST STANDPOINT
REVISITED, AND OTHER ESSAYS
Nancy C.M. Hartsock




224 pages· $60.00 doth. $20.00 cece
BREAST CANCER'! LET ME
CHECK MY SCHEDULE!
TEN REMARKABLE WOMEN MEET THE
CHALLENGE OF FITTING BREAST CANCER
INTO THEIR VERY BUSY LIVES
edited by Peggy McCarthy
and Jo An Loren
288 pages. $14.00 pap£!'
WOMEN'S VOICES
WOMEN'S RIGHTS
edited by Allison Jeffries





202 pages. $17.95 pope.
WUALnES OF COMMUNrrY DISORDER
WOMEN'S CAREERS IN VIOLENT CRIME
Deborah R. Baskin
and Ira B, Sommers




304 pages - $26.00 doth
IMPRESSIONISM
A FEMINIST READING
Tle Gerdering of At, Scerce, dod
Nature in the Nineteenth Century
Norma Broude
192 pagcs • $20.00 pape,
LAnNA REALmES
EssAYS ON HEAliNG, MIGRATION,
AND SEXUALITY
Oliva M. Espin
224 P<!9CS • $60.00 doth. $20.00 papc
Now in Paperback
LONELY HUNTERS
AN ORAl HISTORY Of LESB"'-N AND
GAY SourHERN lifE, 1948--1968
James T. Sears
336 P*' • $15.95
SAME SEX, DlmREHT CULTURES
EXPLORINGGI'i AND LESB"'-N LIVES
Gilbert Herdt
224 p.lSI!I • Sl6.00
SIVA AND HER SISIERS
GENDER, CASTE, AND ClASS
IN RURAl SoUTH INDIA
Karin Kapadia
296 P<l'lfl • $20.00
INTRODucnON TO LIBRARY




Janud'Y 1999 • 300 P<lg~ • $26.00 doth
THE ALMANAC OF WOMEN AND
MINORmES IN AMERICAN POLma
Mart Martin
272 pag" • $49.95 doth
SEXUAL CONSENT
David Archard
200 pages· $55.00 doth. $20.00 pap"',
LAnN LOOKS
IMAGES Of LATINAS AND LATINOS
IN THE U.S. MEDIA
edited by Clara E. Rodriguez









352 ~ • $16.00
BETH BRANT
Mohawk writer,
activist and editor of
A Gathering of Spirit,
collects a century
of history through
the lives of her Elders.
McGILLIGAN BOOKS ISBN:0-9698064-2-6 $11_95pb
To order call University of Toronto Press Distribution
1-800-565-9523












105 Urban Drive, Lancaster, PA 17603
:..... - Orderln9-in!?rmn«onc.nd c;lete descriptions: h"p:! /www.tnwson.edu/ncctrw
_ NciIiOffii!€entedorJ!!!riculum Transformotion ResourCQUlnWomen
... ~- TowsonUnivmity . 8000 YorkRood- Baltimore, MD21252· 410.B30.3944
New' r-:t.9981
QUESTIONS TAKING SIDES: SEXUALLY
OF GENDER: Human Sexuality. SPEAKING
Perspectives and Sixth Edition Mannino
Paradoxes Francoeur and Tavener
Anselmi and Law SEXANDGENDER:
SEXUALITY TODAY. Student Projects
ANNUAL EDITIONS: Sixth Edition and Exercises
Human Sexuality Kelly Rickabaugh
98/99
Bunting SOURCES: Notable CONTEMPORARY
Selections in FEMINIST
SEX AND GENDER: Human Sexuality THEORY
The Human Kelly Rogers
Experience.
Fourth Edition THE WOMEN TAKING SIDES:
Doyle and Paludi FOUNDERS: Gender Studies
Sociology and Spalding
ANNUAL EDITIONS: Social Theory.
Women's Health 1830·1930
98/99 Lengermann and
Edwards and Howley Niebrugge-Brantley
---WOMEN'S STUDIES DATABASE---
Create your own customized Women's Studies text from
McGraw-Hili's Primis Electronic Database
of over 142 readings, essays, and articles.
For a complete list of selections,
please visit our exhibit booth, or call
1-800-962-9342.
Visitwww.mhhe.comlprimis/online
to build your book on line!
..
IN OUR OWN EARLY AMERICAN WOMEN AND THE
WORDS: Readings WOMEN: AMERICAN
on the Psychology A Documentary EXPERIENCE:
of Women and History A Concise History.
Gender Woloch Second Edition
Crawford and Unger Woloch
LECTURES ON THE
UNDERSTANDING PSYCHOLOGY For more informationHUMAN Of WOMEN
SEXUALITY. Chrisler, Golden, and or to request
Sixth Edition Rozee an examination
Hyde and Delamater copy of any of
MULTICULTURAL these texts for course
fEMINIST EXPERIENCES. consideration, call
fRONTIERS IV. MULTICULTURAL 1-800-338-3987 ,
fourth Edition THEORIES contact your local
Richardson, Taylor, Rogers McGraw-Hill
and Whittier representative, or
THE MEANING Of write on your college
POSTMODERN DIffERENCE: letterhead to:
SOCIAL THEORY Race. Sex and McGraw-Hill College
Ritzer Gender. Social
Class. and Sexual Division, Compo
YOUR SEXUALITY: Orientation in Processing & Control,
A Self Assessment. Contemporary P.O. Box 445,
Third Edition America Hightstown, NJ
Valois and Rosenblum and Travis 08520-0445.
Kammennann Visit us on the World




BDistory Second EditionWare Unger and Crawford








In candid first-person stories and stunning photographs, A Woman's Path
celebrates the diverse life paths of women of all ages across the country.
Jo Giese and Jill Johnson have chronicled the lives of over 40 women, from a
Hollywood stuntwoman to the president of a Wall Street brokerage house to a
Franciscan Nun.
A Woman's Path captures each ofthese women engaged in her work and
life - and the twists, turns, and challenges she faced before finding her true calling.
0:
$30.00 hardcover
On sale now wherever books are sold or call 800-488-5233
Published by Golden Books Adult Publishing
Distributed by St. Martin's Press.
- ~~~-~--------------------------_.-..
CALYX Books publishing fine literature by women for 22 years
CALYX is committed to bringing women's literature to the classroom
Examination copies are available from CALYXat a 30% discount.
new novel
Switch • a novel by Carol Guess
Cartwheel. Indiana, seems normal enough, on the surface of things. But through the
seamless narrotive of Carol Guess, a mysticol town full of unexpected secrets is exposed.
Guess explares the nature of desire and deviance provocatively and compassionately.
From lesbianism in a small town to the love of objects, Guess imbues a sense of respect
and dignity to the passions of her characters. Guess also brings magic to a midwestern
landscape. The commonplace mingles with the fantastic until bizarre miracles are a part
of the everyday. i ~i
Against a warking-c1ass midwestern, quintessentially normal setting, emerges an add '.
and endearing cost of characters. Switch is an unforgettable celebration of the voriety and
dignity of human desire and the sensuality of everyday life.
, • ~ 1
S14.95, 300 pages, ISBN:0-934971-60-9 -- .....
award-winning anthologies
.... Present Tense: Wrffing and Art by Young Women
iiiIIM edited by Micki Reaman and the Young Women's Editorial Collective
Present Tense is an anthology showcasing the literature of young women. The forty-six
contributors loge 14-331are of different ethnicities, socia-economic backgrounds, and
sexual orientations. Theirs is a literature not mereiy read or seen, but spoken, shown,
performed, sung, and slammed.
"These young women are the prophets of a new millennium."
-Rebecca Brown
$14.95,176 pages, ISBN:0-934971-53-6
The Forbidden Stitch: An Asian American anthology
edited by Shirley Geok-Iin Lim, et 01
Winner of the American Book Award' The first-<md still essential-Asian American
women's anthology. Includes the work of over 80 writers and artists.
"Celebrates the rich variety of emerging work." -The Nation
$16.95,290 pages, ISBN0-934971-04-8
CAlYX International Anthology
edited by Barbaro Baldwin, et 01
Translations of women's literature leaturing the poems of 1996 Nobei Laureate, Wislawa
Szymborska, and the first color reproductions of Frida Kahlo's work published in the U.s.
$12.00,200 pages, ISBN:0-934971-59-5
Women and Aging. edited by Jo Alexander, et 01
The only anthology to address aging and ageism from a feminist point of view
"A iewel of consciousness, clarity, empowerment, and enrichment"
-Robin Morgan
$15.95,262 pages, ISBN:0-934971-00-5
Visit our display and get to know all of CALYX'simportant titles!
CALYX Books • PO Box 8 • Corvallis, OR 97339·0539 • 541n53/9834 • FAX 541n53-0515 • E-mail calyx@proaxis.com
Your students deserve
Truth in the classroom ...
and the feminist paper
that bears her name.
SojnU1?1l'1": The t#JlIIenJ Forum, founded in 1975 and named
for Sojourner Truth (1797 - 1883), is now the largest feminist
newspaper in the United States with a total readership of
over 45,000 women every month. In-depth coverage of the
most current news and information on the women's move-
ment makes SO)0111"1I1:1" an invaluable rool tor classroom lise.
Call or visit us today at our website (www.sojourncr.orjr) for
a list of back issues and upcoming themes.
S·oj·O·Il·f·ner
The Women's Forum
What's news in your classroom?
-+5 Scavems Ave., Boston, .\11\ 021.W 'tel. (\17-524-()415
Fax: 617-524-9397 sojourn@ti:H.:.net www.sojoumcr.org
Women and Health:
Cultural and Social Perspectives
Rima D. Apple and Janet Golden,
Series Editors
Historical Perspectives on Business Enterprise series
Mansel G. Blackford and K. Austin Kerr, Editors
Mothers and Motherhood
Readings in American History









Sheryl Burt Ruzek, Virginia L.




1995 Helen Hooven Santmyer Prize
in Women's Studies
Listen to Me Good
The Life Story of an
Alabama Midwife
Margaret Charles Smith




Gender, Law, and the Market








see these books at the AAUP book exhibit





Read about the radical theory behind the








A radical analysis of
patriarchy and a vision
of a socio-economic or-
der based on women's
values.
Special NWSA Conference discount at
display table of The Center for the Study
of the Gift Economy.
..
R.,I".t""tj '"' Nt';',IIO'.H(;e
,,, .. I Rrf"l .. tt<,,,
f~eNelli "'.~III.'O'
~e'tut.,..s ,..~e"Il'SSIl..ee Il..A ~es"tllt., ..
Edited by Farah M. Shroff
The New Midwifery offers a critical perspective on women's reproductive
health and midwifery issues. This incisive collection of essays examines the
impact of professionalization, legalization and state involvement on women-
centred care and on the perspectives of midwifery consumers.
$16.65 $13.95 MWSA price
C,.,H Ift."e
IJ W,,.,e.. 's Hellt... s ,,,,.,~"tt ~.t"lltlJe"n
Jadelinn
A clear and moving record of one woman's healing form cult and ritual abuse,
Spirit Alive shares the process 01 healing through understanding and integra-
tion, demystilies the meaning 01 classical Multiple Personality Disorder and
counteracts mainstream sensationalizing of cult and ritual abuse.
$14.95 $12.95 NWSA price
f'.....ef , .. Fbe
~Il,.eeell"Lfvu Il..A ~t"'es
Edited by Rosamund Elwin
In this groundbreaking anthology, Caribbean women tell their personal stories
01lovingwomen. Through interviews and stories, they reveal their hidden
histories, their secret longings and sexual awakenings.
$17.95 $14.95 NWSA price
Ja"f~.'" f~e lJ...Hf
D'sIlHeA D"ku /))'A"ee ~"tt",e
Edited by Shelley Tremain
Pushing the limits is a path· breaking multi-media anthology of fiction, personal
narrative, poetry, song, and artwork by disabled dykes.
$13.95 $11.95 NWSA price
.::,....fo.... f~e "',t~f
use'll ..s W,fte lJe,,,t floe '"Ie..... f"d) Lfvu
Edited by Rosamund Elwin
A daring debut collection 01 fiction and poetry by lesbians about the men who
share their lives. They write with honesty, caution, anger, sadness and love
about brothers, lovers, lathers, grandlathers, sons, friends - even about aspects
of themselves.
$15.95 $13.95 NWSA price
TUltgueJ 1111 Fire
CARliSle •• '_f-SItA,1f
Lr v e s AIiD STClIl11:S"
Two titnely and infonnative titles
by Suzanne Pharr
IN THE TIME OF THE RIGHT: Reflections on Liberation
offers a rhoughrful and progressive view of the politics of our time that will make
sense to students, activists and all who are trying to understand the current threat to
democracy posed by the organized Right. This blend of personal anecdote and
contemporary cutting-edge analysis-along with a vision of a multi-issue, multi-racial
movement-creatcs a powerful call to action for each of us. Pharr discusses the domination
politics of the Righr and its agenda and strategies for dividing communities, then offers suggesrions on how we
can move ourselves and our organizations toward a more progressive and liberating focus.
This essential book provider keen analysis and tactical guidance to people concerned about the growing power of
the Right. -Urvashi Vaid, author of Virtual Equality $10.95 ISBN 0-9620222-8-4
Homophobia: A Weapon of Sexism New Expanded Edition I
Recently updated with an informative afterword and annotated bibliography, this classic book is essenrial
reading for anyone wishing a greater understanding of how homophobia functions as a tool keeping all
people-not just lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender-from realizing their full potential. Used by countless
individuals and organizations and taught in colleges and universities across the country, Homophobia: A Weapon
of Sexism is a powerful tool for both education and organizing. $12.00 ISBN 1-890759-01-5
Order from: The Women's Project' 2224 Main Street' Little Rock, AR 72206
phone501-372-5113' fax 501-372-0009' emailwprojccrrs'aol.com
s&h; $2.50 Isr title, $1 each add'i • Visa & Me acccprcd v Quamiry discounts available
"And Prairie Dogs
Weren't Kosher"
Jewish Women in the Upper Midwest
Since 1855
by Linda Mack Schloff
"'And Prairie Dogs Weren't Kosher'
begins to fill the void in American
Jewishhistoryand admirably
expands our access to the religious,
cultural, and social lives of women
in the middle of America and their
contributions to the larger
community." -Nelnarka History
244 pages, 85 illustrations, 4 maps
Cloth,ISBNQ.87351-337-1, $29.95
Paper,ISBNQ.87351·338-X, $14.95
Visit our display table







Clan Ueland and the Minnesota
Struggle for Woman Suffrage
by Barbara Stuhler
"Her [Clara's] effort, and that of
her co-workers nationally and
locally in winning the vote for
women is documented in this well-
written and well-researched






Voices from the Women's Movement
by BonnieWatkins and
Nina Rothchild
Foreword by Gloria Steinem
"But this book is more than a
gathering of women's stories. It is a
testimony to the decency, humanity
and diversity of feminism at the







345 Kellogg Boulevard West.
St. Paul, MN 55102
(612) 297-3243 1·800-647-7827 FAX
(612) 297-1345
Visit our web page www.mnhs.org/pubs
-
Enrich your Classroom with Current Material!
Preview this new documentary
at the NSWA film series;
My Second Life







economy meant the loss of a giant support structure,
which had enabled 91% of East German women to be
employed, even while having three or more children.
Today, with unemployment steadily rising, women
find themselves pushed off the job market. The result
is a changed status of women - both within the family
and society in general. No longer financially self-
sufficient, and driven from professional careers they
identified with, many women have trouble coping with
their "second lives" under a vastly different system.Length: 53 min.
Price: $59 plus $3 shi pping
(price for students: $29)
Wlwt other reccners Sl1Y unout ,\ly Second Life" .
This is a ~y unique ~ld~ thatgiy~~~y~'nedti4gi~~~ ~,theUy.~:of Iibroild
~ros9"sec:tio!!,ofJ?aSt<:l~ womell:"it contll;iJisa nlinW!.umPf~t9rililizint. Wjt!,J, lots of
informiltion commg d,irectly from the )Vomentnvolveq.1Jheoplwl)n,seJql~d areJlnely ,
differentiated. reflecting the complexiexperience~thatfor sOme ~omelIw.ereli~rating; ,
while fOl'many Others thecbangesre~~lted jn w~¢hin~ econ~nU~·,~,S<iCiaf4i$l~tiol(.
ProresscrPet... o.: erown,StllteUiverlityof_c''la1<at NewPaltz . c.H, ", ",' . ,
The intet:Viewslucidly iilustrateho~~e9rtantworki~g outside ~ehowe "'lIlIfOf\vomen in .
the GDR, and how challenging it has peen for ~yofthlm1 to move into a different kiMof
existence. A valuable asset of "My second I)fe"is its wealth of inf()[lllationaoo\tt the
general position of women ~ both Germanies since :woiili WarlI. ',.', ;
_. Ii' ~. , " ,
llr.LyndaIGhg,Or~State~ ,
I have used the video in both my Women's StudiesGE classes and in Sociology of Gender
as well. It has,been very useful ill exposing my;students to the varieties of solutions other
countries have used to support women and children, "
Myrna_an, _ StateUiv<rSity
To order a copy call toll free:
1 (888) 781-5714
or send your purchase order to: Coastline Productions, P.O.Box 343, San Marcos, CA 92079
Mention this ad to receive a free transcript of the program with your video (a $5 value)
WOMEN IN THE MEDIEVAL
ISLAMIC WORLD
Edited by Gavin R.G. Hambly
1998/592 pp. lJ.312-21057-4 $59.95 d.
The New Middle Ages




1998/256 pp. 1-85649-542-6 $25.00 pb.
Zed 800ks
THE NAWAL EL SAADAWI
READER
Nawal EI Saadawi
1997/288 pp. 1-85649-514-0 $19.95 pb.
Zed Books
THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN









Turning Vision Into Reality
for the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Eugenia Date-Bah
19971288 pp. 1-85649-454-3 $25.00 pb.
Zed 800ks
CHANGING ONES
Third and Faurth Genders
in Native North America
Edited by Will Roscoe
1998/334 pp. lJ.312-17539-6 $24.95 d.
RE·INVENTING AFRICA
Matriarchy, Religion and Culture
Ifi Amadiurne











"TO BE YOUNG WAS
VERY HEAVEN"
Women in New York Before
the First Worid War
Sandra Adickes
1997/256 pp. 0-312-16249-9 $35.00 d.
DECONSTRUCTING IMAGES
OF "THE TURKISH WOMAN"
Edited by Zehra F. Arat
1998/352 pp. 0-312-17544-2 $55.00 d.
Now in Paperback!
WOMEN AND THE RELIGIOUS
LIFE IN PREMODERN EUROPE
Patricia Ranft





1997 1320 pp. 0-3 I2- 17233-8 $45.00 d.
BEDSIDE SEDUCTIONS
Nursing and the Victorian
Imagination, 1830-1880
Catherine Judd
19971225 pp. 0-312-17705-4 $42.00 ,I.
GENDER AND IMPERIALISM
Edited by Clare Midgley
1998/240 pp. 0-719D-482lJ.6 $29.95 pb.
stuaie: in Imperialism
Manchester University Press
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS IN
WHITE SOUTH AFRICA
Incest Survivors Tell Their Stories
Diana E. H. Russell





1997/192 pp. 0-719lJ.411lJ.4 $24.95 pb.
Manchester Medieval stuate:
Manchester University Press







Creativity, Self and Gender
Nicole Ward Jouve
19981269 pp. lJ.312-21l87-2 $19.95 pb.
WOMEN ARTISTS
AND MODERNISM
Edited by Katy Deepwell
1998/256 pp. lJ.719lJ.5082-o $2795 pb.
Manchester University Press
LOST FATHERS
The Politics of Fatherlessness
Edited by Cymthia R. Daniels
1998/224 pp. lJ.312-21l07-4 $24.95 d.
ECOFEMINISM AS POLITICS
Nature, Marx ana the Pastmodern
Ariel Salleh









Edited by Roz Petchesky
and Karen Judd








Edited by Meredeth Turshen
and Clotilde Twagiramariya
1998/192 pp. 1-85649-538-8 $19.95 pb.
Zed 800ks
MARRIAGE ON TRIAL
A StUdy Of Islamic Family Law
Ziba Mir-Hosseini
1997/256 pp. 1-86064-182-2 $24.50 pb.
I.B.Tauris
Schalarly & ReferenceDivision








Born 02-t5-1.557, Vittcria Accoramboni.
a beautiful daughter of an impoverished
notable Italian family, was used as a pawn
in marriages and murders revolving
around potential and actual popes and
political power. She was even imprisoned
for being forced to many secretly after
her husband was murdered by her
brother. She was also murdered, perhaps
in revenge but perhaps because of finan-
cial greed since she became an heiress.
Born 02-15-1820, Susan Brownell An-
thony, untiring pioneer crusader. one of
the primary figures in the American bat-
tle for women's rights. women's suffrage.
Afro-American suffrage, and abolition.
She traveled this nation constantly for 60
years for social justice. Her last public
words: "Failure is impossible." SOA was
UNDEUTE:Women 01Achievement & Hersto" lren. Slobor I
Event 02-15-812 B.c. Rome is elected to Hall of Fame for Great Americans in 1950. When
founded, according to legend by being told that women's subjugation was God's will, she re-
plied, "I distrust those people who know so well what God
Romulus and Remus who as wants them to do, because I notice it always coincides with
infants were suckled by a "she their owndesires."
wolf' who may actually have
been the prostitute Acca
Laurentia.
The Latin word pupa for
she wolf also means prostitute.
She was the wife of Faustulus,
whose death will be commemo-
rated for many years in the Feb-
ruary 15 fertility festival called
the Lupercalia.
On Lupercalia, girls put
love messages into urns and
boys draw them out. The festi-
val would develop in later cen-
turies to St. Valentine's Day.
The traditional Valentine heart




Born 02-13-1836, Sarah Fuller, early advocate of teaching deaf
children to read lips rather than signing. SF taught Alexander
Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone, at her Boston School
for Deaf-Mutes, which later became known as the Horace
Mann School for the Deaf.
Born 02-13-1876. Ada Everleigh who with her sister Minna
operated a brothel in Chicago, "probably the most famous and
luxurious house of prostitution in the country" from 1900-
1911. At that time, there were reported to be nearly 600
houses of prostitution in Chicago alone. When a refonn move-
ment closed them up in 1911 because of their fame (others
remained open), the sisters retired as millionaires.
Event 02-13-1879, President Rutherford B. Hayes signed a
bill allowing female attorneys to argue cases before the U.S.
Supreme Court. It would be some 41 yean before the federal
government would allow women to affect the making of the
laws through suffrage.
Born 02-13-1899, Gale Sondergaard, a much respected and
admired American actor who was blacklisted as a result of the
McCarthy communist scare witchhunt innuendoes in the
19305.
Born 02-13-1907, Mary Coyle Chase, American playwright.
MCC won the 1944 Pulitzer Prize for the play Harvq, the tale
of an invisible six-foot rabbit. She wrote a sparkling screenplay
to convert it into a very successful movie. MCC began her writ-
ing career as newspaper reporter.
Quote du jour
"Rape is nothing more or less than a conscious
process of intimidation by which AlL men keep
Al.L women in a state of fear. Not all men are
rapists but men as a group TOLERAlE rape
and perpetuate myths about rape that keep
women subjugated."
Susan Brownmiller (Born 02-15-1935),
author of the groundbreaking Against our Will:
Men, Women & Rape. 1975.
UNDELETE
Women of Achievement & Herstory
a feminist herstory by Irene Stuber
coming FALL 1998
"I was born a woman with an IQ more




The Production and Consumption of Inequality
Gail Dines, Robert Jensen, and Ann Russo
224 pp $18.99/pb
Sexing the Groove
Popular Music and Gender






Edited by Paula E. Hyman
land Deborah Dash Moore
1800 pp 500 blw photos
$250.00/pb
Emotional Rescue



















and Beth E. Schneider




Representations of Women in the Age of AIDS




Edited by Beth Mintz and Esther D. Rotbblum
304 pp $20.99/pb
My Gender Workbook
How to Become a Real Man, a Real





Short Stories by Women
A Routledge Anthology
Edited by Harriet Devine Jump














A Global Anthology of Women's Resistance from
600 B.C.E. to Present
Edited by Eugenia C. Del.amotte,
Natania Meeker, and Jean F. O'Barr
480 pp $29.99/pb
Working Girls
Gender and Sexuality in Popular Cinema
Yvonne Tasker
256 pp 16 half-tones $19.99/pb
Black Women Film
and Video Artists




Female Bodies on Stage
Sally Banes
296 pp 25illus $22.99/pb
Appropriating Gender
Women's Activism and Politicized
Religion in South Asia




Gender and Korean Nationalism











An Anthology of Nineteenth-Century Writers from
the United States, Canada, Bermuda and the
Caribbean














The Death and Memory of a
Young Roman Woman
Joyce E. Salisbury
240 pp 1l111us $19.99/pb
The Issue of Abortion in
America
CD-ROM
Robert Cavalier, Preston Covey,
Liz Style, and Andrew Thompson
$67.99 CD-ROM
Displaying Women
Spectacles of Leisure in Edith Wharton's
New York
Maureen E. Montgomery












the Patterns of Identity
Christine Battersby
256 pp $18.99/pb
New in the Perspectives
on Gender Series
Grassroots Warnors
Activist Mothering, Community Work,





Organizing Across Race, Class, and
Gender
Edited by Nancy A. Naples
368 pp $23.99/pb
To learn more about these books and
alf Routledge titles, Visit
wwW.roulledge-ny.com
the new Routledge website designed for readers
living in the US and Canada
Routledge
29 West 35th Street,
NY., NY 10001-2299
"Prices are subject to change.
Please V,sit Booths 57-60,





DlIke University Press pllblishes books &
journals in the humanities and social
sciences with special emphasis in cultural
studies, literary criticism, women's
studies, gay & lesbiall studies, and
American studies.








Mmnll pllblishillg cooperative begun ill
H/lUltputs alit chapbooks of il1terest to
political and feminist audiences.
Association of American University
Presses
584 Broadway 410
New York, NY 10012
Representillg tile fillest in unioersitv and
sdwlarly pllblishillg.
Association Book Exhi~it
639 South Washington Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
A combilled exhibit of scholarly books
from leading publisners.
Athena
lOB E. Kirkwood Avenue
Bloomington, IN 47408
WeaTe a womell owned business that
sellsjewelry, clothillg, scarves, and
percussion insfrtl1llflZfs.
BasicBoo~s
10 E, 53rd Street
ew York, NY 10022
&sic Books pllblishes books for scholars
and general readers interested in gender
Qndwomen's studies, particutarli; in ilte
frlds of psychology, education, sociologtj
and history.
BB Sound & Light, LTD,




BB SOlmd & Light is the Emmy Award-
tuinning team that produced "A Scrap of
Pride," a documentaru and curriculunl
package for celebrating diversity and
building community (winner of the 1997
Silver Apple Award, National Educa-
tiollal Media Network) and the
critically-acclaimed documentaru of
women's art and stories, "Unraveling the







A lecture agency working with speakers
on domestic violence, sex & politics and
more.
Calyx Books and Calyx Journal
P.O. Box B
Corvallis, OR 97339
CALYX has been publishing award-
winllillg literatllre by women for twenty-
two years. See Ollr ad for specifics.
Centerfor the Study of the Gift Economy
PO. Box 868
Kyle, TX 78640
(512) 480-9278 or (512) 267-2309
This organization promotes social change
according to 'Women's ualues.
Coastline Productions
P.O. Box 343
San Marcos, CA 92079






New York, NY 10031
FP [ounded by Florence Howe and others
at SUNY Old Westbllry has been
delivering multieulltural feminist books
and curricular materials for over 25
years.
Feminist Studies
c/o Women's Studies Program
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
Feminist Studies is an academic jotl77Ull
that provides a [crun for new and






Feminist Teacher is a journal that
addresses the theories and practices of
feminist teaching.
Frontiers: A Journal of Women
P.O. Box 645910
Pullman, WA 99164-5910
"Frontiers: A [ouma! of Women" builds
a mulii-disciplinarv bridge between
university and community audiences by
exploring the diversity of women's lives
as shaped by sucn factors as race,
etlmicity, class, sexual orientation, and
religion.
117
ADVERTISERS, BOOK & CRAFT EXHIBITORS I
Golden Books Family Entertainment
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10106
(212) 547-4420







Publislters of cutting-edge books and
journals in tlte field of Women's Studies,





Herstar publications "take back the sky"
as 51 international feminist astrologers
smash. the gender stereotypes, male
dominance syndromes, sexual bias and
cosmological imbalance of Western
astrology.
Indiana University Press
601 N. Morton Street
Bloomington, IN 47404
Indiana University Press is a major
international scltolarly press witlt




Mt. View, CA 94041
Mayfield publisltes college textbooks.
McGilligan Books
PO. Box 16024,
8S9 Dundas Street W.
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6J 1WO
We are a new political publishing house
nm by an experienced feminist editor.
McGraw-Hili
1221 Avenue 01 the Americas
New York, NY 10020
McGraw-Hill offers a wide variety of
titles including its Primis Women's
Studies Custom Publislting database.
TheEdwin Mellen Press




Minnesota Historical Society Press
34S Kellogg Blvd. W.
St.Paul, MN 55102-1906
MHS Press publisltes botlt scltolarly and
general-interest books that contribute to
the understanding of Minnesota and
midwestern Itistory.
My Sisters' Words
304 N. McBride Street
Syracuse, NY 13203
New York State's largest feminist
bookstore, now celebrating 10 years.
National Centerfor Curriculum
Transformation Resources onWomen





Tl,e NCCTRW has developed a set of
Women in tlte Curriculum publications
consisting ojdirectories.manunls, and
essays covering tlze primary information
needed by educators to transform the
curriculum to incorporate the scltolarslzip
on 'Women.
NewMoon Studio
HC 73 Box 129
Drury, MO 65638
Stunning woodcut prints of feminist
landscapes and famous womyn in





A publication of tlze National Women's
Studies Association emphasizing







Odd Girls is a young press publishing
feminist fiction, non-fiction and -ifer-
ence.
Off Our Backs
23378 18th Street NW
Washington, DC 20009
A national feminist newspaper witlt book
reviews, news analysis; events listings
and more.
Ohio State University Press
1070 Carmack Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1002
We publish scholarly books and journals.
Organization of Book Pu~lishers of Ontario
720 Bathurst Street, Suite 301
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2R4
Oxford University Press
198 Madison Avenue





New York, NY 10014
Penguin Putnam is the publisher of






IADVERTISERS, BOOK & CRAFT EXHIBITORS
JanPhillips
51 7Arlene Place
San Diego, CA 92117
Ian Phillips, writer, photographer and
autlwr of Marry Your Muse, has books,
omis, posters and prints on the subject of
crmtiuity and women.
Reference and Research Servicesl
The left Index
511 Lincoln Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Publishes bibliographies on feminist
issues.
Routledge
29 W. 35th Street
ew York, NY 10001
RDltlledge offers a wide range of out-
standing, diverse, and original Women's
Studies titles.
















Displyaing scllOlarly books and journals
in wmnen's studies.
The Seal Press
3131 Western Avenue 410
Seattle, WA 98121
Seal Press is all independellt, [eminis!
publishing company located in Seattle,
WA..
Second Story Feminist Press
720 Bathurst Street, Suite 301
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2R4
A women's press specializing in quality
fiction, non-fiction (including the
Women's Issues Publishing
Program) and children's books.
Simon & Schuster Custom Pu~lishing
160 Gould Street
Needham, MA 02194
The premier publisher of customized and
data-based textbooks in North Amenca.
Sojourner Feminist Institute





Sojourner: The Women's Forum, founded
in 1975 and named for Sojourner Truth
(1797-1883), is the largest feminist
newspaper in the U.S. with a readership
of45,000+.
Spinsters Ink
32 East First Street 330
Duluth, MN 55802
Spinsters Ink, a feminist press that,
publisne« fiction and non-fiction titles
that deal with significant issues m
women's lives from afeminist perspec-
tive, offers a 20% discount on all titles at
NWSA,
St. Martin's Press Scholarly & Reference
Div.
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10010
Customer Service
1-800-221-7945 x270
St. Martill's Press publishes academic
and reference books of interest to scholars
in a variety of fields.
Publisher/distributor of calendars,
posters, cards, t-shiris, books, butlons,
stickers that are feminist, gay/lesbian
allied, racially inclusioe, honor elders and
children.
United Church of CanadaPu~lishing House






University of Minnesota Press
111 Third Avenue South
Suite 290
Minneapolis, MN 55401 "
Scholarly publisher of utoard-tuinning
titles in Feminist Studies, Social SClmce,





Network of scholars and others for
research and sharing information about
women in history connected with '
Unitarianism and Universalism.
The University of Michigan Press
839 Greene Street
Ann Arbor, Ml48106
Publisher of scholarly books illuminating
the lives, roles, and achievements of




Westview Press publishes a wide range of
academic and professional books, as well
as undergraduate and graduate level .
texts in the social sciences and humam-
ties.
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Provides information via Internet
Women in Science & HiStory
105Urban Street
Lancaster, PA 17603
Mugs, mouse pads, t-shirts, books, etc. of
women who made significant contribu-
tions to humankind.
Women's History Library, National
Clearinghouse on Marital and Date Rape
2325 Oak Street
Berkeley, CA 94708
http://members.aol.com/ nemd v /
index/him
From 1968-74, the Archive of the
Women's Movement (Hers tory, Law,
Health/Mental Health microfilms),
speakers, consultants, publication,
internships on Date and Marital Rape.
Women's Press (Canada)
517 College Street, Suite 302
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M6G 4A2
Women's Press is afeminist publisher of




Little Rock, AR 72206
A nonprofit, social justice organization
working against racism, sexism and
homophobia.
The Women's Review of Books
Wellesley College
Wellesley, MA 02181
Women's Review of Books publishes in-
depth reviews of current book by and
about women, in all fields, from a
feminist perspective.
Women's Studies Librarian forthe




Publisher of resources for the women's
studies community, including FEMI-
NIST COLLECTIONS,
FEMINIST PERIODICALS, and NEW
BOOKS ON WOMEN & FEMINISM.
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Member of the Feminist Bookstore Network and
American Booksellers Association
Support your feminist bookstore; she supports you!
WHILE AT NWSA: STOP BY OUR TABLE
we will
.', feature books by conference presenters and feminist presses
." coordinate booksignings by featured authors
., accept cash/checklmastercard/visa
., take orders and make deliveries on stock from
My Sisters' Words bookstore
ON YOURWAY HOME: VISIT US
from Oswego State campus take left onto Rte. 104, bear right on Bridge
St. At East 1st St. turn right and follow 481 into Syracuse. From 481
take exit 29S to Salina St. exit. Make left on James St. At Fourth traffic
light, make right on N. McBride St. Look for Victorian house at
304 N. McBride St. • Syracuse, NY. 13203 • (315) 428-0227







_ To Rica Creek
and Fallbrook
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Sheldon Avenua
